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1 PREFACE 

 

Flood risk assessment, as essential part of flood risk management, is a useful tool for the indication of 

economic damages and for the identification of the most vulnerable cities worldwide. In most cases, cities 

with a high concentration of people and goods are vulnerable to floods (Kubal et al., 2009). As a consequence 

there is a need to assess the flooding risk in all its entirety.  

Risk is the outcome of the interaction between a hazard phenomenon and the elements at risk within the 

community (e.g. people, buildings and infrastructure) that are vulnerable to such an impact (Jacks et al., 

2010). In risk assessment, one has to consider the probabilities of hazardous events affecting the community 

and the consequent harm to the community. Probability is a concept and skill that most people have 

problems understanding, as many cannot handle statistical concepts or effectively factor probabilities into 

their decision-making (“PWS Guidelines on Communicating Forecast Uncertainty” (PWS-18), WMO/TD No. 

1422). 

The flooding risk assessment consists on different phases: prevention, forecasting, real time monitoring and 

finally post-event.  

In the prevention phase, all the actions that allow to reduce the risk of flooding for the most sensitive areas 

are implemented.  These actions are different and the mains are intended to: a) introduce advance flood 

warning and pre-planning can significantly reduce the impact of flooding; b) modify homes and business to 

help the population to withstand the floods; c) Construct buildings above flood levels; d) tackle climate 

change; e) protect wetlands and introduce trees strategically; f) restore rivers to their natural courses; g) 

introduce water storage areas; h) put up more flood barriers; and at least l) improve soil conditions. All these 

phenomena are investigated through post event flooding maps. However, because of the ongoing climate 

change these flooding maps based on past extreme events are obsolete. In fact, the return period (intended 

as an average time or an estimated average time between events such as floods) of such floods is completely 

different from the ones happened in the past and therefore there is a need to update these maps. 

The forecasting and nowcasting phases (the term forecast is referred to a very short time, generally from 

zero to six hours) are very important from the point of view of effective warnings and response in order to 

reduce the disaster risk.  The forecast phase generally is based on four components: Observational Data and 

Monitoring Systems, Numerical Weather Prediction, Conceptual Models and Situational Awareness. For all 

of these components higher temporal and spatial resolution of the data (temperature, humidity pressure and 

wind data) are required to lead to a better weather diagnosis. These analyses allow to plan a better warning 

response. To date both these two phases are fundamental for the civil protection in providing information to 
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the citizens (from e.g. media, governance institutions, etc.), understanding the hazard and, at least, in the 

emergency response plans. Especially the nowcasting phase, that is characterized by shorts times, requires a 

wide range of tools that allow to evaluate the hazard immediately. However, in some cases it is not possible 

to give these technologies to the civil protection and therefore, sometimes they entrust themself to the 

experiences of the operators or/and to their knowledge based on the experiences of past extreme events. 

The monitoring phase, instead, is managed by collecting information on the territory thanks to the ground-

based systems linked to the local databases available or through the rescue teams. The ground stations (i.e. 

sensors measuring precipitation and / or water levels at relevant sites in local waterways) often are not 

available or capable to monitor well the extreme event. In fact, it is of extreme importance for this phase 

that the spatial disposition of the stations is such as to cover the whole area of interest. Because of this 

usually does not happen, the local rescue emergency team are employed, hence, exposing them at risk. 

Finally, the post-event phase deals with the using of flooding maps obtained with numerical models and / or 

via photographic evidence of the damages happened. These maps, as mentioned above, usually are obsolete 

considering the ongoing climate change and, often, do not make possible to localize all the area affected by 

the flood. Moreover, often these maps are implemented with hydraulic modelling using old input data 

(Digital Elevation Model, land cover, etc.) that do not represent the real status of the environment at the 

time of the extreme event of interest. Finally, usually these tools are validated considering maps based on 

past extreme events. As a consequence, this methodology is not useful for the reconstruction of post event 

maps with high accuracy, because of the land and climatic changings lead to consider new flooding areas that 

were safety in the past. Regarding the post event analysis with photographic evidences, the goodness of the 

maps depends directly from the area considered for the analysis. In fact, if the zone is in a developed city it 

is simple to find pictures that show the situation and that allow to rebuild a flooding map, while it is very 

difficult if the area is in a developing country. 

In flood risk assessment, satellite remote sensing constitutes a very useful tool in all above described phases. 

In fact, through the satellites it is possible to have, with regard to the prevention phase, a record of the floods 

that occurred in the past and the consequent location of the areas most exposed to the risk of flooding. For 

the forecast phase, information on the distribution and intensity of the rains that is about to fall can be 

obtained. In the monitoring phase, the satellites allow to follow the evolution of the extreme event and 

detect the flooding. Finally, in the post-event phase, satellites allow to a rebuilding of the flood maps and to 

the identification of flooded areas and to a consequently better organization of the securing of the areas 

most at risk. 

Remote sensing from satellite, therefore, for all the phases of flooding risk assessment, allows obtaining 

important information in the detection of soil moisture, subsidence, precipitation and the extent of flooding. 
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Satellite technology is an excellent solution for obtaining information for flooding risk assessment for several 

reasons: a) allows analysis on a much larger scale compared to those made with ground instruments; b) 

involves less risk for rescue teams in action during floods; c) some sensors, such as radar, allows to get 

information in correspondence with any atmospheric configuration and during the night; finally d) in the near 

future satellites will be launched capable of providing ever better spatial resolutions and revisit time. 

At the same time, this technology also has some rather important limitations that lead us to integrate it with 

other existing techniques. Some of the most important limits are: a) of an instrumental nature (i.e. the radar 

is not able to capture flooding in the urban area); b) the spatial and temporal resolution not always able to 

capture the peak of flood during the extreme event; and finally c) that not all satellite missions are free and 

/ or accessible; 

For this reason the satellite instrument alone is not sufficient and must necessarily be associated with other 

existing and compatible technologies for flooding risk assessment.  

Specifically, in this thesis we explore the possibility to improve flood risk assessment by  the  integration of  

hydraulic models with satellite data with reference at the two phases of post-event analysis and nowcasting. 

Regarding the post event, the aim was to understand if the remote sensing from satellite, considering its 

limitation, is a useful tool for the reconstruction of very accurate flooding maps that can perform the flooding 

risk assessment. Furthermore, also the possibility to integrate this technology with other available tools 

(social media marker and hydraulic modelling) was explored. Drawbacks arose about open source shallow 

water model (HEC-RAS) used in the case studies have suggested to develop a new 2D hydraulic model, that 

has been used in the carrying out of nowcasting phase.   

Concerning the nowcasting phase, the possibility to integrate data of precipitation measured by radar with 

real time flood forecast model was explored. A flood model, following  an artificial intelligence approach,  

was carried out. Such model was trained by a number of simulations carried out by the 2D hydraulic model.  

The development of the thesis has seen three main moments: 

1) Analysis of the capabilities of remote sensing in flooding risk assessment by applying it to real cases and 

other available tools (hydraulic modeling and social media markers); 

2) Application to the post-event phases in which it was first rebuilt the extreme event of Hurricane Harvey in 

Houston and then an assessment of the need to build more flexible numerical models than the one used for 

the simulations was done; 

3) Application to the analysis of flooding risk assessment in the nowcasting phase through the construction 

of a real time artificial intelligence model. 
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In the first point, first of all was studied how remote sensing from satellite was used in the evaluation of 

flooding risk assessment for: detection of soil moisture and subsidence phenomenon; flood detection; and 

finally for estimating precipitation. For each of these applications the sensors and missions currently in orbit 

that are mostly used for these purposes have been presented. Such applications have been reported as case 

studies. Finally, other existing tools were investigated, such as hydraulic modeling and social media markers, 

useful for the flooding risk assessment. 

In the second point, instead, considering the applications developed in point 1, in particular that of the 

reconstruction of the flooding emerged in Greece (river Strymon) and in Vietnam (Quang Ngai), remote 

sensing techniques from satellite with hydraulic modeling and social media markers were integrated. The 

numerical code used in these simulations was HEC-RAS 5.0.3. This hydraulic model was considered because 

suggested by FEMA and because of its excellent results in terms of robustness. The peculiarity of this 

hydraulic model is that it exploits the subgrid approach (Casulli et al., 2008). This method allows using large 

meshes to perform hydraulic simulations in large areas with reasonable computational times. The Hurricane 

Harvey, occurred in Houston, was adopted as a test case. In this study the technique of remote sensing from 

satellite was integrated with hydraulic modeling and social media markers. This methodology allowed us to 

reconstruct, using the information obtained from ground stations, extremely accurate flood maps for all days 

of the extreme flood event. Subsequently, tests were carried out on the robustness of the HEC-RAS code on 

a portion of the urban area of Houston. These analysis, conducted in correspondence of complex geometries 

(such as buildings, roads, slope changes, etc.), have allowed us to understand the goodness of the approach 

to the subgrid in returning the results of depth and velocity of the flow to the different spatial resolutions of 

the computational grid. The results of the tests led to the creation of a new numerical code that was able to 

overcome the limitations found in HEC-RAS and, in general, those that afflict the various models present in 

the literature. The model created was first of all object of a bench marking test and then of an application to 

a real case study. Twelve extreme events occurred in correspondence of Saint Lucia Island were simulated 

and the results were validated with social media collected by the local population. 

Finally, the third and final point allowed us to explore the possibility of overcoming the main limitation in the 

application of hydraulic models in the nowcasting phase. In fact, the numerical codes for simulations require 

much longer times than those useful for the nowcasting phase (a few seconds). For this reason, an approach 

based on artificial intelligence has been used that allows, for a given atmospheric configurations that occurs, 

to obtain in a short time flooding maps based on past events similar to the extreme event that is coming. The 

surrogate model, in this thesis, has been trained with the simulated maps for the extreme events happened 

on Saint Lucia in past.  
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2 INTRODUCTION 

There are very few places on earth where flooding is not a concern. In fact, any zone where heavy rain 

happened is vulnerable to flooding. A flooding occurs when water inundates land that is normally dry. This 

phenomenon can happen in a multitude of ways: heavy rainfall, a rapid melting of snow or ice, storm surge, 

presence of beaver dam in a particular position of a river; a breaking of a dam or a levee; and for subsidence 

phenomena, especially in a coastal area. 

Most flooding take hours or several days to develop, giving residents and civil protection to prepare or 

evacuate. Others generate quickly and with little warning and are called flash floodings. This typology of 

events is extremely dangerous, in fact, can instantly turning a babbling brook or even a dry wash into rushing 

rapids that sweep everything in their path downstream. 

Climate change is increasing the risk of flooding worldwide, particularly in coastal and low-lying areas, 

because of its role in extreme weather events and  sea level rising.  

Flooding cause more than 40 billion of dollars in damage worldwide annually, according to the Organization 

for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD, 2016). Casualties have increased in recent decades to 

more than 100 people a year. When flooding waters recede, affected areas are often blanketed with silt and 

mud. The water and landscape can be contaminated with hazardous materials such as sharp debris, 

pesticides, fuel, and untreated sewage. Residents of flooding areas can be left without power and clean 

drinking water, leading to outbreaks of deadly waterborne diseases like typhoid, hepatitis A, and cholera. 

Because of the importance of the flooding issue, it is necessary to use strong monitoring technologies that 

allow to follow the extreme event and provide all the information for mitigate and assess the flooding risk.  

As mentioned above, the flooding risk assessment consists on different phases: prevention; forecasting; real 

time monitoring and finally post-event.  

Several technologies for each of those phases, useful for the flooding risk assessment, have been reported in 

literature. Among such technologies, remote sensing from satellite is one of the most useful thanks to its 

ability to be used in all the phases. A wide range of information are provided by this technology: the analyses 

of soil moisture; subsidence phenomena; detection of the extension of inundation; estimation of 

precipitation intensity and monitoring of distribution. Hence, remote sensing from satellite is gaining, 

recently, considerable and increasing interest. Despite its advantages, there are some shortcomings that 

required to be overcome and for this reasons other technologies should be investigated and combined to it. 
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2.1 FLOODING RISK ASSESSMENT FROM SATELLITE 

Remote sensing from satellite is defined as the science and art of obtaining information about an object, area 

or phenomena through the analysis of data acquired by a device that is not in contact with the object, area, 

or phenomena under investigation. 

The sensors are divided into active and passive, the former receiving a back scattering fraction of their 

previously emitted signal, while the latter only pick up the electromagnetic waves naturally spread by the 

target (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 - Typology of sensors system onboard the satellite 

For the purpose of flooding risk monitoring, depending on the scale on which the analysis is performed, a 

variety of satellite data is used. In order to carry out effective monitoring, several conditions must be met: 1. 

data should be collected at the appropriate frequency depending on the mode (preventive/ operational); 2. 

the data should be adequately detailed to provide information on the state of the water and the status of 

the flooding embankments. Data from meteorological systems is useful to forecast precipitation and its 

intensity. Very high-resolution satellite images (VHRS) and high-resolution satellite images (HRS) can be used 

to monitor flooding embankments and their condition, and to monitor flooding plains. This applies to both 

radar and optical data. Radar data is weather independent and generally considered to be better suited for 
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water detection (Pluto-Kossakowska et al. 2017), while optical data is easier for photointerpretation and acts 

as a compaction of measurements from radar data. 

The active sensors most used in remote sensing are the SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) with radar sensors 

(RAdio Detection And Ranging), which allow to detect an object and establish its distance from the sensor 

itself through radio waves. These waves can have wavelengths (𝜆) with values between microwaves and radio 

waves (with 𝜆 between 1 mm and 1 m and frequencies ranging from 0.3 to 30 GHz). The wavelengths are 

chosen according to the target to be analyzed and to the platform that supports the sensor, for example in 

the case of satellite RADAR the choice to use the typical frequencies of the microwave field depends on the 

fact that they have a transmissivity 100% in the atmosphere and therefore there is no signal loss, despite the 

presence of interference. 

A RADAR device consists of four parts: a transmitter, a receiver, an antenna and a recorder. The ability of a 

RADAR sensor to observe an object depends on many factors including the intensity of the emitted signal, 

the sensor-target distance, the 𝜆 of the incident signal and finally the reflectivity of the object itself. This last 

parameter depends in turn on numerous factors both inherent to the characteristics of the RADAR such as: 

frequency, signal polarization and acquisition geometry; both intrinsic properties of the target such as: 

roughness, humidity, size and electrical properties of the object. The roughness of the surface of the object 

determines the amount of backscattered energy that will return to the sensor, the more it will be wrinkled 

the brighter it will be during acquisition. On the contrary smooth surfaces will appear black, due to the type 

of reflection of the waves, which in this case will be of specular type, without the possibility of returning to 

the receiver. A surface is considered smooth if the roughness on it is lower than the 𝜆 of the signal. The 

angular reflection instead depends on the presence of walls perpendicular to the ground, such as buildings, 

and has the effect of amplifying the backscattered signal as one or more signal reflections occur, this 

phenomenon typically occurs in densely populated areas. The humidity of the target is a very important 

parameter because, by virtue of the electrical properties of the water, it determines its greater or lesser 

capacity to allow itself to be penetrated by the incident signal. An object rich in water will be more reflective 

than one that is devoid of it, this property depends on the dielectric constant of the material and is 

particularly important in the case of vegetation as its properties vary considerably during the year. The 

RADAR sensors can operate with different bands and each one provides different information on the 

investigated targets. The most used bands are those that do not interfere with the atmosphere, i.e. that 

guarantee an atmospheric transmissivity close to 100%, in particular the most common sensors exploit the 

microwave portion corresponding to the X, C and L bands. 

All satellites equipped with radar sensors (SAR - Synthetic Aperture Radar) orbit the earth on a near-polar 

orbit at an altitude ranging from 500 to 800 km above the earth’s surface, depending on the satellite platform 
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hosting the SAR sensor. The angle between true north-south and the satellite orbit varies slightly, depending 

on the satellite but, in general lies in the range of 10 degrees. 

Figure 2 shows all the SAR satellites distinguished by the typology of radar band. 

 

Figure 2 - Satellite Radar Systems available now and into the future (from Tapete, D., & Cigna, F. (2019)). 

Satellite sensors are mounted on their platforms with the direction of transmission at 90° to the flight 

direction. The earlier satellites (ERS-1, ERS-2, Radarsat-1 and Envisat) were all right looking satellites, 

meaning that microwave beam transmits and receives on the right side only of the satellite, relative to its 

orbital path, i.e. the system cannot rotate. Newer satellites (Radarsat-2, TerraSAR-X and COSMO-SkyMed) 

have both right-looking and left-looking capabilities, thus they can ‘look’ to the right or the left of the craft, 

but not both directions simultaneously. The angle at which the sensor is pointed toward the earth’s surface 

is referred to as the off nadir, or look, angle.  
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Optical satellite remote sensing systems are characterized by a variety of technical parameters, including 

very important spatial and spectral resolution. Both of these parameters are crucial for monitoring the 

condition of embankments and forecasting the occurrence of floodings. For preventive monitoring this is a 

sufficient revisit time, but the possibilities of the usage of satellite optical systems are limited by the weather 

conditions and cloud cover.  

Optical data, due to frequent cloudiness occurring in the period of increased flooding hazard, is less common 

for operational use in monitoring damage to levees (Weintrit et al., 2018). It is possible to use such data only 

in cloudless conditions or in the presence of slight cloud cover. This means that the identification of damage 

to flooding embankments with the use of optical data can be carried out as quasi-continuous monitoring, 

conducted in order to detect damages early. Examples of optical data with very high spatial resolution 

(IKONOS, QuickBird) being used to identify damage to flooding embankments are shown in the literature – 

these cover, for example, damage to the sod in the main body of the embankment and on the embankment 

slopes (Hossain et al. 2004). Optical data is much more frequently used to assess the state of damage after a 

flooding event or to determine the extent of flooding, or for flooding risk assessment (Stancalie et al. 2007; 

Ho et al. 2010; Skakun 2012; Shaker et al. 2012; Asare-Kyei et al. 2015; Byun et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2015; 

Malinowski et al. 2015). 

The progress of satellite systems in the assessment of flooding risk open the way for a greater use of such 

techniques in the study, analysis and forecast of flooding events. In fact, remote sensing allows the 

monitoring of ongoing phenomena, which otherwise will be difficult to assess on a large scale, by means of 

change detection techniques (Singh A., 1989). The goal of change detection is to discern those areas on digital 

images that depict change in the feature of interest between two or more image dates. The reliability of the 

change detection process may be strongly influenced by various environmental factors that might change 

between image dates (Mishra et al., 2017). 

There are different information that is possible to obtain with remote sensing useful for flooding risk 

assessment, beyond what has already mentioned before, as: analyses of land use/cover changes for 

understanding the complex relationships between human activities and their environmental impacts; to 

provide land use/cover information such as the degradation level of forests (Franci et al., 2015; Hayes & 

Sader, 2001) and wetlands; the evaluation of water resources (Frazier & Page, 2000); the urbanization rate 

(Maktav et al., 2005; Dewan & Yamaguchi 2009; Bagan & Yamagata, 2012); the intensity of agricultural 

activities (Akbari et al., 2006) and other man-induced changes (Khan 2000). 

Their spatial resolution makes these images suitable for analyses on regional scale that allow to have a 

complete scenario of what are happens in the area of interest. It is important to underlain again that is not 

possible with the instrument locate in situ. 
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Both the type of sensors present onboard the satellite, optical or radar, allow to do flooding risk assessment.  

In the following sections it is reported how the remote sensing from satellite is exploited in the investigation 

of different elements that should be considered in the flooding risk assessment. Particular interest is given 

to the satellite missions and sensors used for this purpose. 

 

2.1.1 REMOTE SENSING FROM SATELLITE FOR THE RETRIEVAL OF SOIL MOISTURE  

As far as soil moisture is concerned, knowing this measure in the pre-event and monitoring phases would 

make it possible to assess the soil saturation rate and thus to obtain a better estimate of the flooding risk of 

the area involved from alluvial event. In fact, an extremely humid or saturated soil, decreasing its infiltration 

capacity, tends to favor the development of a superficial inundations and therefore to increase the flooding 

risk. 

Soil moisture is traditionally measured in situ to obtain accurate information on the point level with high 

temporal resolution, but these measurements have limited spatial coverage (Dorigo et al., 2011). A good 

solution to solve this issue is represented by remote sensing from satellite. 

Many satellite active and passive microwave sensors launched since the 1970s have been widely used to 

estimate regional and global surface soil moisture, including the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) 

(Entekhabi et al., 2010, Reichle et al., 2016), Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) (Paloscia 

et al., 2001), Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) (Lindell and Long, 2016), Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity 

Sensor (SMOS) (Kerr et al., 2012, Wigneron et al., 2017), Fengyun Satellites (FY) (Parinussa et al., 2014, Song 

and Jia, 2016), Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer on the Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) (Du et 

al., 2016, Njoku et al., 2003) and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) (Parinussa et al., 

2015) on board on Aqua satellite. 

The production of soil surface moisture maps, up to 5 cm deep, with remote sensing can be carried out thanks 

to optical or SAR image processing.  

For the optical data, the activity consists in the calibration of inversion models that use the electromagnetic 

information collected in the thermal and reflectance bands. The techniques for estimate surface soil moisture 

with data acquired in the visible band and in the NIR, VNIR, SWIR and thermal bands (TIR) are based on 

reflectance and emittance measurements (Sadeghi et al., 1984), and were partially revealed effective 

(Sommer et al, 1998). The methods most frequently founded in the literature refer to: multispectral indices 

of humidity / drought based on reflectance bands, surface energy balance, thermal inertia and apparent 

thermal inertia, and behavioral model radiative soil-vegetation (method of the triangle Ts / Fr).  
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Several study, in order to improve the retrieve of soil moisture, suggest the use of multiple microwave bands 

or brightness temperature observations of multiple satellite. This allow to overcome the main limits that 

afflict this technique, as the revisit time (days) and the spatial resolution (km) that are not always good for 

the monitoring of soil moisture. In (Zhang K. et al, 2019) it is underlined how (Njoku and Li, 1999) using 

satellite microwave radiometer data from multiple bands of AMSR; (Piles et al., 2016) used the triangle 

inversion technique to enhance soil moisture retrieval through synergies of SMOS microwave observations 

and Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI) optical and infrared data onboard the Meteosat 

Second Generation (MSG) satellite; (Liu et al. 2012) developed a method to combine passive and active 

microwave products to improve the estimation of soil moisture; (Rodríguez-Fernandez et al., 2015) and 

(Kolassa et al., 2016) adopted artificial neural network methods to combine observations from active and 

passive satellite microwaves to retrieve soil moisture; (Aires et al., 2012) compared synergistic multi-

wavelength remote sensing to a posteriori combination of retrieved products; (Kolassa et al., 2017) further 

investigated the assimilation of soil moisture retrieved from active and passive satellites into a land surface 

model. There is also the European Space Agency (ESA) Climate Change Initiative (CCI) project (Dorigo et al., 

2015; Enenkel et al., 2016), that merges a long-term record of global soil moisture from SMOS, AMSR-E, and 

AMSR2 (Yao et al., 2017), and a record based on the SMOS and AMSR-E (Van der Schalie et al., 2018).  

All these studies, have revealed the effectiveness of synergistically using observations from multiple satellites 

or multiple sensors to improve the retrieval of soil moisture. However, in literature, this challenge is still 

open. In fact, it is rare to retreive studies on the merge of soil moisture data obtained from differents sensors. 

As mentioned before, one of the main limits of passive sensors measure is the poor spatial resolution (more 

than 40 km). Active sensors, instead, particularly the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) have a spatial resolution 

better than 50 m and have been widely used in recent years.  

The soil moisture retreivement with SAR sensors is based on the interpretation of backscattering signal (see 

Wagner et al., 1999). Despite the good spatial resolution, the SAR technique present some important 

limitations in the retreive of soil moisture. In fact, as reported in (Zribi et al., 2006), in case of presence of 

bare soil the backscattered radar signal depends strongly on soil moisture and surface roughness (Ulaby et 

al. 1986); in case of sparse vegetation, the return signal depends both on the vegetation backscattering 

characteristics and on the attenuation it introduces to backscattering from the soil (Ulaby et al. 1982, Prevot 

et al. 1993); in case of dense vegetation, such as in forests, the soil contribution, in the C band, is generally 

very weak, particularly at high incidence angles (Ulaby et al. 1986, Fung 1994). (Zribi et al., 2006) describe in 

his paper, that many models have been developed to understand the physics of the interaction between 

radar signal and surface or vegetation parameters. For bare soils, different theoretical and empirical 

approaches have been developed (Fung et al. 1992, Oh et al. 1992, Dubois et al. 1995, Wang et al. 1997, Shi 

et al. 1997, Zribi and Dechambre 2003). Among these, the ‘linear approach’ linking surface soil moisture to 
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calibrated and validated SAR radar measurements (ERS, SIRC, RADARSAT, and so on) is widely used (Cognard 

et al. 1995, Quesney et al. 2000, Le Hegarat-Mascle et al. 2002, Zribi et al. 2005). 

W. Wagner et al. (1999) , in their paper, report how ERS (European Remote Sensing) technology is an excellent 

instrument that can provide the soil moisture of a given area with a good precision. ERS technology is part of 

the SAR (Synthetic aperture radar) systems. The fundamental principle on which the SAR systems are based 

is that of emitting electromagnetic radiation (in the microwave region, in particular, for ERS, in the C band 

with a frequency of 5.3 GHz) in the direction of the Earth's surface and recording the amount and the return 

time of the diffusion energy (backscattering). These sensors allow images to be acquired regardless of 

sunlight and clouds. The two SAR ERS-1 and 2 satellites, whose launch took place respectively in July 1991 

and in April 1995 by the ESA (European Space Agency) of which the ASI (Italian Space Agency) is part, have 

the same characteristics: helium-synchronous orbit, circular, with inclination of 98.5 °, rotation around the 

Earth every 100 minutes at a height of 785 km. The two satellites are able to acquire images at every point 

on the surface of the Earth every 17 days in ascending and descending orbit, so that the entire coverage of 

the Earth is obtained in 35 days, with a ground resolution of approximately 25 meters . 

Wagner et al. employed an algorithm for a series of 6 years data, also proposing a qualitative comparison 

between the results obtained using as input the data deriving from satellite with those obtained from direct 

instrumentation. The article shows how the data obtained from the ERS scatterometer very well approximate 

those obtained on land, thus demonstrating the soundness of the technique for estimating soil moisture. 

The figure 3 shows an application of phase-retrieved soil moisture, applied across agricultural fields (De Zan 

et al, 2014). Here, the differential phase (in degrees) between two SAR images clearly shows delineation 

along field boundaries, associated with differing moisture states. 

 

Figure 3 - Example of soil moisture detection with ERS SAR satellite 

Another interesting approach in which ERS technology is used is found in the article proposed by (Scipal K. Et 

al, 2008) which compares the results of soil moisture obtained from inputs provided by the satellite with 
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those of the date ERA INTERIM base. The ERA interim global atmospheric numerical modeling dataset is 

processed by the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).  

The comparison shows that the two technologies give very similar results, thus underlining the great 

flexibility of ERS technology. 

The Advanced spatial resolution Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) radar sensor on board the 

ENVISAT satellite owned by the European Space Agency (ESA) is operating in C band (5.33 GHz), which 

resumes with incidence angles between 15 ° and 45 ° with a temporal frequency of 35 days. Potentially it 

allows to have images on the ground with high spatial resolution (up to 12.5 m) and thanks to the possibility 

of acquiring images in Alternating Polarization modes, and therefore in double polarization, this sensor is 

today a promising and potential humidity monitoring tool on large spatial areas. The Advanced Synthetic 

Aperture Radar (ASAR) on board the ENVISAT satellite is an active radar sensor operating in the microwave 

frequencies (5.33 GHz). The antenna consists of a transmitter and a receiver (monostatic radar), and resumes 

in look side mode, ie from the side with respect to the direction of flight, with angles of inclination with 

respect to the vertical for the sensor between 15 ° and 45 ° . The radar estimates the backscattering 

coefficient σ0 of the soil, from which the dielectric constant ε directly connected to soil moisture is derived 

(Topp et al., 1980). The soil moisture is then derived from the dielectric constant of the soil. The dielectric 

constant was estimated using the physically based model with proven validity Integral Equation Model by 

(Fung et al., 1992). Once the dielectric constant ε is obtained, the soil moisture θ has been estimated by 

(Topp et al., 1980). 

Other SAR satellites widely used for this type of application are Sentinel 1, RADARSAT-2, ALOS PALSAR and 

SAOCOM. All the missions have on board sensors operating in L band with frequency 0.39 - 1.55 GHz. Given 

their ability to operate a different mode of acquisitions, they are able to provide a good spatial resolution, of 

the order of the meter, and for these reasons their use is becoming more and more frequent in the study of 

soil moisture. The limit that characterizes the products deriving from these missions, except for the Sentinel 

product, is that the images are not free. 

 

2.1.2 REMOTE SENSING FROM SATELLITE FOR THE SUBSIDENCE PHENOMENA ASSESSMENT 

Subsidence is a process of slow lowering of the ground level (mm-cm / year) to a local or regional scale, which 

can be produced both from natural and/or anthropic causes. Like soil moisture, the phenomenon of 

subsidence is also very studied through the use of remote sensing, in particular through the Interferometric 

technique.   

The main natural phenomena responsible for causing subsidence are: tectonic movements (Watts, 1982; 

Dokka, 2006), volcanic activity (Branney, 1995; Takada & Fukushima, 2013) and all the processes related to 
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land consolidation (Tovey & Paul, 2002; Van Asselen, 2011). A common characteristic of the majority of 

natural causes of subsidence is that the areas involved are very extensive (regional scale) and the rates of 

soil sinking are very low, therefore they do not involve immediate risk situations and the effects are observed 

after several years.  

On the contrary, anthropic causes, which are usually associated with the construction of buildings and 

infrastructures (Stramondo et al, 2008; Manunta et al, 2008) and the extraction of fluids from the 

underground (Stramondo et al, 2007; Tomas et al, 2005; Klemm et al, 2010), involve consolidation processes 

on a local scale which can be much faster. 

Interferometry is the study of the amplitude and phase difference obtained by comparing two SAR images 

inherent to the same scene, but which were taken at a different time and therefore with slightly different 

viewing angles. The image obtained by this comparison is called an interferogram. Interferograms are maps 

of relative ground-surface change that are constructed from InSAR data to help scientists to understand how 

tectonic or human activities, such as groundwater pumping and hydrocarbon production, can cause the land 

surface to uplift or subside. Interferograms require 2 images taken at intervals in time to determine if there 

has been any shift in land surface levels. If the ground has moved away from (subsidence) or towards (uplift) 

the satellite between the times of the two SAR images, a slightly different portion of the wavelength is 

reflected back to the satellite resulting in a measurable phase shift that is proportional to displacement. The 

map of phase shifts, or interferogram, is depicted with a repeating color scale that shows relative 

displacement between the first and the second acquisitions. The direction of displacement - subsidence or 

uplift - is indicated by sequence of the color progression of the fringe(s) toward the center of a deforming 

feature (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 - left the Interferogram interpretation (left) and the SAR interferogram processed right) by TRE ALTAMIRA 
capturing the deformation occurred in the volcano Piton de la Fournaise (Reunion Island) in May 2015 

This analysis is very useful for monitoring any type of land surface variation (Massonet & Feigl, 1998; Rosen 

et al, 2000), such as the effect of earthquakes, landslides and subsidence on the pre-existing topography. 
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Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR), also referred to as SAR Interferometry, is the measurement 

of signal phase change, or interference, over time. When a point on the ground moves, the distance between 

the sensor and the point on the ground also changes and so the phase value recorded by a SAR sensor flying 

along a fixed orbit will be affected, too.  

There are two different ways of acquiring InSAR images: single pass or dual pass. The first involves the 

presence of two antennas on board the satellite and the two acquisitions to be compared take place at the 

same time, with a minimal variation of the position. The second one involves the use of a single antenna and 

therefore the acquisition of the two SAR images to be compared takes place at different times. In the latter 

case the two orbits can undergo slight variations in space (from a few meters to hundreds of meters). To 

describe these imperfections of the orbit two parameters are used: the spatial baseline which is the distance 

between the two satellites at the time of acquisition and the temporal baseline, which instead describes the 

time interval between the two. 

When a pair of images is subjected to interferometric analysis with a view to identifying movement and, 

thereafter, quantifying that movement, the process is referred to as Differential InSAR (DInSAR). Since change 

detection is now the goal, topographic effects are compensated for by using a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 

of the area of interest, creating what is referred to as a differential interferogram (the word “differential” 

here refers to the subtraction of the topographic phase contribution from the SAR interferogram). 

The DInSAR analysis was born at the Milan Polytechnic at the end of the 1990s and allows the measurement 

of extremely slow ground movements, in the order of mm / year. The SAR differential interferometry is 

particularly suitable for the study of ground deformation phenomena because it has numerous advantages, 

including: acquisition 24 hours a day in any weather condition and in any corner of the planet (even the least 

accessible areas), possibility to quickly analyze very large areas, the continuous implementation of ever-

increasing technologies and new data belonging to different space agencies.  

The two major limitations of this technique are: the inability to measure displacements greater than half a 

wavelength between adjacent resolution cells (using microwaves the measurable variability must be in the 

order of mm or cm) and the impossibility to measure the absolute displacements if not along the direction 

of the line of sight (LOS) and therefore the descending component of the displacement cannot be detected 

while all the intermediate displacements are detected as projections along the LOS.  

The most advanced techniques using differential interferometry are called A-DInSAR (Advanced Differential 

Synthetic Aperture RADAR Interferometry) and include: PS (Ferretti et al, 2001), SBAS (Berardino et al, 2002), 

SqueeSAR (Ferretti et al, 2011), SPN (Arnaud et al, 2003), CPT (Blanco-Sanchez et al, 2008), MT-UnSAR 

(Hooper, 2008) and ISBAS (Sowter et al, 2013). There are numerous studies that highlight the effectiveness 

of these interferometric techniques in the applications to the study of subsidence (Tomas et al, 2005; 
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Strasmondo et al, 2007; Manunta et al, 2008; Sousa et al, 2010; Tomas et al, 2010; Teatini et al, 2012; Raspini 

et al, 2014) arguing that: the areas to be monitored are often the urbanized ones and that therefore the 

density of the permanent reflectors is sufficiently high in most cases, the subsidence is vertical and therefore 

the fact is important of not being able to measure the displacement N-S.  

Moreover, thanks to these types of analysis it is possible to obtain a lot of different information, such as 

analyzing subsidence in vegetated areas (Tosi et al, 2016) combining HD images in X-band (studied with PS) 

and L-band images capable of penetrating the vegetation (studied with the SBAS), or to combine 

interferometric analysis and geological and geomorphological information to highlight the different 

deformative behaviors of the units present in the area studied (Conesa-García et al, 2016).  

 

2.1.3 REMOTE SENSING FROM SATELLITE FOR THE DETECTION OF FLOODING EXTENSION 

Active and passive sensors, operating in visible, infrared, thermal and microwave portions of the 

electromagnetic spectrum provide cost-effective and vital information on the flooding impacted areas 

(Anusha & Bharathi, 2019; Sanyal and Lu, 2004). With advancement in the technology over recent years, 

there is an increase in the availability of during and post event satellite products to the users both in terms 

of quality and quantity. ALOS PALSAR, RADARSAT-1/2, TerraSAR-X, ENVISAT ASAR, Sentinel-1A/1B etc., are 

prime examples for active sensors. AVHRR/3, SeaWiFS, MODIS (Chen and Zhang, 2004), Landsat, AWiFS, 

Sentinel-2A/2B etc., are few passive sensors. 

A further application that is mostly carried out using SAR sensors is the extraction of the extension of flooding. 

The SAR, given the characteristics of the sensor, allows to obtain information about the flooding during an 

extreme event (Figure 5). This fact, which is impossible to achieve with optical sensors, since that they cannot 

be used when there is an important cloud cover or during the night, leads them to be considered the main 

sensors to be exploited for the detection of flooding extensions. The SAR systems operate in the micro-wave 

band, which are long waves and have the capability to penetrate through clouds, to some degree of 

vegetation, rain showers, fog and snow (Anusha & Bharathi, 2019). Also, SAR frequent revisits make it ideal 

for flooding monitoring. The radar, however, gives information, as in the case of humidity estimation, only in 

a suburban environment. In fact, the presence of buildings, dense vegetation, shadows and rough terrain do 

not allow the sensor to detect and delineate the flooding. 
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Figure 5 - flooding detection from SAR satellite 

Active sensors transmit a signal and receive the backscatter characteristics of different surface features 

(Anusha & Bharathi, 2019; Martinis and Rieke, 2015). The strength of the radar backscatter depends on 

multiple factors, notably surface roughness, dielectric properties, and local topography in relation to the 

radar look angle (Klemas, 2014). The smooth open water surface acts as a specular reflector of the radar 

pulse, which scatters the radar energy away from the sensor (Anusha & Bharathi, 2019; Martinis and Rieke, 

2015), resulting in minimal signal returned to the satellite. As a result, the stagnant water pixels appear dark 

in radar data which is in contrast with non-water areas. This makes water pixel differentiation and detection 

easy in the radar data. Due to its good capability to distinguish water with other land surfaces, SAR data is 

more suitable for flooding detection. Various methods have been proposed in literature to delineate the 

flooding waters and the most used is the change detection method. 

From the simple observation of any SAR image, it is possible to clearly distinguish the sea area from the earth 

zones. The response on the sea, due to the action of the wind, is spatially constant, similar to an equally 

distributed background noise. The response on earth varies greatly from area to area, based on the 

morphological characteristics of the corresponding surfaces. The channels and areas flooded in these images 

appear black due to the smooth surface of the water. 

The scenes that must be used for the analyses are interferometric pairs, that is, that do not have a difference 

between the phase values of the radar signal between the two on the same area. This fact is very important, 

in fact it indicates the possibility of measuring the phase variations of the SAR signal coming from the same 

target on the ground for each image. 
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As mentioned before, one of the most used technique that is applied to this type of images is the "change 

detection" (CD). This technique is the process of identifying changes in an object or a phenomenon that occur 

in a particular time interval. A fundamental assumption of this type of analysis carried out with remote 

sensing data is that a change in the coverage of the ground or of the surface observed by a sensor 

corresponds to a change in the radiometric spectral response, and that this spectral change is significantly 

more significant than the changes due to other factors, such as atmospheric conditions at the time of 

acquisition, or soil moisture or even differences in the conditions for acquiring remote sensing data. Precisely 

in order to take this fact into account, images must be chosen that do not have an important temporal 

distance, even if in any case one is always tied to what is the availability of these in the archive. 

The most used SAR satellites for this application refer to those working in the X band. The most found in 

literature are referred to Cosmo-Skymed constellation, Sentinel 1, Terrasar-X and Radarsat-2 missions.  

The optical sensor, given the high resolutions that are in any case provided by the last missions launched in 

orbit (Sentinel 2, Landsat, Quickbird, Black-sky, etc.) and their excellent revisit time, are increasingly taken 

into consideration for those events persistent over time. In fact, if the water persists over an area the time 

that the cloud cover vanishes it is possible to deduce and define, in any type of area, the flooding. 

To extrapolate the areas flooded by the optical image an index that use the spectral reflectance signature 

can be used. The Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) (Mc Feeters S.K.,1996), Modification Of 

Normalized Difference Water Index (MNDWI) (Ko et al., 2015), Normalized Difference Moisture Index (NDMI) 

(Zhang, K. et al., 2016), Water Ratio Index (WRI) (Feyisa G.L. et al., 2014) and Automated Water Extraction 

Index (AWEI) (Mukherjee, N. R. et al., 2016) are among the best known,. In Table 1 the formula of these 

indexes are shown. 

 

Table 1 - Indexes formula used for the flooding detection in optical images 

A very useful approach, when the data is available, is to integrate the information obtained both from the 

SAR and from the optician in order to be able to overcome the previously explained limits that afflict the two 

technologies. An example is that, if there are no important cloud coverings in the optic, it is possible to 
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integrate the information extracted from the SAR so as to define the floodings also in the urban area, one of 

the most important areas for emergency planning. 

 

2.1.4 REMOTE SENSING FROM SATELLITE FOR THE PRECIPITATION ESTIMATION 

A final fundamental application of satellite sensing for the assessment of flooding risk is that of estimating 

precipitation. This information is fundamental because it would allow us to have data that can be used both 

in the early warning and nowcasting phases. In fact, for the forecast the data obtainable from satellite could 

be the basis for the forecast weather models (forecasts up to 15 days) and for the nowcasting,  because they 

allow to estimate the precipitation amount that could happen in a specific area of interest. 

Measurements of precipitation can be made using rain gauge stations, ground radar, or remote sensing 

technology. Rain gauge stations are traditional point measurements and have higher accuracy but it is 

difficult to obtain such precipitation measurements over oceanic and high-altitude areas where only sparse 

rain gauge stations are available. 

The development of satellite remote sensing has provided several advantages, including its broad spatial 

coverage, automatic data acquisition and long-term continuity but the signals themselves are affected by the 

atmospheric and surface characteristics, which will lead to retrieval uncertainties (Zeng et al., 2018; Tang et 

al., 2012). However, remote sensing is an important method for retrieving high spatial and temporal 

resolution rainfall measurements over complex terrains and mountainous areas, where rain gauge stations 

are very limited or unavailable.  

The satellite retrieval methodologies fall primarily into three categories, which are the visible and infrared 

(VIS/IR) methods, microwave (MW) methods and multi-sensor methods. 

The VIS precipitation retrieval method mainly operates the empirical relationship between cloud brightness 

and rainfall because precipitation is considered to occur under highly bright clouds, which can be associated 

with cloud types, cloud areas and cloud growth rates (Zeng et al., 2018; Barrett, E.C et al., 1981; Kidd et al., 

1999; Levizzani et al., 2001).  

IR imagery is associated with cloud top temperatures and cloud growth rates can be obtained via the thermal 

emissions during both night and day; generally, heavier rainfall tends to be associated with larger, taller 

clouds with colder cloud tops (Kidd et al., 1999). Many researchers have developed different methods to 

retrieve precipitation based on VIS/IR data from geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) and low-earth orbit (LEO) 

satellites, including the 3-hourly and monthly mean rainfalls (Levizzani et al., 2001; Atlas et al., 1981; Behrangi 

et al., 2009; Kühnlein et al., 2014; Stenz et al., 2015).  
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MW sensors can detect rain clouds directly and can provide information about the atmospheric constituents 

and hydro-meteorological profiles, which are more directly related to the ground precipitation rate (Joyce et 

al., 2003; Kidd et al., 2003; Welheit et al., 1977 and 2003; Sephens et al., 2008).  

However, precipitation is not always associated with clouds and the VIS/IR methods cannot detect 

information below clouds (Kalinga et al., 2010). Meanwhile, MW instruments are restricted to polar-orbiting 

platforms, meaning that they obtain only a small amount of data and have the disadvantages of low spatial 

and temporal resolutions (Pan et al., 2010).  

The idea of combining VIS/IR and MW observations to retrieve precipitation from multiple satellite sensors 

was proposed to compensate for the weaknesses of the two methods (Boushaki et al., 2008). Many products 

were developed by blending the MW and IR data, such as CMORPH (Climate Prediction Center’s morphing 

technique), PERSIANN (Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural 

Networks), TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission), GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement), and at 

least GSMaP (Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation).  

There products, also if they combine different methods, in correspondence of heavy rainfall, produce an 

underestimation of peak of precipitation. This issue is due to several motivations, i.e. instrumental limits, 

morphology of the area of interest, atmospheric conditions, presence of high humidity, etc. In literature there 

are a lot of studies with the goal to quantify the underestimation but this issue is still open. In fact, due to 

the limits that afflict this technology, to date it is not possible to identify a parameter that allow the correction 

of the precipitation value estimate from remote sensing.  

 

2.2 OTHER TECHNIQUES IN FLOODING RISK ASSESSMENT  

As widely reported in the previous section, remote sensing exhibits some limitations (mainly spatial and 

temporal resolution and instrumental limits). The need to overcome its disadvantages as well as the exigence 

of having very accurate information in the all phases of the flood risk assessment, are leading to the attempt 

to integrate this technique with other well-known techniques (i.e. hydraulic modelling in the prevention and 

post event phases) and/or other innovative tools (i.e social media marker for the monitoring and post event 

phases). In detail, hydraulic modelling and social media marker as supporting techniques for the post event 

investigation and machine learning for the nowcasting phase are described. 
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2.2.1 HYDRAULIC MODELLING IN FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT 

Modelling, in conjunction with hydrological analysis, allows determination of flooding extents, levels, depths, 

velocities, and overland flood routing. Modelling may also be used to determine scour, sediment and 

pollution dispersal. All these parameters are important in order to assess a flooding risk in the area of interest. 

Effective flooding management requires flooding inundation mapping, probabilistic estimates of potential 

damage and risks in flooding zones, and the design of a master plan for flooding risk mitigation (Pinos & 

Timbe, 2019). 

Hydrodynamic–numeric models compute flooding by solving the hydrodynamic equations of motion for 

given geometric and hydraulic boundaries and initial conditions (Fohringer J. et al., 2015).  

Usually, hydraulic modeling flooding maps are mainly obtained by 2-D flooding simulations, (see, for 

example, Proust et al., 2010; Costabile & Macchione, 2012), even if there are some applications with 3D 

models (Orton et al. 2018).  

In general, computation time depends on the spatial resolution (Falter et al., 2013) and on the complexity 

level of the numerical algorithms for integrating model equations (Horritt and Bates, 2002; Vacondio et al., 

2014).  

The two-dimensional approach is preferred when the flooding must be simulated on a large scale (more than 

10000 km2) (Hunter et al., 2008; Mignot et al., 2006). The information extractable from this numerical 

method refers to the depth, velocity and the extension of the flooding. These are the fundamental quantities 

required for damage evaluation (Grigg, N. S., & Helweg, O. J., 1975). Another approach that is widely found 

in the literature refers to 1D + 2D models, in which the river is discretized in one dimension while the 

surrounding environment in two-dimensional (Mazzoleni et al., 2013; Leandro et al., 2009). Generally, 

flooding hazard assessments by hydraulic models are affected by several sources of uncertainties which have 

significant consequences on the flooding maps accuracy. In particular, uncertainty could arise from scarcity 

of the hydrological data or knowledge of hydraulic parameters necessary to model calibration and validation, 

from a low spatial resolution  assumed  to limit the time consuming, especially in the case of flow simulation 

in urban areas  where the motion resistances depend on the complex  interaction of the flow with the 

structure (Di Baldassarre & Montanari, 2009; Bales & Wagner, 2009; Di Baldassarre et al., 2010; Grimaldi et 

al., 2013; Domeneghetti et al., 2013; Dottori et al., 2013; Jung and Merwade, 2015, Ferrari et al. 2019). Very 

accurate hydraulic simulations require the use of computational cell sizes of the same order of accuracy of 

the Digital Terrain Model (DTM). If the latter has very high spatial resolution, e.g. LiDAR, simulations are 

extremely time consuming.  
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To reduce the computation time, especially in the case of modeling a flooding in urban areas and in very large 

areas, some hydraulic models use an approach called subgrid (see, eg, the reviews by Balzano, 1998; Bates 

and Hervouet, 1999; 2009).  Shallow water equations that include subgrid models for bottom elevation were 

proposed in the past by Bates and Hervouet (1999), Casulli (2009), Defina (2000), Viero et al. (2014). 

Such subgrid approaches were applied to model effects such as overland flow over irregular topography 

(Defina, 2000), roughness and topographic effects based on LiDAR data (Casas et al., 2010), additional friction 

due to emerging vegetation (Mason et al., 2003), inundation of urban areas (McMillan and Brasington, 2007; 

Sanders et al., 2008; Yu and Lane, 2006), river hydraulics over large areas and data sparse areas (Neal et al., 

2015; 2012), and coupled hydrological-hydrodynamic simulations in low-land catchments (Viero et al., 2014). 

Furthermore, 2D hydraulic models for flooding simulations have to be able to manage wet and dry conditions, 

shock from super critical to subcritical flows and the direct application of the rainfall.   

2D hydraulic models able to capture this shock have been proposed by Alcrudo & Garcia-Navarro (1993), 

Anastasiou & Chan (1997),  Mingham & Causon (1998), Toro (2000), Liand et al. (2004), Vacondio et al. (2014). 

Such studies have shown that most of the schemes provide good results in particular flow conditions, for 

example on regular discontinuous flows. Different performances were obtained in the case of irregularity of 

the topography or in the presence of dry areas (Sinagra et al., 2012). 

(Pinos & Timbe, 2019) in their paper reported that there is a wide range of 2D packages developed by 

commercial organizations, government agencies, research groups, and universities (e.g. HEC-RAS in Brunner 

(2016), Iber in Bladé et al. (2014b),TUFLOW in Syme (2001), TELEMAC in Hervouet (2000), MSN_Flooding  in 

Hartnett  and  Nash  (2017),  rapid  floodings preading method-explicit diffusion wave with acceleration term 

(RFSM-EDA) in Jamieson et al. (2012), and the Wolf software in Archambeau et al. (2002)). Merwade et al. 

(2008) claimed that the numerical solution schemes of models are the most important source of uncertainty. 

Furthermore, hydraulic models are sensitive to the description of geometry, the value of model parameters, 

and the representation of hydraulic structures such as bridges, culverts, and embankments.  

 

2.2.2 FLOODING RISK ASSESSMENT USING SOCIAL MEDIA MARKER 

Social media markers (e.g. Twitter, Facebook, Telegram etc.) are a rather recent source of information, 

potentially very useful in the flooding risk assessment and in the management of flooding emergency. In fact, 

the citizens, with their smartphone, examples are shown in figure 6, can provide detailed real-time 

descriptions on the type of flooding and the damage that is taking place. Moreover, these “posts”, allow the 

identification of position and the time to which a particular flooding event refers. Thus, social media can 

potentially provide timely and reliable information as to the extent of damages during and immediately after 

natural disasters. 
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Figure 6 - Social marker posted during hurricane Harvey in Houston that allows to localize the area affected to flood 

A very interesting application of social media useful for the flooding risk assessment is for the build a rapid 

flooding map (Fohringer et al., 2015). The flooding map was created using only the photo information filtered 

by Twitter and Flickr. The images obtained from the social network have been selected through keywords, 

for the period of interest of the extreme event considered and for the geolocation of the seats. In other 

studies (Li Z. et al., 2018; Wang R. Q. et al., 2018; De Brujin et al., 2018; Li J. et al., 2017; Rosser J. F. et al., 

2017; Smith L. et al., 2015; Poser K. et al., 2010) it has been shown how the use of social media, from the 

point of view of qualitative information, is potentially a good way for the creation of flooding maps data for 

emergency response. However, while social media data may be used to fill the gaps in remote sensing data, 

they struggle to provide information on flooding in urban areas or covered by vegetation as described above.   

However, these references also demonstrate that flooding maps obtained using only social media data give 

rise to overestimations in terms of extension of inundation. Sources of errors include the differences between 

the place where the photo is taken and the location of the tweet posted online, the photo-interpretation of 

the perspective with which the photo is taken that can involve significant estimation errors from the point of 

view of the depth and the horizontal extension of the flooding. In order to improve the interpretation of 

depth, often the estimate is made by comparing the parameters of a DEM with what is seen in the 

photograph. This technique is widely used when you want to make flooding maps quickly and you tend to 

combine a higher resolution DEM LiDAR with the photographs you have available. (Mandlburger et al., 2009) 

showed that by combining high resolution DEM and social media it is possible to obtain alluvial risk maps 

with acceptable vertical precisions. 
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In each case, an issue still not completely solved for a generalized use of social markers concerns the selection 

of the photographs which are appropriate and useful for drafting flooding hazard maps. This requires the 

necessity to filter the huge amount of information from the social media. Recently, several approaches have 

been pursued so far: (1) filtering by keywords or by geographic queries (Rogstadius et al., 2013) or Joseph et 

al., 2014), (2) filtering by crowdsourcing (Howe, 2006), (3) automatic filtering utilizing machine learning and 

natural language processing (Sakaki et al., 2010); Yin et al., 2012) and (4) interactive visual spatiotemporal 

analysis/geovisual analytics (MacEachren et al., 2011); Morstatter et al., 2013). None of such approaches has 

resulted completely satisfying, and often a further rather empirical post-processing phase by the direct 

observation of the photographs from the operator is typically applied.   

 

2.2.3 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ALGORITHMS IN THE NOWCASTING PHASE OF FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT 

As previously reported, the main goal of the hydraulic modeling, based on the numerical integration of fluid 

motion equations, is to provide flooding maps that can allow to obtain information at different times about 

the inundation extension, and flow depth and velocity. Generally hydraulic simulations with a reasonable  

spatial scale resolution require computational times  that are too long to provide flooding maps in real time 

as it is necessary in the nowcasting phase, or in applications that require a large number of model runs, e.g. 

in sensitivity, scenario and optimization analyses (Christelis et al. (2016). In order to reduce the 

computational time needed to calculate flooding maps produced by heavy rainfall events, different strategies 

have been already proposed. In detail, continuous researches and developments were conducted to reduce 

the computation time, focusing mainly on 2D model enhancement methods (Chen et al. 2012b). Among the 

different approaches, grid coarsening methods (Hartnack et al., 2009) have shown that a 2D multicell solver 

may reduce the model runtimes up to 10 times. This multicell solver combines a coarse hydraulic 

computation grid with a fine grid that contains topographical data. Instead, (Chen et al. 2012a) introduced a 

Building Coverage Ratio and a Conveyance Reduction Factor combined in a 2D Urban Inundation Model (UIM) 

to take into account building structures within a coarse grid. They then developed a multi-layered approach 

to add flow diversion or blockage effect due to the presence of the buildings in their previous method (Chen 

et al. 2012b). Some other recent studies show promising developments in the cellular automata approach 

for urban hydroinformatics (Dottori & Todini 2011, 2012; Ghimire et al. 2011). Such approaches are emerging 

in urban flooding applications but still require to be tested on large areas and real-life case studies (Ghimire 

et al. 2011).  

Other modelling speeding-up strategies, reported in the literature, focus on parallel processing and hardware 

advances (Heronin et al., 2013). In detail, Lamb et al. (2011) developed a 2D diffusive wave code that uses 

fast graphic processing units (GPU) usually dedicated to games and advanced computer graphics. They 

showed that the use of such enhanced hardware appears very promising for fast 2D flood simulations 
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achieving a 114 speed-up factor with their accelerated GPU code compared to the conventional central 

processing unit (CPU) code. Vacondio et al, (2014, 2017) in his study showed the potentiality of the GPU-

accelerated 2D SWE numerical code PARFLOOD. This model solves the conservative form of the 2- D shallow 

water equations on a finite volume scheme. Moreover, in order to reduce the computational time, the 

Jacobian matrix estimation procedure has been parallelized. This methodology allowed to take advantage of 

the computational capability of modern high-performance computing (HPC) clusters, which are usually 

equipped with many GPUs. 

Alternative approaches to those above cited are based on surrogate models, also known as a meta-model or 

reduced-order models (ROM), that are empirical approximated models that mimics the  physically based 

relationship, formalized by the hydraulic model,  between the input and the output data.  Meta-models and 

surrogate modeling are often used as synonyms (Ratto et al., 2012; Razavi et al., 2012a). The aim of surrogate 

models is to emulate and replace the complex simulation calculated by an hydraulic model,  that requires 

high computational resources, with one obtained by a simplified and fast-to-run model (Castelletti et al., 

2012; Yazdi and Salehi Neyshabouri, 2014). In the past, different well-known approximating approaches were 

used for flooding applications, such as kriging, polynomial functions, genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic, artificial 

neural networks (ANN), radial basis functions (RBF), k-nearest neighbor (K-NN), gaussian emulator machines, 

support vector machines (SVM), smoothing splines, ANOVA models, etc. (Campolo 2003; Chau et al. 2005; 

Lin et al. 2009; Cheng et al. 2010; Solomatine & Ostfeld 2008). As already mentioned, Christelis et al. (2016) 

reported that the surrogate models are often used in applications that require a large number of model runs, 

e.g. in sensitivity, scenario and optimization analyses. In flood management applications, several surrogate 

models have been exploited for reservoir operations (Castro-Gama et al., 2014; Tsoukalas and Makropoulos, 

2015), water resources management (Tsoukalas et al., 2016), and for reducing the complexity in hydraulic 

simulations (Gama et al., 2014; Meert et al., 2016; Wolfs et al., 2015).  

An extensive review of meta-modeling techniques has been carried out by Santana-Quintero et al. (2010) 

and Ratto et al. (2012). 

The use of machine learning, in particular artificial neural network as surrogate model, as clearly shown by 

the literature, appears to be very promising for this purpose. Among all the techniques present in the 

literature, neural network techniques are useful for time series modeling and forecasting because they do 

not require detailed prior knowledge of the underlying physical processes. Razavi et al., 2012 in his review 

on surrogate modeling shows that the ANN approach, compared to other existing machine learning models, 

presents the ability to predict multiple outputs simultaneously, making it the most appropriate for the real 

time applications. 
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In this thesis the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was employed for building a machine learning model. In 

detail, the Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN) algorithm was chosen thanks to its ability to significantly 

reduce the computational costs. 

ANN is an efficient mathematical modeling system that, through an efficient parallel processing, has the 

ability to mimic the biological neural network using inter-connecting the neuron units. Determination of the 

optimal structure of ANNs for a particular problem is probably the most important step in the design of ANN‐

based surrogates. ANN structural parameters/decisions include number of hidden layers, number of neurons 

in each hidden layer, and the type of transfer functions. 

Among all ML methods, ANNs, as the most popular learning algorithms, are known to be versatile and 

efficient in modeling the complex flooding processes with a high fault tolerance and accurate approximation 

(Abbot et al., 2014). In comparison to the traditional statistical models, the ANN approach has been used for 

prediction with greater accuracy (Li et al., 2012). The ANN algorithms are the most popular in modeling the 

flooding prediction since the first usages in 1990s (Wu et al., 2010). ANNs are considered as the reliable data-

driven tools for constructing the black box models to model the complex and non-linear relationship of 

rainfall and flooding (Sulaiman et al., 2017), as well as river flow and discharge forecasting (Kar et al., 2010).  

There are two methods to train an artificial neural network: supervised and unsupervised (Kotsiantis, 2007).  

Data sets for training machine learning algorithms may be continuous, categorical, or binary. When instances 

within the data set are provided with known labels (i.e. the correct outputs) the training process is known as 

a “supervised” process (Kotsiantis, 2007). When the labels are unknown, the process is called “unsupervised” 

(Kotsiantis, 2007).  

Algorithms designed to undertake unsupervised learning, generally work with clustering techniques such as 

Bayesian techniques (Neal, 1995). Clustering techniques are methods that identify similarities between data 

instances. Such instances are given to membership of “clusters” with the aim to identify unknown but 

potentially useful classifications of data. Moreover, these have been used in a large number of problems, 

such as road sign recognition (Prieto and Allen, 2009), water resources (Kalteh et al., 2008) and text detection 

with character recognition (Coates et al., 2011). In general, unsupervised learning is based on the modeling 

of the underlying or hidden structure or distribution of the data to learn more about the data. Unsupervised 

learning is usually used when only the input data are available without the corresponding output variables. 

Supervised learning requires a set of training data that is pre-processed such that, along with each instance 

of data, there is an included expected output for the artificial neural network. The most common model for 

supervised-learning neural network architecture is a feed forward network (see Figure 7). This is an 

arrangement of different layers of “nodes”, most commonly an input layer, a “hidden” layer, and an output 
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layer. Each layer within this arrangement has connections to the outputs of nodes of the previous layer, and 

each of these connections have an associated weight (Lippman, 1987). 

 

Figure 7 - Feed forward artificial neural network structure using a sigmoid activation function 

Data then enter into the network at the “input” points and proceed through the network node by node. At 

each connection, data are multiplied by the value of the weight attached to that connection. In general, 

supervised learning is a simply process of learning algorithm from the training dataset. Supervised learning 

is used where input variables and an output variable are available, and an algorithm to learn the mapping 

function from the input to the output can be used. The aim of this approach is the approximation of the 

mapping function to predict the output variables for the data when a new input is available for that. 

ANNs offer the potential for a more flexible, less assumption-dependent approach to modelling flooding 

processes, and they have already been demonstrated to work successfully as substitutes for rainfall-runoff 

models (Minns and Hall, 1996; Smith and Eli, 1995; Abrahart and Kneale, 1997; Khondker et al., 1998). Most 

of the studies in the literature reported the  use of feedforward multi-layer perceptron trained with 

backpropagation (BPNNs) (Rumelhart et al., 1986). However, there are many other ANN algorithms and 

architectures that still have to be investigated (Shepherd, 1997). Time Delay Neural Networks (TDNNs), which 

are used in speech recognition (Waibel, 1989), are gained considerable attention thanks to their ability to 

significantly reduce the computational costs. They provide one type of network that could especially benefit 

the flow forecasting because these networks can potentially find the temporal relationship between inputs. 

TDNNs are designed to detect temporal relationships in a succession of inputs, independent of the absolute 

time (they seeks relationships between inputs in their position relative to each other, rather than their 
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position in the data set). This technique has already been exploited for both the forecast and nowcasting 

phases of flooding risk assessment (Kneale et al., 2001; Debbarma et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019; Wan et al., 

2019; Kim et al., 2019). 

 

2.3 AIM OF THE THESIS 

The main advantages of the remote sensing from satellite are its ability to give information of huge areas 

(including areas that are difficult to be reached from other technologies) and to be a useful tool in all the 

phases of flooding risk assessment. As a consequence, this technique is raising an increasing interest and 

hence several missions will be launched in the space in the next few years.  

On this bases, Chapter 3 analyses the capability of remote sensing to be helpful in the post-event flooding 

risk assessment by applying it to a real case. In detail, the coastal area of Mazzocchio (LT) was selected and 

SAR images were analysed using the PS technique to evaluate the subsidence phenomenon. After that, in 

order to overcome some limitations emerged during the study, other techniques were integrated with 

remote sensing from satellite and applied, even in this case, to rebuild post event flooding maps. For this 

purpose, remote sensing was combined with hydraulic modelling to determine the flood extension of the 

Strymon river after an extreme alluvial event by using SAR images. However, because of the lack of validation 

of the obtained results in this case study, also social media marker were considered and the combination of 

all of these techniques (remote sensing from satellite, hydraulic modelling and social media marker) was 

applied to rebuild two different real case studies, namely, Harvey hurricane and Diamrey Typhoon. Such 

events happened in the instrumented area of Houston and in the instrumented area of Quang Ngai 

(Vietnam), respectively. For the Harvey Hurricane, precipitation data from gauge stations were also 

considered and compared to those of remote sensing satellite, reanalyses and radar to understand which 

dataset could be used as input of the hydraulic modelling in not instrumented areas. 

In Chapter 4 some analyses have been performed to highlight the limitations exhibited from HEC-RAS 

software (used for three of the case studies reported in Chapter 2) in the rebuilding of the post event flooding 

maps. Therefore, a finite volume calculation code for the integration of motion equations mediated along 

the depth was developed. Such code was also validated though benchmarking tests and a real-case study. 

Finally, Chapter 5 describes the development of a surrogate model with the aim to overcome some 

shortcoming of the hydraulic modelling, mainly the long computational times. Such computational costs, in 

fact, are the main responsible for its failure in the nowcasting phase. The developed model was trained using 

radar real time weather maps as inputs and inundation maps (obtained as previously described in chapter 3) 

as outputs and through the machine learning approach. The accuracy of the model was then evaluated 
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comparing the outputs obtained from the trained surrogate model with those came from the inundation 

maps. 
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3 APPLICATION TO CASE STUDIES OF THE REMOTE SENSING FOR 

FLOODING RISK ANALYSIS  

In this chapter, analyses of the capability of remote sensing to be helpful in the post-event flooding risk 

assessment were carried out by applying it to a real case. The analysis was conducted with reference to the 

possibility given by remote sensing to detect relevant variables affecting the flooding risk as subsidence, 

flooding area extension, spatial and temporal distribution of rainfall fields. 

In the first application, the subsidence phenomena in the coastal area of Mazzocchio (LT) was studied. This 

area presents some depressions below the sea level and a dense network of channels. The analysis was 

implemented using SAR images through the PS technique. The main goal of this application was to 

understand if the remote sensing is a useful technique for the detection and monitoring of subsidence 

phenomenon. 

After that, other techniques were integrated with remote sensing from satellite and applied to rebuild post 

event flooding maps.  

For this purpose, remote sensing was combined with hydraulic modelling to determine the flood extension 

of the Strymon river after an extreme alluvial event by using SAR images. This case study revealed that the 

combination of hydraulic modelling with only the remote sensing results is not exhaustive to build a post 

event flooding map with high accuracy.  

For this reason, also social media marker were considered and were combined with remote sensing from 

satellite and hydraulic modelling to rebuild two different real case studies, namely, Harvey hurricane and 

Diamrey Typhoon.  

The choice of these two extreme events was not casual. In fact, Harvey hurricane happened in an 

instrumented area of Houston, while Diamrey typhoon in a not instrumented area of Quang Ngai (Vietnam). 

In the first case it was investigated first of all if the integration of remote sensing, hydraulic modelling and 

social media marker allowed to rebuild a post event flooding map with high accuracy. In this case, social 

media markers were applied for the validation of depth results obtained with hydraulic modelling. Compared 

to the first case it was possible to have more information (i.e. from ground stations measurement) also from 

the social media marker, which enabled to understand the goodness of the accuracy of the flooding map. 

In the second case study, taking into account that Quang Ngai is a totally un-instrumented area from the 

point of view of the rain gauge stations and not provided with an accurate DEM (Digital Elevation Model), 

the importance of the accuracy of input data was investigated to obtain post event flooding maps with good 
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accuracy. For this study, both precipitation from satellite and DEM with low resolution (30 meters) were 

used. 

After this study, an analysis was carried out on the precipitation datasets available in the literature - 

specifically deriving from satellite, reanalysis and ground radar - to understand if and which of them can be 

useful as input of hydraulic modeling in ungauged areas. A comparison was also made between the rainfall 

data measured by the ground-based measurement stations and those from the satellite, specifically from the 

TRMM using precipitation data of Harvey hurricane in Houston. 

The different applications carried out are described in the following sections. 

 

3.1 ANALYSIS OF THE SUBSIDENCE IN THE COASTAL AREA AND HYDRAULIC RISK IN 

MAZZOCCHIO AREA (LT) 

The main goal of the analysis was to understand if remote sensing is a tool able to localize and quantify the 

phenomenon of subsidence, and also to understand the triggers that led this phenomenon to the area of 

interest. 

Soil lowering phenomena, generally referred to as subsidence, represent the last stage and the surface result 

of a series of processes that take place underground. The main causes are due to natural and anthropic 

phenomena; the former are of geological origin, while the latter are linked to the superficial use of the soil. 

The subsidence involves most of the coastal and alluvial plains and is triggered or accelerated by the 

extraction and reclamation activities carried out by man. This induced subsidence can compromise human 

works and activities, often involving considerable material damage as well as modifying the physical-

mechanical characteristics of the land involved and the surrounding environmental conditions, in a mostly 

irreversible manner. In particular, it increases the hydraulic risk in coastal areas, especially in areas with levels 

slightly above or below sea level, with frequent flooding in urban and agricultural areas; advances the salt 

intrusion inducing the rising of saline water through the subsoil; it makes the franc of "reclamation" jump 

and raise the ground water levels, modifying the characteristics of the subsoil and compromising also the 

cultivations; reduces system efficiency and surface water management in coastal reclamation areas; 

accentuates eustatism. 

The monitoring of surface movements of the soil plays a fundamental role. Until the end of the last century, 

geometric leveling was the only method of height measurement that allowed the correct measurement of 

the extent of subsidence. Unfortunately, the national altimetric networks are very often inadequate for 

monitoring subsidence that requires millimetric precision. Since the 2000s, GPS and the SAR interferometric 

technique have been used through images acquired from satellite platforms. The continuous development 
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of the SAR interferometric technique, and the launch of new satellites ever more efficient, allowed to obtain 

more precise measurements, limiting in fact the use of geometric leveling and GPS. The use of interferometry 

allows us to study phenomena that affect very large areas with millimeter precision (up to 1 mm of precision), 

allowing us to reach places that are difficult to access by humans. Furthermore, this technique is less 

expensive than other monitoring techniques, such as airplane and / or drone operations. There are many 

case studies concerning the phenomenon of anthropic subsidence in coastal areas, among which the most 

important and documented, based on satellite interferometry, are the United States (New Orleans), Japan 

(Tokyo), Indonesia (Jakarta) and Italy (coastal strip of the Upper Adriatic, in particular Venice and Ravenna). 

For the analysis of the subsidence phenomenon it was chosen one of the most sensitive and depressed areas 

of the Pontine Plain, Mazzocchio (Figure 8). This area was chosen because: 

1) inside there is a complex hydraulic system susceptible to the sea level; 

2) it has a particular morphology, in fact there is a depression below the sea level; 

3) there is a geology and a hydrogeology that presents a poor surface drainage. 

Figure 8 - On the left in red the area of interest of Mazzocchio is highlighted, while on the right the Mazzocchio's basin 

ground elevation. 

The sea level is extremely important for the hydraulic management of the study area. In correspondence of 

extreme alluvial events, increasingly violent and frequent in recent years, when there is a high tide there is a 

reversing of the flow direction in the various rivers towards the hinterland. This phenomenon involves an 

increase in the hydrometric level of the various rivers present, causing suffering for the various depressed 

areas in the catchment area of interest and above all in Mazzocchio. 

In order to drain the flow of surface water, at Mazzocchio, six water pumps have been installed. 
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The design of these hydraulic works was based on past hydrological considerations which, given the climate 

changes taking place, are totally different from today. 

The area of interest, moreover, presents a condition of poor water drainage for three reasons: the completely 

flat morphology; the hydrogeological composition; and the presence of many springs. 

The Pontine Plain, from the hydrogeological point of view, in fact, presents an extensive aquifer system 

characterized by a complex water circulation that is based on several levels, with different circulation modes. 

Starting from the top, we can recognize a thickness varying between 40-50 m (locally thicknesses of 100 m 

can be reached) of predominantly limno-marsh sediments consisting of alternations of silts and clays, with 

lenses of peat, clay, travertine and sand that not favor the infiltration of surface water. 

The satellite images that have been used refer to those of the Sentinel-1 mission. This satellite mounts a 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) instrument on board. 

The technique used for the implementation of the images refers to SAR interferometry. This is the study of 

the amplitude and phase difference of the retro-diffuse signal obtained by comparing SAR images, inherent 

to the same scene, taken at successive moments and therefore with slightly different viewing angles. The 

map of phase differences between two SAR images is called interferogram and this is "translated" into a 

displacement map. This type of analysis is very useful for monitoring any type of change in the earth's surface, 

such as the effect of earthquakes, landslides, subsidence, etc. (Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9- Examples of applications of satellite interferometry. 
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The techniques developed following the first promising interferometric results include a multi-image analysis 

to overcome the limitations of interferometry and to obtain quantitative and punctual measurements. We 

have said that the SAR image carries with it information on the phase and wave amplitude where the 

amplitude provides information on the reflectivity of the target, while the phase contains information on the 

sensor-target distance. These two types of information are fundamental for the Persistent Scatterers (PS) 

technique, ie the interferometric detection technique used in this study. The amplitude allows the 

identification of the PS, while the phase allows to estimate the displacement. The PS are targets with 

electromagnetic characteristics unchanged in all the acquired images. In general, they are points present on 

the ground (scatterers) visible in all images acquired during the observation period and which maintain a 

sufficient stability over time (permanent). 

In this study, the RADAR satellite interferometric detection technique used is that of the PS-InSAR and 

represents an extremely effective tool for monitoring with millimeter accuracy based on the use of satellite 

RADAR image time series over the same area. This technique provides that the sensor sends an 

electromagnetic pulse towards the earth's surface and the elements on the ground reflect the signal, 

returning a portion to the satellite (retro-diffusion). By measuring the time elapsed between sending the 

signal and receiving the retro-spread signal, the system is able to determine the distance between the sensor 

and the target. Therefore, if the object is in an area affected by phenomena of surface deformation, the 

sensor detects, between one image and another, a change in distance and therefore the movement of the 

PS (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10 - PS-InSAR technique. 

This technology allows to obtain a mill metric precision in the estimation of the displacement measurements 

on the ground allowing to carry out a subsidence monitoring with a high precision at any scale. The PS 

approach is practically immune to the effects of spatial decorrelation (PSs are much smaller targets than the 

resolution cell) and temporal (they are stable over time, in fact they maintain the same "electromagnetic 

signature" in all images to respect the geometry acquisition and climatic conditions, thus preserving the 

phase information over time). 
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Typically, the PS are artificial or natural elements already present in the soil whose electromagnetic 

characteristics do not change significantly from acquisition to acquisition. To perform accurate estimates of 

atmospheric disturbances it is necessary that the spatial density of the PS is sufficiently high (> 5-10 PS / kmq) 

and use a data set of at least 25-30 images. 

For the analysis, 178 images from Sentinel-1 were used, therefore a robust dataset, which allowed to analyze, 

for the area of Mazzocchio, the evolution of land displacement in a period from October 2014 to January 

2018 . 

Figure 11 shows the results of PS-InSAR analysis referred to Latina Province in which these local points (PS) 

are depicted on which the subsidence phenomenon. 

 

Figure 11 - Results of interferometric measurements (PS-InSAR) obtained from Sentinel-1 represented on Google Earth. 

In red it was delineated the boundary of Mazzocchio basin (AoI). 

In the figure with the colors yellow, orange and red the velocity of lowering of the ground is highlighted, in 

correspondence with the green there are substantially stable points (velocity values between -1 and 1 mm / 

year) and finally with various shades of blue the velocity inherent the raising of the land. 

Note also that the distribution of PS is not homogeneous, i.e. in some areas there is a cloud with a greater 

density of points while in others the density is smaller. This is due to the presence, in the study area, of less 

urbanized areas and therefore with less target (PS) useful for the analysis. For these areas a geological and 

geotechnical study was conducted to understand the phenomenon of subsidence. 
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The main information extrapolated for each PS is: 

• the location of the target on the ground, i.e. its spatial coordinates (latitude / north, longitude / east and 

altitude). 

• the average annual velocity of displacement, expressed in mm / year, calculated in the interval of 

acquisition of the images processed in relation to the reference point; 

• the time series of historical movements (Figure 12). 

While the PS position is generally known with a precision of a few meters, the average velocity and time 

series of the ground displacements can be estimated with millimeter precision on the single point.  

 
Figure 12 - Example of a historical series of movement of a PS. 

Starting from these PSs, interpolation maps have been created that describe the evolution of subsidence in 

the area of interest. In this way it was much easier to identify those areas where the subsidence rate is more 

important. It has been applied for analysis the IDW interpolation algorithm (Inverse Distance Weighted) 

available as a plugin within QGIS. This method ensures a linear extrapolation of speed values in areas of the 

map that do not have PS. Inverse distance weighting (IDW) is a type of deterministic method for multivariate 

interpolation with a series of known scattered points. The values assigned to unknown points are calculated 

with a weighted average of the values available in the known points. The IDW interpolation suffers from an 

unfortunate artifact, the bulls eye effect. This issue describes concentric areas of the same value around 

known data points. The effect gets worse as the data points become more isolated. 

IDW suffers from this problem more than other interpolation methods (e.g., Kriging), but to a large extent 

nearly any interpolation method will give unreliable results if the points are sparse and clustered. Conversely, 
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IDW gets good results with a range of methods if the points, as in our case study, are dense and uniformly 

spaced. Figure 13 shows the result of IDW applied in Mazzocchio basin. 

a)         b) 

          
Figure 13 - IDW interpolation of interferometric data - a) Vertical displacement velocity [mm / year]; b) Subsidence 

from January 2018 compared to October 2014. 

 

Figure 13 a shows that the phenomenon of subsidence in some areas was relatively faster than in others. This 

could lead to the hypothesis that we are dealing with subsidence caused by human activities rather than 

natural causes, remembering that this event occurs relatively quickly. 

The purpose of this step was to identify the territorial areas in which the subsidence rate is more "critical", 

so as to concentrate mainly on them and obtain exemplary cases, which could explain the causes of 

subsidence. 

IDW interpolation has also allowed the creation of a second supplementary map, visible in Figure 13b, 

corresponding to the actual dropouts [mm] of the study area. The color scale chosen in such a way as to 

better highlight the territorial areas that have suffered a significant lowering. It was decided to set the interval 

from 0 to -30 mm to display only the territorial areas that have suffered a negative movement or a sinking. 

Figure 13 b shows the territorial situation corresponding to the acquisition of January 2018 compared to that 

of October 2014. It is noted that in some areas there has been a decrease equal to and greater than 30 mm 

of the land underline the importance of the phenomenon in this area. 

Using these subsidence maps it was possible to focus on some areas that have undergone significant 

subsidence and select a 16 PS to be used as exemplary cases for in-depth studies (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14 - Identification of 16 targets in map of subsidence of January 2018. 

 

Once these 16 targets of interest were identified, it was possible to carry out various analyses: 

1. For each target, see the subsidence trend in all satellite images used for the InSAR analysis; 

2. Photographic analysis; 

3. Existence of a correlation between the locations of the target with the presence of wells; 

4. Existence of a correlation between the locations of the target with land use; 

5. Spatial correlation through the technique of principal component analysis (PCA); 

6. Comparison between precipitation and subsidence trends; 

7. Spatial correlation between subsidence and drought through the evaluation of the SPI index. 

The different points in the previous list will be discussed below. 

As anticipated, the data acquired, for each PS, range from October 2014 to January 2018 with an average 

acquisition of 2 surveys per month. Figure 15 shows the absence of data in a few months (November 2014, 

July 2015, September 2015, October 2015 and November 2015) due to the fact that the images, for those 

months, were not available on the ESA geoportal. For the realization of the diagram and to have a clearer 

representation of the phenomenon, an average of the target values was realized based on the number of 

acquisitions made for each month, so as to report a single indicative value for each single target. Having said 

this preliminary phase, it can be seen how, at the end of 2014 until the middle of 2015, the performance of 
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some targets is positive. This behavior can be translated as the approach of the target to the ground towards 

the sensor placed on the satellite. Positive values can be interpreted as a phenomenon of groundwater 

recharge which induces a mill metric elevation of the soil. With regard to the actual phenomena of subsidence 

(negative lowering) it can be noted that this event is clearly more marked in the summer periods of each 

year, becoming more and more evident as time passes. In the summer of 2017 a strong subsidence was found 

which, for some targets, reached 40 mm. The trend of subsidence, after this "critical" period of 2017, has 

undergone a slight reduction reaching the month of January 2018 at a value that is not entirely negligible. 

This suggests that the phenomenon is more irreversible, that is, that the soil is unable to return to the same 

altitude in which it was previously. 

 

Figure 15 - Subsidence trend for the 16 selected targets (2014-2018 period). 

 

Subsequently, a validation of the results obtained by satellite interferometry was performed. The validation 

was carried out through a territorial photographic analysis in the areas affected by more important 

subsidence, photographing evident signs of subsidence (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16 - Examples of photographs for the 10 and 12 targets that allowed to view the presence or absence of 
subsidence. 

It was possible to deduce from this analysis how the targets identified by remote sensing were able to capture 

the phenomenon of subsidence, whose effects were clearly captured by the different photographs. 

In the third analysis, groundwater collection works (wells) were identified, from which it was possible to 

spatially identify the position of each of them and see if there was a sort of relationship, based on proximity, 

with the most important subsidence zones (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17 - Location ant typologies of wells presents in AoI 

 

The results show that the relevant areas of subsidence were found near mainly non-domestic wells 

(irrigation, industrial, etc.) and this suggests a possible over-exploitation of aquifers in conditions of severe 

dry events. The quantities, in terms of percentages, relating to the two types of use of wells in the area of 

interest have shown that for 61% there are domestic wells, with a greater concentration located in the South, 

the remaining 39% represent non-domestic wells located mostly north-west of the study area. 

In support of the analysis, it should be emphasized that obviously the reported value constitutes a decidedly 

underestimated value since the declared values to the authority are generally lower than those actually 

captured. 

The fourth analysis, through a comparison based on the overlapping of the layers inherent to subsidence and 

land use, has allowed us to ascertain that most of the most "critical" subsidence was found on agricultural 

lands characterized by intensive cultivation with a prevalence of vegetables and protected crops. These types 

of crops require a considerable water requirement. The analysis was carried out using various photographs 

of the study area in addition to the land cover made available by the Lazio Region. 

To verify if there was a sort of spatial coherence of the subsidence phenomenon, the PCA method was applied 

on all interferometric data falling within the study area, so as to calculate the first main component (PC1 = 

70% of variance). Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate statistical method that is very effective 

in compressing a series of correlated data and extracting the most relevant information describing the 

systematic variability of the data. 
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What we try to see, doing this kind of correlation, is whether the study area has undergone a collective 

subsidence over the whole territory or only in an isolated manner. 

After obtaining the correlation value for each target it was possible to create a correlation map, using the 

IDW interpolation method, to further facilitate the representation of the data on the entire area of interest 

(Figure 18). 

 
Figure 18 - Results of the correlation between PCA and Target (individual data of each target in the image on the left. 

Correlation map in the image on the right). 

 

The result of the correlation shows a sort of global spatial coherence of the subsidence phenomenon trend, 

in which the areas in which there is a more marked correlation show that they have a collective lowering of 

the ground level. This means that almost the whole area has suffered a lowering of the ground, for some 

points more drastic while for some less relevant. That said, we proceeded with two other types of correlation. 

The first refers to the correlation between the various rain gauge stations with each individual PS. Through 

the representation of the subsidence trend of each single target, together with the pluviometric trend of the 

stations, it was possible to have a first direct comparison, even if qualitative, between the ground 

deformations and the different local meteorological contributions of each station to single gauge. In this 

phase, the intent is to be able to detect a sort of analogy and correlation between the two phenomena.  

This operational phase is aimed at a better understanding of the phenomena and their spatial 

characterization and temporal evolution, limited to the period in which the available data overlap. What we 

have been able to find, first of all, with this comparison, is that based on the monthly amount of rain, a 

response is given to a certain lowering or raising of the subsidence value. For example, from Figure 19 it can 

be seen that in the summer season of 2017, in which a strong water crisis occurred, due to low rainfall, the 
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level of subsidence has increased dramatically and this allows a sort of reasoning on the potential link that 

can exist between the two phenomena. 

 
Figure 19- Precipitation and subsidence trends inherent to the 16 selected targets. 

 

Finally, the last correlation achieved concerned the drought values with the individual PS. The graphical 

representation of the progress of the two measurements is shown in Figure 20. 

 
Figure 20 - SPI index values and subsidence trend inherent to the 16 selected targets. 

 

By applying the Pearson correlation index it is possible to obtain 4 correlation maps based on the correlation 

between subsidence measurements and the SPI index inherent to the 4 time scales (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21 - Subsidence - Drought Correlation (SPI elaborated by the pluviometric data of the Pontinia station). 

 

The objective was to identify which time scale, in relation to the SPI index, represented greater coherence 

with the trend of subsidence. The results show that there is a fairly important correlation on the territorial 

area located to the east of the study area, in particular near the Monti Lepini, inherent to the 24-month time 

scale. This scale, with greater correlation, provides such clear results due to the summer season of 2017 led 

to a serious water crisis and which led to a strong agricultural and hydrogeological drought. We can imagine 

this correlation as a kind of connection between the levels of piezometric groundwater variation with the 

subsidence phenomena found in the area. 

The work carried out, consisting of targeted analyzes in the area, allowed to easily frame the environmental 

conditions of the investigated area of the Pontine territory. From the totality of the results emerged that in 

this area the phenomenon of subsidence depends essentially on two main factors: the overdrawing pumping 

from wells in conditions of strong agricultural and the drought phenomena, accentuated by a significant 

lowering of the soil during the summer months of 2017. 

The InSAR satellite remote sensing technique is now a new and very effective tool for high precision 

monitoring of earth surface deformation phenomena. The ability to remotely cover large areas of the earth's 
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surface, without the need for instrumentation installation, makes it a tool with great potential for application 

in the area of land monitoring and control. 

 

3.2 INTEGRATION OF SATELLITE INFORMATION (SAR) WITH HYDRAULIC MODELING: 

CASE STUDY OF THE STRYMON BASIN 

This application allowed to understand how remote sensing from satellite can be integrated with hydraulic 

modelling. In particular, the possibility to exploit the information concerning the extension, to a certain time 

instant, obtained by satellite sensing as a calibration element of hydraulic modeling was investigated. 

The Strymon basin was chosen as a study area (Figure 22). Strymon/Struma is a transboundary river with a 

catchment of 18,078 km² (290 km and 10,797 km² in southwest Bulgaria; 110 km and 7,281 km² in northern 

Greece), its tributaries even extending into four countries (small parts are in Serbia & Montenegro and FYR 

Macedonia). It has a mean runoff of 2,500 million m³/year (Greek border) and is of great importance for the 

irrigation of the Serres plain (100,000 ha) in Greece. 

The course of the Strymon River through Greek territory is 26 km until it reaches the Kerkini Lake, the river 

stretch downstream up to the coast is 110 km long. Kerkini reservoir (109 km²) was built in 1933 at a former 

swamp for regulating the Strymon river discharges, irrigation and flooding protection (new dam in 1982).  

According to Vouvalidis (1994), the Strymon River, as well as the rest of the hydrographic network in the 

area, was formed during the second phase of the Graben evolution (Quaternary up to the beginning of the 

last century), while during the third phase (from the beginning of the last century), flood control prevention, 

drainage, and irrigation projects were conducted. This last period was characterized by the creation of a 

“man-made hydrography.” Changes in bedding, and meander formation were also common. 
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Figure 22 - Location map. Yellow frame referrers to the SAR subset processed image; the black dashed frame 

represents the Serres basin; finally pink polygons represent the meteo-stations (hexagons) : 1- Lithotopos, 2- Koimissi 
Serron, 3- Achladochori and the water level telemetry stations (triangles): 4- Trimeristis, 5- Nigrita, 6- Aggitis. 

 

The water level in the lake is controlled by the incoming flow of the Strymon River, which is controlled down-

stream through the Lithotopos dam. After the 1983 construction of the dam the lake was characterized by 

seasonal changes of approximately 5 m in the water level (Jerrentzup, 1992) which decreased potential flood 

risk downstream. The dam, furthemore, affects the stratification conditions in the mouth of the Strymon 

River during spring and early summer (April to June) (Sylaios et al., 2010). The silting of the lake with debris 

from the Strymon River, causes in the Kerkini lake the reduction of the total volume of the water. The 

retention of sediment, in fact, essentially reduces the effective water reservoir volume which in turn 

decreases the amount of water that can be stored, and may even defuse flood benefits.  

The Serres basin, one of the most important sedimentary basins in northern Greece, is located in the 

southernmost part of an on-shore, intra-mountainous graben, part of the broader Strymon basin which is 

located in eastern Macedonia. Its area of 3.970 km2 constitutes 23%of the total area of the catchment basin 

of Strymon. The basin is the final recipient of natural water throughout the Strymon’s catchment located 

both within and outside Greece (Psilovikos et al., 1994). The present form of a river network within the Serres 

basin is primarily considered as natural, yet has been negatively impacted by human activities over the last 

few decades in the form of construction using hydraulics. The boundaries of the basin are defined by the 

following mountains: Kerkini (north) Kerdilia, Krousia, (west), and Falakro, Lekani, and Pageo (south-east). 
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The total thickness of the Neogene and Quaternary sediments at the center of the basin is approximately 

4000 m (Syrides, 2000). The sediments found in the area of Achinos consist of basal conglomerates, 

limestone, sandstone, marl, silt, and clay with a total thickness ranging from a few meters to 1000 m 

(Karydakis et al., 2005). 

About 63%of the Serres basin is covered by marshes, lakes, ponds, and periodically by flooded land. Only 

37% of the area was not threatened by floods. The large projects carried out in the area resulted in drainage 

of the ponds and marshes. The rehabilitation of several thousand acres were given to local population for 

cultivation (Perrou et al., 2018).  Among the improvement projects, including the drying of Achinos Lake, was 

the arrangement of the Strymon River bed and the remaking of the old Lake Kerkinitis, known today as 

Kerkini. 

The images used refer to those obtained from the Sentinel-1 satellite. The Sentinel-1A, the first of the twin 

satellites, was launched in April 2014 by ESA, and was equipped with a C-band sensor, image swath of 250 

km with the Interferometric Wide swath (IW) acquisition mode, spatial resolution of 5 m in range and 20 in 

azimuth, and a repeat time of 12 days. In April 2016, the Sentinel-1B was also placed successfully into orbit, 

decreasing the temporal resolution to 6 days.  

Level 1 Ground Range Detected (GRD) Sentinel 1A C- band scenes were collected for this study from the 

Copernicus open Access Hub (https://scihub.copernicus.eu) on ESA’s website. Level 1 GRD products concern 

SAR data detected, multi-looked, and projected to ground range using an earth Ellipsoid Model, with an 

approximate square pixel resolution. 

A total number of 14 GRD SAR scenes, in descending and one in ascending Interferometric Wide (IW) swath 

mode, with polarization VV and VH, were collected spanning the period from October 2014 to October 2015 

(Table 2). These data were processed and analyzed to create binary water/non-water products as well as SAR 

multitemporal products based on the contrast of the surface variations of land and water showing different 

back-scattering signatures. 
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Table 2 - Catalogue of Sentinel-1 SAR scenes used 

 

The satellite images were implemented through the SNAP software and with the process that can be derived 

from the diagram in figure 2.2.2. The detail description of the methodology applied for the implements of 

SAR images, can be found in the paper by Perrou et al., 2018. It was not been descript this methodology here, 

because we want focused on the possibility to obtain a flooding map with good accuracy using information 

from satellite flooding footprint and hydraulic modeling. 

The hydraulic modelling HEC-RAS was used for the case study. The 2D hydraulic model, used in the analysis, 

refers to the USACE Hydrologic Engineering Center's River Analysis System (HEC-RAS 5.0.7). Such Hydraulic 

Numerical Models is a public domain software that meets the minimum requirements of National Flood 

Insurance Program as required by FEMA (https://www.fema.gov/hydraulic-numerical-models-meeting-

minimum-requirement-national-flood-insurance-program). Recent FEMA report 

(https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1561469561757-

6fed6a4fd077673f684920b9ad5a0e53/RapidResponseFloodModelingFinalReport.pdf) shows that such 

model produces results with highest precision (standard deviation) and predictive value (correlation) than 

other models. 

The code, whose details can be found in HEC-RAS, River Analysis System Hydraulic Reference Manual, solves 

either the 2D shallow water equations (with optional momentum additions for turbulence and Coriolis 

effects) or the 2D Diffusion Wave equations. In the case study, full momentum equations were used. The 

equations in HEC-RAS are solved with an implicit Finite Volume algorithm. This algorithm allows the use of a 

structured or unstructured computational mesh. Local thickening of computational mesh can be applied by 

breaklines, added along levees, buildings, roads, and in abrupt slope change. 

In HEC-RAS 2D modelling the mesh size can be arbitrarily chosen. Generally, to limit the computational time, 

especially for large integration domains, computational mesh sizes coarser than the spatial DEM resolution 

https://www.fema.gov/hydraulic-numerical-models-meeting-minimum-requirement-national-flood-insurance-program
https://www.fema.gov/hydraulic-numerical-models-meeting-minimum-requirement-national-flood-insurance-program
https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1561469561757-6fed6a4fd077673f684920b9ad5a0e53/RapidResponseFloodModelingFinalReport.pdf
https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1561469561757-6fed6a4fd077673f684920b9ad5a0e53/RapidResponseFloodModelingFinalReport.pdf
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are used. This would result in a rough representation of the domain geometry especially in building areas or 

in the presence of abrupt ground level changes. However, to take into account the details of the underlying 

terrain, the subgrid approach proposed by Casulli (2008) is integrated in the algorithm. 

Such approach consists in calculating the volume and mass/momentum fluxes trough the cell faces at the 

coarser scale by the modification of the continuity and momentum equations, expressed in integral form, to 

account the variability of the ground level and the presence of obstructions as represented at finer DEM 

scale. To this purpose, using the DEM, suitable relationships, describing the variation of the wet volume and 

area of the faces as a function of water elevation, are preliminary calculated for each cell. With this approach 

it is possible to exploit the high topographic information resolution obtainable from DEM and, at the same 

time, to use calculation cells with a size coarser than the resolution of the input data.  

The HEC-RAS code simulates wet and dry conditions and allows the direct application of the precipitation. 

Neither spatial variation of precipitation nor losses and infiltrations are currently able to be computed within 

HEC- RAS. In the cases in which pluvial contributions and their spatial and temporal variability play a 

determinant role in producing flooding, these limitations could represent a serious drawback.  

Through HEC-RAS, and through its combination with the flooding delineation obtained from satellite, a 

reconstruction of Struma river inundation were conducted. At the beginning, because of no discharge data 

of the rivers involved in the inundation were available, a hydrological study was done using another USACE 

software, HEC-HMS.  

Through this software, applying a runoff method, the discharge data was calculate using the following gauge 

stations: Lithotopos (1), Koimissi Serron (2), and Achladochori Trimeristis (3). For the Aggitis river, tributary 

of Struma river present in the south of the area of interest, instead, the flow hydrograph was available. Both 

the typology of the station measurements, gauge and water levels, provided data every 15 minutes. 

For the analysis, the hydrographs used as input of the hydraulic modeling were converted to a monthly 

average. This operation was necessary for the huge temporal permanence of the inundation in the area of 

interest. The boundary conditions of discharge of the upstream flow of the Struma and Aggitis rivers were 

applied to the hydraulic model. Downstream, instead, the sea level measurements (obtained from the 

website: http://www.ioc-sealevelmonitoring.org/map.php) have been inserted.  

Because HEC-RAS does not allow the application of spatial precipitation distribution and infiltration, the 

calibration of the model was crucial for the right replication of the inundation emerged from satellite.  

To overcome the above limitations, numerical model was calibrated using a saturation factor that allowed to 

obtain, the flooding areas detected from satellite for each temporal instants.  

The saturation factor k as defined by Şen (2008) was assumed as calibration parameter   
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Where dP
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 is the runoff rate, being R the runoff and P the precipitation amount.  Typically, the value of k 

ranges between 0.1 to 0.5 (inches-1) in dependence on the land cover and of hydrologic soil group. In the 

present study case uniform values of k were assumed for the entire integration domain. To calibrate the 

model, the saturation rate k was varied within the above mentioned range. In this case study the k= 0.3 

allowed to replicate well the inundation event.  

In order to quantify, for the different values of k, the fitting between the flooding areas detected by satellite 

images obsA
 and those obtained by mathematical simulations simA

, the following index was used: 
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The best fitting simulation is identified by the value of saturation factor k corresponding to the maximum 

value of I(k). In Eq. (2) obsA
refers only to the flooding areas which are supposed to be detected by satellite.  

The delineation of flooding derived from the SAR images and used for the calibration of the hydraulic model 

are shown in Figure 23. 

 
Figure 23 - Water/non-water. Binary images water/non-water from October 2014 to March 2015. 
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The other input data used in the hydraulic model, in addition to the discharge of the Struma and Aggitis rivers 

and the sea level, refers to: 

- Digital Elevation Model (DEM) in the WGS84 ellipsoid, with a very high resolution of 5 m / pixel, derived 

from airborne photogrammetry, provided by the National Catasto and Mapping Agency SA of Greece; 

- Use of soil by Corine Land Cover 2012 with 100 m spatial resolution; 

- Size of the calculation cell set to 15x15 m with a calculation time of 0.5 seconds. 

Flooding maps referred to the same temporal moment of the SAR images, implemented for the flooding 

delineation, are shown in Figure 24. 

 
Figure 24 - Flooding maps obtained from Hydraulic modelling 
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Figure 24 shows the maps for those months, as shown on satellite, where the flooding was most evident in 

the area of interest. For all the months considerate for the simulations, the values of the fitting index (Eq. 2) 

ranges from 0.80 to 0.95 were obtained. 

Through this methodology it was possible to reconstruct a flooding map which also allowed to show, given 

the different scenes on different dates, the total evolution of the event. 

This application, carried out in collaboration with Prof. Parcharidis and his team in Athens, has allowed us to 

understand how remote sensing is an excellent tool for monitoring the flooding in those favorable areas, 

such as the suburban area of the study area, and for the calibration of the hydraulic model in order to 

reconstruct flooding maps of good accuracy. 

 

3.3 RECONSTRUCTION OF FLOODING MAP IN INSTRUMENTED AREA (CASE STUDY: 

HARVEY HURRICANE, HOUSTON) 

In the previous case study, remote sensing was combined with hydraulic modelling to determine the flood 

extension of the Strymon river after an extreme alluvial event by using SAR images. The methodology 

employed was based on the comparison between the extension of flooding obtained from hydraulic 

modelling and that detected from satellite. 

It must be said, however, that the output of hydraulic modelling is not only the extension of flooding but also 

its depth and velocity. The methodology used for the Strymon river inundation case study doesn’t allow to 

understand if the depth and velocity parameters are correctly reproduced from the hydraulic modelling.    

The main goal of the study is to explore the possibility to obtain an accurate post-event flooding map 

integrating data extracted by satellite images, social markers and hydraulic numerical model simulations. 

In particular we are interested in obtaining as accurate as possible reconstruction of flow characteristics 

(depth and velocity) within urban areas, which, as underlined in the introduction, are not detected by satellite 

images and difficult to calculate by numerical models.  

The idea, to overcome the above limitations, is to calibrate numerical model using the flooding areas 

detected in suburban or rural areas, where the satellite images provide reliable records of flooding, and then 

to infer the flow depth and velocity within the urban areas from the hydraulic simulations by the calibrated 

model.  As in the previous case study of Struma river, the saturation factor k as defined by Şen (2008) as 

calibration parameter (Eq. 1) and the index (Eq. 2) for the fitting between the flooding areas detected by 

satellite images Aobs and those obtained by mathematical simulations Asim were assumed. 
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The best fitting simulation is identified by the value of saturation factor k corresponding to the maximum 

value of I(k).  Also in this case study, in Eq. (2) obsA
 refers only to the flooding areas which are supposed to 

be detected by satellite. We select such flooded areas on the basis of land-cover types. Specifically, we 

remove from the totality of simulated flooding areas those belonging to urban and forest land cover types. 

To validate model simulations within the urban areas, we use flow depths obtained by social markers which 

provide photographs or records of the flooding event at specific location and time.  

In order to verify the reliability of the proposed approach, as well as, to gain a more in-depth insight about 

its advantages and drawbacks, we apply such methodology to the case study focused on the reconstruction 

of the serious flooding occurred in Houston region due to the Harvey hurricane.  

Harvey hurricane of category 4, hit the South-eastern Texas between August 25th and 31st of 2017, with 

catastrophic rains, which caused major flooding in Houston and its low-lying surrounding areas. Harvey 

Hurricane generated the largest rainfall of any US hurricane on record. Heavy rains scattered over the 

territory with a 1270 mm total rainfall amount..  On August 27th, a maximum daily rainfall amount of 760 mm 

was observed. The highest rainfall amount was recorded at Galveston Bay, Houston, with over 1016 mm of 

rain in 48 hours (NWS 2017). Over 20,000 people were forced to seek emergency shelter during the event 

and an estimated 120,000 structures were affected by flooding. Emanuel (2017) estimated a return period 

of Hurricane Harvey’s rainfall around a once in 2,000 y event in the late 20th century. The same author, using 

climatic projections from general circulation models (GCM), has shown as the return period of the same event 

( storm total rainfall greater than 500 mm) reduce to a once in 100 y by the end of this century. The increasing 

probability of occurrence of such extreme rainfall events - also highlighted by others authors (e.g. Van 

Oldenborgh et al. (2017) - suggests the importance of carrying out accurate post-event flooding maps to 

identify and design measures and infrastructures to mitigate future more frequent extreme floods.  

A further motivation for the choose of such case study, beyond the underlined exceptionality of the 

hydrological event, is that Houston is equipped with a large number of monitoring rainfall and streamflow 

stations, which provide further data for the validation of the proposed approach. 

Hydraulic simulation of the event, as in the Struma river inundation case study, was carried out by 2D 

hydraulic model from the USACE Hydrologic Engineering Center's River Analysis System (HEC-RAS 5.0.7), 

which is one of the model that meets the minimum requirements of National Flood Insurance Program as 

required by FEMA.  

On the basis of the case study results, we show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Moreover, we 

argue about the possible sources of inaccuracy and bias, which could affect an accurate reconstruction of the 

post event flooding map, especially in urban areas.  
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In particular, in such areas, we explore how the spatial resolution of the mesh affects the accuracy of model 

simulations. 

The precipitation products used in the study refer to those provided by the Harris County flooding warning 

system. The Harris County Flooding Control District’s Flooding Warning System measures rainfall amounts 

and monitors water levels in bayous and major streams on a real-time. The system relies on 163 gage stations 

strategically placed throughout Harris County bayous and their tributaries.   

The rainfall data were downloaded from the website www.harriscountyfws.org and were recorded in the 

time interval 20/08 - 01/09 with a time resolution of 15 minutes. Given the distribution of precipitation that 

occurred during the days of the event, and since it uniformly covered the whole area involved, the 

precipitation used in the reconstruction of the flooding map refers to the average of the values recorded by 

all the stations present in the study area. Because the hydraulic model used does not take into account the 

phenomena of evapotranspiration and the presence of sewers, a runoff coefficient is calculated. 

In general, data from the Harris County Flooding Control District's Flooding Warning System played a key role 

in both the input of the hydraulic model used, the precipitation, and both the calibration phase. In fact, 

thanks to the hydrometric levels recorded by the ground stations it was possible to make a comparison with 

those obtained with the hydraulic model and to understand if this respected the flooding times of the various 

bayou present in the area of interest. 

Satellite SAR images were downloaded from the Copernicus website (http://emergency.copernicus.eu) and 

are the result of the Change Detection (CD) technique applied on high-resolution X-band images (from 1 to 

4 m) of the Italian COSMO-SkyMed constellation (Chini et al., 2012). "Change detection" refers to the process 

of identifying changes in an object or a phenomenon that occur in a particular time frame. A fundamental 

assumption of the change detection analysis performed with remote sensing data is that a change in ground 

or surface coverage observed by a sensor corresponds to a change in radiometric spectral response, and that 

this spectral change is significantly more relevant than changes due to other factors such as weather 

conditions at the time of acquisitions, or soil moisture or differences in the conditions for acquisition of 

remote sensing data. 

Flooding mapping is performed using SAR images and is based on the physical response of water bodies when 

illuminated by the radar signal. The sensor detects stagnant water, generally all flat surfaces, with a low 

backscatter intensity due to the specular reflection of the incident SAR rays. This type of phenomenon is 

represented in SAR intensity images with dark colors (Richards A. et al., 1987). This processing of SAR images 

in case of flooding generates information related to (a) extension of the flooding and (b) flooding height in 

case an accurate model of digital elevation is available interpolating the heights points of the DEM terrain 

with those of the flooding (Cian et al.,2018; Cian et. Al, 2018). The images used for the study are referred to 
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the days 28, 30 and 31 August 2018 and are respectively shown in figure 25 a, b c where the flooding is clearly 

visible in blue. 

 

a

 

b 

 

c 

 

Figure 25 - Flooding hazard maps of Harvey Hurricane of a) 28/08/2017, b) 30/08/2017 and c) 31/08/2018 

These maps were useful to calibrate the hydraulic model by establishing a runoff coefficient such that the 

flooding evoked by the model, in terms of extension, would be the same as that emerging from the SAR 

satellite. This comparison was made by comparing, for the same temporal instance, the extension of flooding 

deduced from hydraulic modelling in all those areas favourable to the satellite. 

The social media markers used in the study were provided by the Evolution of the Emergency Copernicus 

database (E2mC) owned by Copernicus (Scalia et al., 2017). The markers obtained from this research project 

refer to the same dates as the satellite images described above. This service is mainly based on the 

integration of information derived from remote sensing, spatial analysis algorithms, social media and 

crowdsourcing. All these data are collected by remote digital volunteers and local journalists. For a detailed 

description of how the posts are extracted, geolocated and made available, see Havas et al., 2017. The 

markers used for the Harvey extreme event, given the strong activity on the social networks of the 

inhabitants of Houston especially during the days of the extreme event, were in a number that allowed to 

have a total coverage of the city and therefore to have a lot of useful information to describe the event and 

validate the results of the hydraulic model, in particular, where also the satellite is unable to give any 

description. In figure 26 a, the spatial distribution of the markers obtained for the days of the extreme event 

are shown. An example of photograph used in the analysis is shown in figure 26 b. 
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a 

 

b 

 

Figure 26 - Location of social media marker in Houston and b) example of photo used for the validation of hydraulic 
modelling (obtained from E2mC). 

The validation of the results obtained from the hydraulic simulation was carried out comparing the simulated 

water depths with those estimated from social media markers.  Such estimation was carried out   through 

photographs and comments extracted by the social media markers, which provide, especially in the urban 

areas, location and time of the water depths during the event, where neither satellite images nor ground 

based stations are able to provide such data.  

In fact, the downloaded social media markers contain very important information for the validation of the 

results of the model, such as the location (geographical coordinates and name of the road of interest), date 

and time, the comment of the author of the post and above all photographs that are explanatory of what 

really occurred.  The image in Figure 26, refers to a part of the social markers detected on 28/08/2017. Such 

social markers refer to the urban context which is the most problematic to simulate, due to the presence of 

numerous elements such as houses, roads, bridges and parks only partially represented by the DEM. 

The estimates of the depth values obtained from social markers have been qualitatively based on comparison 

to elements present in the image and eights (e.i. road sign, sidewalk, river bank, etc.) which are known with 

certainty. These qualitative estimates have an uncertainty of ± m 0.10.   
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The 2 D hydraulic model, used in the analysis, refers to the USACE Hydrologic Engineering Center's River 

Analysis System (HEC-RAS 5.0.7). The time step obtained and used for the simulation is 5 seconds. 

In the case study the integration domain, delimited by the watershed ridge shown in figure 27, was selected. 

In this way there was no surface runoff from the external regions, and the flooding within the domain was 

due only to rainfall and/or to storm surge along the coast.  Thus,   the calculation of flow entering in the 

domain by rainfall-runoff hydrological models, which requires a preliminary very complex model parameter 

identification, was avoided. A 5m of DEM resolution was obtained from USGS (United States Geological 

Survey, link: https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/basic/). Due to the very large size of the domain, a nominal grid 

resolution (250x 250 m) was selected and the computational mesh constructed by the HEC-RAS tools. In the 

zones where a major resolution was required, breaklines were introduced to obtain a resolution up to 5 m.  

In figure 27 is shown the land cover map extracted from Copernicus images related to the period of the flood 

(August 2017).  

 

 

Figure 27 - Land cover by supervised classification algorithm on Copernicus images 
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As figure 27 shown, most of the territory within the domain boundaries is covered by forest or urban areas. 

The values of Manning resistance coefficient were deduced, in each point of integration domain, as a function 

of the Land Use classification, according to table 3.  

Land Cover Type Default Manning Valued [m1/3 s-1] 

Natural Vegetation, shrubs and cropland 0.04 

Herbaceous Vegetation 0.045 

Developed (urban area) 0.25 

Main channel  0.022 

Barren land rock/sand/clay 0.04 

Permanent water bodies 0.035 

Mixed and evergreen forest 0.08 

Bare, sparse vegetation 0.02 

Herbaceous wetland 0.16 

Sea 0.03 

Table 3 - Spatial variability roughness used in the hydraulic model 

Unfortunately, as previously underlined, neither spatial variation of precipitation nor losses and infiltration 

can be taken into account in HEC-RAS. However, in the present case study, due to the exceptionality of the 

hydrological event, precipitation was rather spatially uniform. Therefore a precipitation spatial average over 

the integration domain was applied.  Furthermore, the rainfall amount was so exceptionally high that the 

soils, independently from their nature, resulted completely saturated in short time. This is evidenced in figure 

28 where the temporal variation of the instantaneous runoff coefficient (Eq.1) is shown as function of the 

precipitation trend. The figure refers to typical values of saturation coefficient k (Table 1 in Şen (2008)) that 

are characteristic of different land cover types. To further confirm the high level of soil saturation, NASA 

analysed the soil moisture in south-eastern Texas before and after Harvey landing using data from NASA's 

Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) satellite. SMAP observations from August 2017 21st  and 22nd  showed 

that soil surface conditions were already very wet a few days before the hurricane made landfall, with 20% 

to 40% moisture levels (https://phys.org/news/2017-08-nasa-harvey-saturated-areas-texas.html). 
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Figure 28 - Rainfall amount (right) and runoff rate dR/dP for different values of k (left) 

The sea level trend, due to the storm surge, and recorded during the extreme event along the coastal, was 

applied as boundary condition (www.u-surge.net/hurricane-harvey.html).   

First, several simulations were carried out for different values of the saturation factor k appearing in Eq. 1. 

Then for each model simulation, the fitting index I(k), defined by Eq. 2, was calculated.  Simulated flooding 

areas Asim belonging to urban and forest land cover types were excluded from the calculations of I(k).  

Figure 29 shows the flooding map - referred to August 28th at 11 AM - obtained from the hydraulic simulation 

for  k=0.1 inches-1 , at which corresponds the  highest fitting index value. 
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Figure 29 - Flooding map obtained from hydraulic modelling (k=0.1) 

 

 

 

A A 
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Figure 30 - Correspondence between the flooding areas obtained by hydraulic simulation and SAR satellite 

Comparing the inundation map in Figure 29, with that obtained by satellite image (shown at the left side of 

figure 30), clearly emerges how in urban and forest land cover areas the flooding is not recognized by 

satellite, despite the evidence in figure 5 of large inundated areas.  

However, as figure 30 shows (right side), in rural areas, location and extension of flooding areas - simulated 

and detected by satellite images – fit satisfactory.  Values of the fitting index ranges from 0.60 to 0.80 were 

obtained for the rural flooding areas selected.   

To confirm the goodness of the calibration procedure, in figure 31 (right side) the simulated and measured 

time series of free surface level in correspondence of some hydrometric gauges (figure 31 left side), 

homogenously distributed in the areas of interest, are compared.  As shown in figure 31 (right side) the 

simulated free surface trends at the different locations satisfactorily fits the actual trend of observed values.   
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Figure 31 - Location of measurement stations of the levels considered and hydrometric levels detected during the 

extreme event. 

Furthermore, the timing of the simulated and observed overflowing, in different cross sections of bayous 

passing through the urban Houston area, was compared. The network of the alert stations presents in the 

Houston area and owned by the HCFCD was used.  In the Harris maps (shown in the left side of figure 32), 

the red symbols indicate the locations where the water level exceeds the top of the bank, the yellow where 

the level is near the top of the bank and the green when the water flows inside the bank. All the maps are 

referred to the same hour, for all the days considered, at 11.30 a.m.  The comparison, shown in figure 32, 

demonstrates that the hydraulic model simulation followed the temporal trend of the floods during the days 

of the extreme rainfall event. 
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30/8/2017 11:30 AM 31/8/2017 11:30 AM 

 
 

Figure 32 - Temporal trend of the floods in Houston during Hurricane Harvey from 26/08 to 31/08. Red symbols 

indicate the locations where the water level exceeds the top of the bank, the yellow where the level is near the top of 

the bank and the green when the water flows inside the bank. 

 

The comparison between the simulated water depths with those estimated by the photographs at the same 

location and time, adds an additional element of judgement, in particular in urban areas where satellite is 

not able to recognize the flooding (Figure 33).  
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Figure 33 - Social media marker referred at the same day of the flooding maps (28/08/2017) used for the validation of 

the results. 

In table 4, the water depth estimated by social marker and simulated at the locations of figure 33 are shown.  

IDENTIFICATION COLOUR  DEPTH BY HYDRAULIC MODELING [m] DEPHT ESTIMATED BY SOCIAL 
MEDIA MARKER [m] 

WHITE 2 2 ± 0.10  

PURPLE 0.4 0.5 ± 0.10 

PINK 0. 35 0.3 ± 0.10 

RED 0.5 0.5± 0.10 

VIOLET 2.7 2.5 ± 0.10 

LIGHT GREEN 0.4 0.5 ± 0.10 

LIGHT YELLOW bayou 7 other 1.5 bayou 5± 0.1 other 1± 0.1 

DARK GREEN 1.8 1.5 ± 0.10 

ORANGE 0.56 0.5 ± 0.10 

YELLOW 0.8 1 ± 0.10 

Table 4 - Comparison between water depth [m] estimated by social marker and simulated by hydraulic model 
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The comparison of table 4 demonstrates, despite the uncertainties in deducing the water depth from the 

photographs, that the proposed approach was satisfactory for the quantification of flow depth and velocity, 

as well as inundation timing, in urban areas where such flow characteristics are more challenging to detect. 

The results obtained clearly show that approach proposed aimed to carry out post-event flooding maps by 

integrating satellite images, hydraulic model simulations and social markers. Inundation areas detected by 

satellite images was used to calibrate the hydraulic numerical model, whose simulations were validated by 

information extracted by the social markers.  

The application to the case study – addressed to the inundation of Houston area produced by the Harvey 

Hurricane - has shown that this approach allows a credible reconstruction of the main flooding characteristics 

as flow depth and velocity, as well as flooding timing, which are relevant information for a correct post-event 

damage evaluation or to plan future flood defense systems.  

Specifically, the approach has shown to be reliable in flooding reconstruction in urban areas where the 

detection of inundate areas by satellite images is still challenging. In fact, it has been shown that in the 

presence of buildings, roads, shadows, rough terrain, dense vegetation, and detection methods based on 

SAR fail to recognize flooding areas. Hydraulic model simulations allow to overcome such limitation, but in 

order to reduce the computational time by using mesh with a resolution coarser than the DEM resolution, 

we need to use a sub-grid approach, which could be a further source of inaccuracies. In this context model 

validation in the urban areas by social markers assures on the reliability of the flooding reconstruction. 

Social markers could be very effective for the reconstruction of the flooding event since they provide spatial 

and temporal very well-defined data. Despite this, photographs are not taken in systematic way and are 

affected by randomness, because people shoot photographs without a predefined plan. Thus, there is not 

possibility to a realistic reconstruction of the flooding map using only social markers. Despite this, we show 

that social markers are a very useful tool for hydrodynamic model validation as the present study 

demonstrates. 

The use of social marker, however, due to the very detailed spatial and temporal resolution, imposes the use 

of hydrodynamic model able to represent with notable accuracy the free surface level and velocity fields 

within the complex morphology of urban context. In this study we used HEC-RAS which is one of the model 

suggested from FEMA to simulate flooding phenomena. Such model uses to simulate flow in urban areas a 

subgrid approach proposed by Casulli (2008). Although, the approach seems to be effective for simulating 

flooding in domains not particularly large, where the size of the mesh can be chosen  of the same order of 

magnitude of the DEM mesh, in the cases where very large regions have to be analyzed the approach seems 

to fail.  In fact, the analysis conducted for Houston has shown that the hydraulic model used, HEC-RAS, has a 

strong sensitivity when using computational cell sizes much larger than those of the DEM. From the tests 
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conducted it was shown how increasing the computational grid size the hydraulic model simulations have 

significant errors for the calculated velocity and considerable loss of information in terms of extension of 

flooding. The error in water depth are minor (67% at maximum) but still significant for flow velocities, 

however, errors were as large as 400 % for dimensions of computational cells much greater than the DEM 

accuracy. This fact suggests that more efforts should be directed towards improving subgrid modelling, 

particularly for simulating free surface flows in urban areas.  

 

3.4 RECONSTRUCTION OF FLOODING MAP IN A NON-INSTRUMENTED AREA, CASE 

STUDY OF THE DIAMREY TYPHOON IN QUANG NGAI (VIETNAM) 

This analysis, referred to an area of interest in which there are no hydrological measurements from ground 

stations and a DEM with good accuracy, allowed to understand if it is possible or not the rebuilding of a post 

event flooding map with an acceptable accuracy. In addition, also in this case the HEC-RAS 5.0.3 software 

was used for the hydraulic simulations. 

The study area refers to Quang Ngai, in Vietnam, and the event that generated the flooding is the typhoon 

Diamrey. Typhoon Damrey, known in the Philippines as Severe Tropical Storm Ramil, was a strong tropical 

cyclone that affected Vietnam during early November 2017. Damrey first originated as a tropical depression 

over the Philippine archipelago of Visayas on October 31. Emerging to the South China Sea few days later, 

the system strengthened into the second deadliest and twenty-third named storm of the 2017 Pacific 

typhoon season. Rapidly intensifying, Damrey strengthened into the tenth typhoon on November 3, reaching 

its peak strength as a Category 2 in the same day. Damrey made landfall over Khánh Hoà, Vietnam during the 

next day as it rapidly weakened, and fully dissipated on November 5. Damrey was the strongest typhoon to 

strike South-Central Vietnam since 2001's Typhoon Lingling.  

Figure 34 shows the track of typhoon. Strong winds, heavy rainfall and result severe flooding in Central 

Vietnam by the typhoon killed 142 people and total damage reached over US$1 billion. 
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Figure 34 - Track of Diamrey Typhoon 

For this application a terrain elevation model of the SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) was used, 

provided by NASA for global coverage and obtained by processing RADAR images with interferometric 

techniques. The spatial resolution of the DEM is 30 meters. 

The study area, not being equipped with precipitation monitoring stations with accessible datasets, was 

analyzed using the precipitation data estimated by the TRMM 3B42RT satellite. 

Concerning the precipitation data from remote sensing, no satellite yet exists that can reliably identify rainfall 

and accurately estimate the rainfall rate in all circumstances (Dinku et al., 2018). The data were downloaded 

from the website www. giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov and this dataset is the output from the TMPA (TRMM Multi-

satellite Precipitation) Algorithm, and provides precipitation estimates in the TRMM regions that have the 

(nearly-zero) bias of the "TRMM Combined Instrument" precipitation estimate and the sampling of high-

quality microwave data with fill-in using three-hourly combined microwave-IR estimates (with gauge 

adjustment). 

Satellite precipitation is largely underestimated compared to reality. The error, in general, is due to signal 

saturation problems affecting the sensors on board the TRMM satellite. This fact led to the use of a 

multiplying coefficient in the calibration phase of the hydraulic modelling. Through this value it was possible 

to increase the rainfall detected in order to obtain an extension of the flooding that was the closest to that 

detected by the satellite. 

The problem inherent in the underestimation of precipitation by satellites will be discussed in more detail in 

the next chapter. 

In figure 35 it is possible to see on the left the final result obtained by hydraulic modeling and on the right 

the flooding extracted by the technique of Change Detection applied to the SAR images. The satellite images 

used for the analysis refer to the 2/11/2017 and 11/14/2017 as a post event while for the pre that of 
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08/22/2017. The images were downloaded from the ESA Copernicus portal at the following link 

https://scihub.copernicus.eu/ and are from Sentinel 1 sensors. 

 

 

Figure 35 - Result of the hydraulic modeling is shown on the left and the result of the Change Detection technique 

applied to Sentinel images 1 on the right. 

As input, in addition to the DEM and to the precipitations described above, the land cover deriving from the 

Chinese product GLC 30 (Global Land Cover 3) was used, with a spatial resolution of 30 meters, and a spatial 

and temporal discretization of the computational cells respectively of 50 meters and 1 second. 

As in the Houston case study, also for this application the hydraulic modelling results were calibrated using 

the remote sensing information and validated with social media marker and pictures found on the web. 

The results obtained (shown on the left of figure 35) from the simulation showed that we were able to 

reproduce the same extension of flooding detected from satellite, but with not in term of depth and velocity 

of flooding flow. This issue is due to the low resolution of the DEM (see figure 36) which presents numerous 

occlusions. The occlusions are incorrect representation of the elements present in the study area (for 

example roads, buildings, bridges, etc.) that doesn’t allow the right runoff of flooding.  

https://scihub.copernicus.eu/
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Figure 36 - Zoom showing the occlusions presents on DEM used as input of hydraulic modelling for the rebuild of post 
event flooding map 

For this reason, in order to replicate the same flooding area detected from satellite with hydraulic modelling 

a multiplying coefficient was used in the precipitation data. The rainfall, in this case study, was incremented 

of 60% with respect to the original. This fact has allowed us to fill the occlusions presents on the DEM with 

flooding and to reproduce the same inundation detected from satellite.  

 

Figure 37 - Validation of hydraulic modeling results with pictures of the AoI 
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Once completed the calibration phase, the validation was conducted. We must consider for that phase that 

the occlusions present on the DEM used in this application, in some cases, shows heights up to 4 meters. 

The qualitative depth values obtained from hydraulic modelling with that of social media marker revealed a 

strong overestimation. This fact confirms that without a robust input data, especially concerning the DEM, it 

is impossible to realize a post event flooding map useful for the flooding risk assessment. In the figure 37, 

almost all of the pictures used for the validation phase are shown. 

 

3.5 ANALYSIS OF PRECIPITATION DATASET ALWAYS AVAILABLE AS INPUT OF HYDRAULIC 

MODELING IN A NOT INSTRUMENTED AREA 

Rain gauges present several problems, firstly the lack of global coverage of the territory (for example in 

oceanic or sparsely populated areas). To overcome this problem one possibility is to use satellite data, able 

to provide global coverage and distributed more evenly (through IR and MW observations).  

As a further improvement in the accuracy of the measurements, products have been developed that combine 

those of satellites and rain gauges, in order to maximize the benefits brought by each type of data. 

An example is the GPCP (Global Precipitation Climatology Project), which combines the observations of the 

rain gauge with the data of satellites in low orbit (therefore MW sensors) and geosynchronous (therefore IR 

sensors). These different types of data have allowed to quantify the trend of climate change and also, thanks 

to high resolution satellite products, to monitor phenomena such as drought and floods. The data on rainfall, 

therefore, are of fundamental importance in the role that assumes as input in hydrological and hydraulic 

models. 

Although today there is an increase in the availability of data sets with ever better spatial and temporal 

resolution, their are not entirely consistent (due to the lack of data sources and the generation of individual 

products). Several studies have been developed for their comparison, but most focus on comparing some 

data sets; it is difficult to find those that offer a global view of all the existing ones. 

The data collected by rain gauges are handled by national meteorological agencies, with the aim of creating 

a global database, useful for research purposes and climate studies. Due to the irregular distribution of rain 

gauges, data grids are required for many climatic applications. For this purpose, several data sets have been 

created over the years, shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5 - Summary of Global Gauge-Based Products 

 

An important issue concerning the use of rain gauges as a source of data is shown in  figure 38, in which we 

can appreciate a decrease in the instrument number used in the different years (decrease due to a series of 

factors such as the increase in costs, the migration with consequent abandonment of the sites, etc.), a 

worrying fact, which could seriously compromise the ability to follow the changes in precipitation. 

 

Figure 38 - Number of gauge stations used in different databases in operation over time (Sun et al. 2018) 

 

The satellite is the only technology that allows to perform homogeneous and global precipitation 

measurements, at regular time intervals. In April 1960, the first satellite capable of reproducing cloud images 

was launched into orbit: the TIROS (TV and IR observation satellite). On this type of satellite we have 3 

categories of sensors: 

• Visible / IR (VIS / IR), on satellites in GEO and low earth observation (LEO) orbit; 

• Passive microwaves (PMW) on satellites in LEO orbit; 

• Microwaves active on satellites in LEO orbit. 

Corresponding to the type of sensor, different methods have been developed for the derivation of 

precipitation, based on VIS/IR methods, on active and passive MW techniques, approaches based on a fusion 

between VIS/IR and MW, the so-called "united" products" (Kidd & Levizzani, 2011). Here are some references 

to these types of sensors: 
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- VIS / IR methods: the operating principle of these methods essentially concerns the link between the 

temperature of the cloud surface and the probability/intensity of precipitation; the lower this 

temperature is, the greater the vertical development of the cloud (so it contains more rain). They 

provide good coverage at tropical latitudes, with good temporal and spatial resolution. However, not 

all clouds form precipitation, due to the fact that the correlation between surface temperature and 

precipitation is indirect. 

There are several VIS / IR algorithms used for these acquisitions:  

• Griffith-Woodley (Griffith et al., 1978); 

• GEO Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) precipitation index (GES) (Arkin 1979; Arkin and 

Meisner 1987); 

• The convective / stratiform technique (CST) (Adler & Negri, 1988). 

- PMW methods: the era of PMW observations began in 1987, with the launch of the first SSM / I 

(Special Sensor Microwave / Imager). In contrast to the IR, relatively low frequency passive 

microwave (PMW) signals (10–37 GHz) sense the thermal emission of raindrops while higher 

frequencies (85 GHz and higher) sense the scattering of upwelling radiation from the earth to space 

due to ice particles in the rain layer and tops of convective systems (Joyce R. J. et al., 2004). 

Other MW missions: 

• TRMM: launched in 1997, it contained the TMI (PMW TRMM MW Imager) and represents the turning 

point in the field of representation and analysis of tropical precipitation (it was the first mission in which 

MW active sensors were used, allowing thus the capture of the three-dimensional structure of the rain); 

• MW sounding unit (MSU), launched in 1998 on board the NOAA 15: provided information at higher 

frequencies, between 23.8 GHz and 190 GHz, useful for deriving precipitation products which, combined 

with those derived from the DMSP (US Satellite Meteorological Satellite Program) SSM / I, allow for a 

more global observation; 

• AMSR-E (Advanced Radiometer Scanning MW for the Observation Earth), developed in 2002, as a multi-

channel PMW radiometer, deals with measurements of geophysical parameters related to water, with a 

spatial resolution twice as high as the PMW radiometer and multi-channel scanning to the SSM / I data; 

• GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement), designed to provide new standards in rainfall measurement 

(liquid and solid), to offer a global product characterized by more accurate instantaneous measurements 

and acquisitions from a unified constellation of microwave radiometers (see Figure 39). 
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Figure 39 - GPM Costellation, Hou et al.(2014) 

 

Table 6 shows the different sets of data from satellite current available and to follow a relative description 

(Sun et al. 2018).  

 

Table 6 - Summary of Major Satellite-Related Precipitation Products currently available 

 

- CMPORH: half-hour frequency, with a resolution grid of 8 km (entirely due to the acquisitions of the MW 

sensors), uses only the IR data to reproduce the rainfall characteristics when the data from the PMW are not 

available. A linear interpolation timeline to modify the form and intensity of precipitation between one scan 

(PMW) and the other, to guarantee temporal and spatial continuity in the estimation of rainfall, CMPORH 

recovers the precipitation estimates from NOAA, DMSP 13 satellites, 14 and 15, and from NASA Aqua and 

TRMM Satellites, IR images are provided by GOES 8, GOES 10, Meteosat-5, Meteosat-7, GEO meteorological 

Satellite-5 (GM-5). 

 

- PERSIANN-CCS (Global PERSIAN Cloud Ranking System) estimates the distribution of precipitation with a 

better resolution scale (0.4 ° every 30 minutes) through the brightness temperature read by the IR sensors 

(GEO satellites) and uses the PMW measurements from the LEO satellites to update its parameters. The 

algorithm estimates the characteristics of some cloud "pieces", then divides them into different groups, 
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depending on the similarities between the selected features, subsequently obtaining a precipitation map for 

each cloud grouping. Finally, PERSIANN's high-resolution estimates are supplemented by GPCP data, with a 

resolution of 2.5 °, for error reduction. 

 

- TRMM: the first sensors present in the constellation of the TRMM mission, included the TMI (Precipitation 

Radar) and the VIS / IR Radiometer. Through these sensors, a set of precipitation products was obtained, 

available at 3 levels (level 3 presents the data in a more uniform space-time grid). The most commonly used 

are 3B42 and 3B43, which combine observation data from different satellites (Liu et al., 2012). The 3B43, for 

example, combines the 3B42 data with the GPC rain gauge analysis. The TMPA algorithm estimates 

precipitation by combining high quality PMW observations with data from IR sensors on geostationary 

satellites. Microwave (MW) precipitation estimates are calibrated and combined with data from different 

sources: from the TMI present on the TRMM satellites, from the SSM / I on the DMSP satellites, from the 

AMSR-E present on AQUA, from the AMSU-B on NOAA Satellites, from the MW Humidity Soounders (MHS) 

on the latest NOAA satellites and from the European operational meteorological satellite. 

 

- GSMaP (Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation): is a project sponsored by the Japanese science and 

technology agency, between 2002-2007, with the aim of developing global precipitation maps and specific 

algorithms for MW radiometers. It collects data from TMI, ASMR-E, SSM / I, AMSU-B microwave radiometers 

and data from IR sensors from all satellites in GEO orbit, creating high-resolution precipitation maps (1, 1 h). 

- GPCP: based on a combination of MW, IR and rain gauge data. In the period from 1987 to the present (it 

was SSM / I), the MW measurements from SSM / I and SSMIS, calibrate the GPI between 40 ° S and 40 ° N, 

combined with the estimates based on TOVS (TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder) and IR Atmospher 

Sounder, thus obtaining a global product entirely based on satellite estimation (the calibration took place 

differently in the pre-SSM / I era, before 1987). Subsequently, these analyzes are combined with the data of 

the rain gauges on the ground, used to correct the "multi-satellite" estimates. 

- CMAP (CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation): data input similar to those of GPCP, but different data fusion 

techniques. The CMAP is built in 2 steps, combining the data of seven independent data sets with different 

characteristics: 

1. The data sets are combined in a linear way using a "maximum probability" method in which the weighting 

coefficients are inversely proportional to the square of the individual random error. Land and ocean errors 

are determined by comparing the GPCP and rain gauge measurements. 

2. The outputs of the first step are combined with the measurements of the rain gauges on the ground using 

the variational mixing method, to remove any errors. 
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However, CMAP and GPCP are generally consistent, with only some minor differences due to the discrepancy 

in the data source and in the data fusion technique. 

- TRMM 3B43: it is built by combining multi-satellite observations and rain gauges; 

- GPCP 1dd (GPCP 1 ° daily analysis of precipitation), is issued to meet the initialization requirements of 

numerical methods, to develop models of the earth's surface, to validate forecasting models. Its TMPI 

(Treshold Matched Precipitation Index) algorithm, used to obtain instantaneous precipitations, is based on a 

fusion of data sets constructed with IR data from GEO satellites (ie brightness temperature readings) and 

TOVS precipitation estimates at multiple latitudes high. NB: all the "united" data sets are based on the 

assumption that the precipitation distribution estimated by the combined observations between the 

satellites is optimal and that the measurements of the rain gauges on the ground are not affected by errors. 

- MSWEP (Multi-Source Weighted-Ensemble Precipitation): it is a set of data that provides a 3-hour and 

spatial time resolution of 0.25 °, combining the best sources of precipitation data available depending on the 

time scale and position. Use a combination of rain gauge measurements, satellite observations and estimates 

from atmospheric models. Each observation is assigned a weight, which determines a temporal variability in 

each MSWEP data grid. 

As can be seen, some of the products presented are derived from rain gauges and satellites, but the reanalysis 

data for estimating precipitation is also used. The idea behind the reanalysis methods is to combine 

observations and irregular models containing different physical and dynamic models, in order to obtain a 

synthesized estimate of the state of the system through a uniform grid, homogeneous in space, continuous 

over time and with a multidimensional hierarchy. Many of the output variables obtained from the reanalysis 

systems still maintain a physical structure and can be obtained after a short calculation period. A reanalysis 

system is essentially composed of a forecasting model and a routine of assimilation of data: as we read in 

Bosilovich et al., 2008 '', the assimilated observations in a system of reanalysis, the parametrizations of the 

model and the interactions between the model and the observations influence all the subsequent 
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precipitation forecasts generated by the system ". Among the various reanalysis systems, the best known 

are: 

- NCEP 1 and NCEP2, the last of which was developed to improve human error in the first NCEP version 

through better vertical resolution; 

- ERA-40, it had problems of overestimation of precipitation on tropical ocean regions, due to errors in the 

moisture analysis scheme and error correction (bias); 

- ERA-Interim performs a four-dimensional variational assimilation of data, uses a completely automated 

system for distortion calibration (bias) in satellite radiance observations and performs changes in cloud 

models, leading to greater atmospheric stability, with an underestimation of the rainfall. 

- 20CRv2, CFSR and MERRA, are reanalysis systems with better spatial resolution, which use advanced 

numerical models and assimilation schemes that combine observations from different sources. 

Once a summary of the currently available data sets has been made, for the various technologies, some 

considerations are reported on the limits that afflict them and that are found in the literature. 

Microwave sensors have problems in real time, due to their low sampling rate (being in LEO orbit, they can 

do a maximum of a couple of passes a day at a given point), which is why we decided to sacrifice the accuracy 

of the measurements using a fusion with the data coming from the IR sensors, less precise but certainly more 

frequent. 

The GPM has introduced a multiplicity of high frequency channels which have considerably increased its 

sensitivity compared to the TRMM, obtaining a better identification of light and snowfall. The operating 

principle is based on the fusion of data (from microwaves and infrared) coming from an entire constellation 

of satellites. 

Speaking of measures in the strict sense: 

- VIS sensors are based on the identification of the brightest cloud spectrum (with respect to the bottom 

surface). In general, brighter clouds are thicker clouds and thicker clouds indicate a greater probability of 

rain. However, this connection between brightness / thickness and rain probability is a weak connection, so 

the errors that occur are important. Based on what has been said, it is explained why the measurements 

above the ocean are significantly better than those on the earth's surface, since the emissivity of the latter 

can go to mask that of the clouds (as opposed to a "watery" surface) which is clearly more in contrast with 

the clouds); 
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- IR sensors instead measure thermal emissions: the colder the clouds are, the greater the probability of rain 

(measurement of the brightness temperature of the clouds). Also in this case, the relationship between the 

measured data and the probability of rain is of an indirect nature, therefore inevitably influenced by errors; 

- The MW sensors instead "go" to listen to the radiation emitted naturally by the earth and clouds, identifying 

the latter. They have difficulty in measuring rainfall near the earth's surface, as they identify the 

hydrometeors at a certain height above the ground, so for the estimation of rainfall on the ground an average 

time is needed that includes the time necessary for the raindrop to reach the ground. Furthermore, the 

emissivity of the earth's surface masks the precipitation emissions (based on back scattering, better revision 

and addition). 

Therefore, the advantage in terms of accuracy of MW measurements compared to VIS, VIS / IR, is lost on 

long-term scales, due to the bad temporal sampling of LEO satellites. 

One of the reasons behind the underestimation of satellite measurements, which emerged above all during 

the TRMM mission, is the fact that the satellite "mediates" the measurements (to compensate for the bad 

temporal sampling), so for example it can go to spatially mediate an area where there is a strong precipitation 

with a surrounding area in which the precipitation is absent; the result of this operation will be an 

underestimation of precipitation. 

In tropical areas a better combination of rain gauges and satellites has been achieved. Different discourse for 

those areas of high latitude, where the satellites were certainly in difficulty (mainly due to systematic errors); 

there is a deterioration in the performance of IR sensors, which have difficulty recognizing light and snow. 

There is also an increase in the discrepancy with rainfall data in arid / semi-arid areas. 

Another factor that influences accuracy and performance is the orography. The orographic rains are in fact 

problematic for satellite acquisitions (in particular for the IR sensors that tend to underestimate them 

heavily), which are in difficulty even in the presence of convective rains and of short duration (rapid temporal 

phenomena). In flat areas, with simple orography, satellite estimates show good agreement with 

precipitation estimates, contrary to what happens in areas with complex topography. 

In order to quantify the systematic errors existing between some of the pluviometric data sets found in the 

literature, for the Houston area, comparisons have been made between these and those deriving from earth 

stations. In the case of Hurricane Harvey hitting Houston we first compared the rainfall temporal and spatial 

distribution obtainable from ground-based station measurements and from TRMM satellite data induced by 

the Harvey Hurricane. Then we compared the heavy daily rainfall amount – identified by 95th , 99th and 

99.9th  percentile - of time series of wet days obtained by different sources of remote sensing precipitation 

datasets, and from an ensemble of  rain gauges in a more restricted area of Houston.   
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Houston was chosen as a case study, due to the strong presence of monitoring stations, for the homogeneous 

distribution of these and because in 2017 Hurricane Harvey hit the city, of which many measurements are 

available. 

 

 

Figure 40 - Comparison between the amount of rain detected on the ground with that from satellite (TRMM); the 

rainfall from rain gauges are averaged for the stations, indicated in green square, in the figure on the left. 

 

The graph in figure 40 shows the time series of area-averaged precipitation from the ensemble of  ground 

measurement stations (orange) and from TRMM (blue). The figure shows an underestimation of both peak 

and volume of rainfall amount obtained by satellite.  

For the second analysis, a more restricted area of Houston was taken into account, i.e 0.1 ° x 0.1 ° square in 

Houston city where rainfall can be assumed   spatially homogenous. In order to characterize heavy rainfall 

amount, we calculated the 95th, 99th and 99.9 percentile of daily rainfall amount averaged for all the 

raingauges within such area. The time series from the year 2003 to the year 2017 were used. The GPM (Global 

Precipitation Measurement), being launched in orbit after the other technologies considered in the study, 

was considered from 2014 and compared for the period 2014 - 2017. To select remote sensing datatset we 

referred to the papers of Sun et al., 2018, Tan M. L. & Santo H., 2018, Omranian E. & Sharif H.O., 2018 and 

Beck H.E. et al., 2017. These studies, depending on the data sources treated, have the main purpose of 

showing the bias existing in the estimate of the precipitation obtained from satellite, reanalysis or radar. The 

technologies that have been taken into consideration in this work are those that have presented a better 

return of precipitation compared with those of ground station in the previously cited papers. The comparison 
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between the heavy rainfall from ground-based and remote sensing records was based on the following error 

indices:   

𝑀𝐵𝐸 =
∑ (𝑀𝑖−𝑆𝑖)2𝑁𝑖
𝑖=1
1

𝑁𝑖
∑ 𝑀𝑖𝑁𝑖
𝑖=1

  (3) 

   𝐶𝑉(𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸) =

√∑ [
[(𝑀𝑖−𝑆𝑖)2]

𝑁𝑖
]𝑁𝑖

𝑖=1

1

𝑁𝑖
∑ 𝑀𝑖𝑁𝑖
𝑖=1

 (4) 

Where Mi and Si are respective measured and simulated data at instant i, and Ni is the count of the number 

of values used in the calculation. 

The MBE (Mean Bias Error) indicates the average quadratic discrepancy between the values of precipitation 

from ground-based stations and the estimated values from remote sensing. However, this index may be 

affected by compensation errors. Therefore, as an additional index, the CV (RMSE) (Cross-validated root 

mean square error) is used, which represents the coefficient of variation of the average standard deviation, 

ie the ratio between the average square deviation of a certain period and the mean value of the data 

measured in the same period (Royapoor, M. & Roskilly, T., (2015)). 

Table 7 shows the datasets used and  their MBE and CV(RMSE) errors for each data set.  

DATA SET 95 percentile 99 percentile 99.9 percentile 

 
MBE CV(RMSE) MBE CV(RMSE) MBE CV(RMSE) 

TRMM-3B42 0.18179 0.78394 0.2792 0.60023 0.327316 0.40898 

CHIRPS 0.37345 0.79004 0.45149 0.72057 0.690627 0.764733 

NCEP-CPC 0.396979 0.98555 0.34326 0.63134 0.536868 0.539435 

NCEP-GOB 0.48376 0.8927 0.38653 0. 80616 0.30597 0.359693 

GPM 0.23598 0.60905 0.31589 0. 5756 0.205597 0.215769 

Table 7 - Values of MBE e CV(RMSE) referred to 95, 99 e 99.9 percentile 

 

From Table 7 we can observe that the errors are rather large, resulting in each case in an underestimation of 

the effective heavy rainfall amount. The best dataset seems to be the GPM, but also in this case errors are 

large.  This analysis suggests that the use of remote sensing datsets as input of hydraulic simulations should 

be made carefully, taking into account of the existence of such bias. It also suggests that more research 

efforts should be made to overcome this drawback.   
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Another aspect that this study has highlighted is inherent to the precipitation obtainable from the satellite. 

The integrated approach we proposed has demonstrated its reliability if applied to well-instrumented areas.  

The issue remains open how to improve flooding detection in non-instrumented areas, since measurements 

of extreme or heavy precipitation by satellite are affected by significant inaccuracies. The study has shown 

that such precipitations are strongly underestimated (circa 50%).  

Given the importance of the availability of satellite data for precipitation measurements, which are essential 

especially in areas without ground-based instrumentation, it would be appropriate to focus the research on 

methods to correct such bias, both improving the calibration techniques of satellite data and exploring the 

capability to overcome such drawback of the new satellites, such as GPM,   sent in orbit for this type of survey. 

 

3.6   DISCUSSION ABOUT THE MAIN DRAWBACKS AS ARISE FROM THE CASE STUDIES 

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, analyses of the capability of remote sensing useful in the post-

event flooding risk assessment were carried out by applying it to a real case. The analyses were performed 

respectively on the study of flooding risk as subsidence, flooding area extension, spatial and temporal 

distribution of rainfall fields. 

In the first application, the subsidence phenomena in a coastal area (Mazzocchio (LT)) was studied. The 

analysis revealed that the DInSAR technique is very useful for the detection of subsidence phenomena. 

However, this methodology exhibits some limitations: a) the temporal and geometric decorrelations that 

influence the phase noise component (Hanssen, 2001); b) the phase unwrapping that concerns the 

estimation of the residual topographic error components (Ghiglia and Pritt, 1998); and c) the atmospheric 

component (Zebker et al., 1997). All these errors, hence, require a validation of the obtained results from the 

analyses conducted. However, the information required for the validation are often not available. In detail, 

documents such as a land cover map update at the date of the analysis, wells map, pictures of the damages, 

and all the information useful for a complete evaluation of the phenomena in action are not always available. 

After that, other techniques were integrated with remote sensing from satellite and exploited to rebuild post 

event flooding maps.  

For the case studies of Strymon river, Quang Ngai and Houston, different technologies were integrated, 

namely, remote sensing from satellite, hydraulic modelling, social media marker and ground based 

measurements in order to understand if each of them, separately investigated, is able to rebuild a post event 

flooding map with high accuracy. In detail, the Strymon river case study revealed that the combination of 

hydraulic modelling with only the remote sensing results is not exhaustive.  For this reason, also social media 
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markers were considered for the applications of Harvey hurricane (Houston) and Diamrey Typhoon (Quang 

Ngai).  

Houston case study allows to gain more information than those obtained from the Strymon case. This 

information come also from the ground stations measurements, which enable to understand the goodness 

of the accuracy of the flooding map. The second case study, instead, taking into account that Quang Ngai is 

a totally un-instrumented area from the point of view of the rain gauge stations and not provided with an 

accurate DEM (Digital Elevation Model), revealed that the accuracy of the input data is of the primary 

importance and that both precipitation from satellite and DEM with low resolution (30 meters) don’t allow 

to rebuilt a map able to show the real depth and velocities verified during the typhoon. 

After this study, an analysis was carried out on the precipitation datasets available in the literature – 

specifically those deriving from satellite, reanalysis and ground radar - to understand if and which of them 

can be useful as input of hydraulic modeling in areas not provided with gauge stations. From this comparison 

emerged that all these datasets lead to a significantly underestimation of the extreme event peaks. These 

typologies of data, to date, are still not useful as input of the hydraulic modelling and require to be further 

investigate in the future. 
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4 THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL FHM 2D 

4.1 THE NECESSITY OF A MORE ACCURATE HYDRAULIC MODEL 

The open source hydraulic model used in the previously described case studies presents some limitations: 

1) Does not allow a direct application of a spatially distributed rainfall; 

2) Use a dissipative numerical technique which is not accurate in steep morphology or in presence of 

abrupt slope changes or discontinuities which generally produce change in flow conditions from 

supercritical to subcritical ones; 

3) It has long computation times when high spatial resolution DEM are used. 

With reference to the last of the listed points it should be underlined that the most 2D flow modeling 

programs require that the computational mesh cell size is the same as the resolution of the terrain model 

used. However, this implies high computational times, especially in the case of high resolution DEM (ie Lidar 

data, etc). Several numerical codes, as HEC-RAS, in order to overcome this issue use the subgrid approach 

(Casulli et al., 2008).  

An example useful for the evaluation of the goodness of this approach is Houston, described in chapter 2.3. 

In fact, for this application a DEM with high accuracy, a large domain of computation (about 12000 km2) and 

a mesh with dimension bigger (150x150m) than the one of the previous DEM (5 m) were used.  Furthermore, 

considering that the area under investigation includes complex geometries, most of these are urban, we have 

questioned the effectiveness of the hydraulic model used in reporting the information of velocity, depth and 

extension of flooding. 

HEC-RAS, the software used in the study, takes into account such geometries through Casulli's sub-grid 

approach (Casulli 2008). The fundamental goal of this sub-grid model is to reduce these high computational 

costs without losing the accuracy in the modeling. 

Casulli solves the two-dimensional shallow water equations in the particular case that only one vertical layer 

is specified. In this scheme, the water surface elevation in the momentum equations and the velocity in the 

vertically integrated continuity equation, are discretized by the theta method (the discretization was shown 

in Casulli, 2000). Additionally, the bottom friction terms are discretized implicitly for stability purpose. The 

solution of shallow water equations, according to the Casulli method, is solved through a semi-implicit 

method of finite volumes. The discretization of the equations can be seen in (Casulli, 2009).  

It must be remembered that the subgrid approach comes into play only when computational meshes are 

used for a hydraulic simulation with a size that is larger than that of the DEM cells. 
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The computational mesh generated for the reconstruction of the flooding map of Houston in this study has 

been the subject of a refinement. As mentioned above, this operation was possible by using the breakline 

option present in HEC-RAS. Such breaklines have been used in correspondence of the complex geometries 

present in the study area such as buildings, sudden slope changes, etc. The refinement operation of the 

computational mesh at the same size of the DEM (5 m) performed, allowed to reconstruct with a good 

accuracy the flooding map. This procedure, due to the big extent and the complexity of the area of interest, 

required a very long times for the construction of the breaklines and for the cell computation. 

The mesh was reinforced by imposing, at the breaklines, computational cells with a size of 5 m. 

In order to test the effect of the mesh size on the accuracy of the hydraulic simulation in urban areas we 

performed a number of simulations on a structured computational grid with mesh size: 5x5 m; 10x10 m; 

25x25 m; 50x50 m; 100x100 m; 250x250 m and 500x500m. The simulations refers to a integration domain 

which covers an urban portion of Houston city (see Figure 41).  

 

Figure 41 - a) DEM used for the tests; b) computational mesh with breaklines (visible as pink lines). 

 

The boundary conditions for all the tests are the followings: a) at the upstream boundary of the domain the 

hydrograph of Figure 42 was applied; b) at downstream boundary normal flow condition was applied. The 

simulation period was long enough to allow steady flow conditions to be established.  
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Figure 42 - Flow hydrograph used how input for the analysis 

 

The time step was set equal to 0.5 seconds. The following errors were defined, pixel by pixel in the area of 

interest (see figure 41), to estimate the effect of the different mesh sizes on the simulated depth and velocity   

ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑟 =
ℎ5𝑋5− ℎ𝐷𝐼𝑀.>5𝑋5

ℎ5𝑋5
  (5) 

  𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑟 =
𝑣5𝑋5− 𝑣𝐷𝐼𝑀>5𝑋5

𝑣5𝑋5
 (6) 

In figure 43, the errors obtained by equations are shown for the case no breaklines are inserted, of the depth 

and velocity evaluation, with the mesh sizes of 10x10, 100x100 and 500x500 m respectively, while in table 8 

are reported the max value of MBE (Mean Bias Error) obtained for each of mesh size examined. 

 5x5 vs 10x10 5x5 vs 25x25 5x5 vs 50x50 5x5 vs 
100x100 

5x5 vs 
250x250 

5x5 vs 
500x500 

DEPHT -0.0174 0.0399 0.0607 0.168 0.45775 0.67 

VELOCITY 0.2015 -0.53 -1.02 -1.25 -1.45 -2.77 

Table 8 - MBE (Mean Bias Error) for each of mesh size examined 
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Figure 43 - Hydraulic simulation results for the depth and velocity at the mesh size 5x5 vs 10x10, 100x100 and 
500x500. 

 5x5 vs 10x10 5x5 vs 
25x25 

5x5 vs 
50x50 

5x5 vs 
100x100 

5x5 vs 
250x250 

5x5 vs 
500x500 

A ref (5X5)/A 
subgrid 0.958 0.877 0.879 1.048 1.649 2.165 

Table 9 - Ratio of extension of reference area (mesh size 5x5 m) with extension area with subgrid approach (10x10, 

25x25, 50x50, 100x100, 250x250, 500x500) 

The analysis showed that the errors grow as the mesh size increases. This fact is particularly evident in the 

case where a structured square mesh is used, i.e. without the insertion of the breaklines. Through the 

calculation of the MBE it was possible to demonstrate, moreover, how in the case of depths there are errors 

of underestimation of values while, on the contrary, in the case of velocities there are heavy overestimations 

in the values of the pixels obtained. It must be considered that all the parameters of depth and velocity typical 

of numerical instability were neglected in the analyses. 

As shown in Table 8, the errors obtained are both positive and negative. The positive ones, identifying the 

underestimation of the considered parameter, occur when the values of the pixels obtained using meshes 

with large dimensions (with subgrid approach) are smaller than those of the reference dimension, in our case 

those of the mesh 5x5 m. Instead, if the error is negative, identifying an overestimation, it indicates that the 

values of the pixels obtained using the 5x5 mesh are smaller than those obtained with subgrid approach. 
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For the depth there was a maximum value of MBE of 0.67 in the case of the 500x500 m cell. For the velocity, 

always for the same size of cell, equal to 2.77. This means that the depth, when using a very large 

computational mesh such as 500x500 m, is affected by an underestimation error of the order of 67 %. In the 

case of velocity, again for the same mesh size, it even has an overestimation of 277 % compared to the ideal 

case. 

Table 9, on the other hand, shows the results concerning the comparison between the extensions of the 

flooding obtained using the different sizes of the cells. The comparison was made through a ratio between 

the area found in the ideal case (5x5 m) and that of any extension of the flooding obtained with greater 

computational meshes. It has emerged that as the size of the calculation cells increases, there is a 

considerable loss of information (see Fig. 43). In the worst case, the one with a 500x500 m cell, a ratio of 2.16 

was calculated. This means that there is a loss of information equal to twice the ideal case. 

This test has made it possible to understand the effectiveness of the Casulli subgrid approach, in the software 

used, in the return of depth and velocity values in case no breaklines are used. For the reconstruction of the 

flooding map of Houston presented in this study, as already mentioned above, the breaklines for all buildings 

have been reported in the urban context. Performing this operation requires very high operator work and 

computational times. For this reason, with this study, we tried to understand if the hydraulic model used 

allowed to bypass the use of breaklines. From the analysis it emerged that this is impossible given that we 

would get restitutions of depth, velocity and extent of the flooding untrue. Therefore, it is necessary to 

develop subgrid schemes that are more accurate than those currently used in order to reduce operator work 

and calculation times. 

Taking into the account the errors found in the previous test and the fact that the HEC-RAS software, used in 

the various simulations, is a non-modifiable code, a new code was developed. The equations presents in the 

code were taken using as reference the papers of: (Audusse et al., 2004) for the governing equations, for the 

Lax-Friedrichs first order of flux discretization, and finally for the first and second order extension of the 

source discretization; (Hou, J. et al., 2015) for the TVD MUSCL second order flux discretization; (Jameson A. 

et al., 1981) and (Marqués, J. M. F., 2000), respectively, for the Runge-Kutta 4th order and Forward Euler 

explicit scheme for the discretization of the time derivative. Finally, for the precipitation and infiltration 

parameters the works of (Cea, L. et al., 2010) and (Chow et al. 1988) were used respectively. 

The proposed code overcomes the limitations listed at the beginning of the paragraph and in detail: 1) it is a 

parallel code that significantly reduces the calculation times for equal spatial resolution; 2) it solves the 

presence of discontinuities and regime changes in the flow; 3) it allows an arbitrary distribution of the rainfall. 

Furthermore, in this code developed in this thesis not was considerate the subgrid approach considering the 

limitation that still present. The numerical model created and called FHM-2D is two-dimensional and solves 
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the shallow water equations at the same resolution of the DEM. Below a description of the numerical applied 

to the model is shown. 

4.2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

The two-dimensional depth-integrated shallow water equations (SWE) are obtained by integrating the 

Navier–Stokes equations over the flow depth with the following assumptions: uniform velocity distribution 

in the vertical direction, incompressible fluid, hydrostatic pressure distribution, and small bottom slope. The 

continuity and momentum equations are: 

{
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       (7) 

It is possible to write this system in the conservative form: 

𝑞𝑡 + 𝐹(𝑞)𝑥 + 𝐺(𝑞)𝑦 = 𝑞𝑡 + 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝑭(𝑞)) = 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑞)     (8) 

Where: 

𝑞 = [
ℎ
ℎ𝑢
ℎ𝑣
] , 𝐹(𝑞) = [

ℎ𝑢

ℎ𝑢2 +
1

2
𝑔ℎ2

ℎ𝑢𝑣

] , 𝐺(𝑞) = [

ℎ𝑢
ℎ𝑢𝑣

ℎ𝑣2 +
1

2
𝑔ℎ2

] 

𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑞) = 𝑆𝑧 + 𝑆𝑓 = [

0
−𝑔ℎ𝑧𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦)
−𝑔ℎ𝑧𝑦(𝑥, 𝑦)

] + [

0
𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑓𝑥
𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑓𝑦

] , 𝑭 = [𝐹 𝐺] 

 

Where q is the cell-centered vector of discrete unknowns; F(q) and G(q) are the numerical fluxes; u and v are 

the velocity components in the x and y directions, respectively; h is the water depth; g is the acceleration due 

to gravity; zx(x,y) and zy(x,y) are the bed slopes in the x and y directions, Sf x and Sf y are the friction slopes in 

the x and y directions, respectively. In the model, the friction slopes are estimated by using the Manning 

formula 

𝑆𝑓𝑥 =
𝑛2𝑢√𝑢2 + 𝑣2

ℎ4/3
 

𝑆𝑓𝑦 =
𝑛2𝑣√𝑢2 + 𝑣2

ℎ4/3
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where n is the Manning’s roughness coefficient. In general, the influence of bottom roughness prevails over 

the turbulent shear stress between cells. Therefore, the effective stress terms were neglected in the 

computation. 

 

4.3 NUMERICAL MODEL 

A cell-centered finite volume method is formulated for the equation (8) over a rectangular control volume, 

where the dependent variables of the system are stored at the center of the cell and represented as 

piecewise constants. Integrating the eq. (8) over the area of the i-th control volume, one obtains 

∫
𝜕�⃗� 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
𝑑𝛥

𝐴𝑖

+ ∫ 𝛻 ⋅ 𝐸 𝑑𝐴
𝐴𝑖

= ∫ 𝑆
𝐴𝑖

 𝑑𝐴   (9) 

where E = F (q)i + G (q)i and Ai is the area of the control volume. Using the divergence theorem, the second 

integral on the lefthand side of the equation 9 can be replaced by a line integral around the control volume 

∫
𝜕�⃗� 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
𝑑𝛥

𝐴𝑖

+ ∮ 𝛻 ⋅ 𝐸 𝑑𝐴
𝛤𝑖

= ∫ 𝑆
𝐴𝑖

 𝑑𝐴   (10) 

 

where 𝛤𝑖 is the boundary of the i-th control volume and n is the unit outward vector normal to the boundary. 

Approximating the line integral by a midpoint quadrature rule, Eq. (10) can be written as 

𝜕�⃗� 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
= −

1

𝐴𝑖
∑ 𝐸 ∗ 𝑛𝑖𝑗
4
𝑗=1 ∆𝛤𝑖𝑗 + 𝑆𝑖𝑗    (11) 

 where i and j denote the i-th cell and the j-th edge of the cell, respectively; qij and Sij are the average 

quantities stored at the center of the i-th cell; nij is the unit outward normal vector at the j-th edge; ∆𝛤𝑖𝑗  is 

the length of the jth edge; and E is the numerical flux through the edge which is computed by an exact or 

approximate Riemann solver. 

Thus, evaluating fluxes at the cell edges and applying the FVM and the theorem of divergence we get the 

following semi-discrete scheme: 

𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦
𝜕�⃗� 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
+ (𝐹 𝑖+1/2,𝑗, −𝐹 𝑖−1/2,𝑗) + (𝐺 𝑖,𝑗+1/2 − 𝐺

 
𝑖,𝑗−1/2

) = 𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦𝑆 𝑖𝑗  (12) 

where Δx and Δy denotes a possibly variable mesh size Δx = xi+1/2− xi−1/2 and Δy = yi+1/2− yi−1/2. 

The aim of this study is to develop a Nonlinear shallow water Cartesian solver that allows for:  

 Arbitrary topography from DEM input  structural grid fitted on DEM grid 
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 Well-balanced formulation for discrete lake-at-rest preservation --> source term discretization   

 Automatic wet/dry transition capability   FVM  with approximated Riemann solver  

 Automatic capturing of hydraulic jumps  FVM  with approximated Riemann solver  

 Implicit treatment of friction terms with spatially varying Manning coefficient specific treatment of 

bottom friction term  

 Arbitrary space-and-time precipitation 

 Fully parallel MPI implementation 

 Runs in matter of hours 

 

The shallow water equations are a nonlinear hyperbolic system of conservation laws (with a source term due 

to the topography). For such a problem, where shocks can form in the solution, finite volume methods have 

proved to be very effective.  

The model developed allow to solve the shallow water equations by an implicit finite volume method with 

time discretization by 4 order Runge-kutta method and first order forward Euler explicit scheme method. The 

fluxes, instead, are discretizated, for the first order of accuracy, with an approximate Riemann solver - Lax 

friedrichs (LF) and, for the second order, with MUSCL - TVD scheme (Total Variation Diminishing).  

 

4.4 TIME INTEGRATION 

Runge Kutta 4th order 

Higher order schemes of time integration are needed when the numerical flux is approximated by higher 

order schemes. One of the higher order schemes is fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (RK4). The RK4 method 

has the fourth-order of accuracy. It means that the error per step is of the order O(𝛥t5) while the total 

accumulated error has order O(𝛥 t4). The higher accuracy of RK4 is redeemed by high computational 

demands. 

 

𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦
𝜕𝑞 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
+ (𝐹 𝑖+1/2,𝑗, −𝐹 𝑖−1/2,𝑗) + (𝐺 𝑖,𝑗+1/2 − 𝐺

 
𝑖,𝑗−1/2

) = 𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦𝑆 𝑖𝑗 

if we considerate  
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𝑅𝐻𝑆𝑖 = −[(𝐹 𝑖+1
2
,𝑗
, −𝐹 

𝑖−
1
2
,𝑗
) + (𝐺 𝑖,𝑗+1

2
− 𝐺 𝑖,𝑗−1

2
)] + 𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦𝑆 𝑖𝑗 

We can write 

𝜕𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑅𝐻𝑆𝑖(𝑞 𝑖𝑗

𝑛
) 

where n means the time level. 

The solution of the equation 
𝜕�⃗� 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
 at the n + 1th time level is 

𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛+1

= 𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛
+
∆𝑡

6
(𝑘1 + 2𝑘2 + 2𝑘3 + 𝑘4) 

𝑘1 = 𝑅𝐻𝑆𝑖(𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛
) 

𝑘2 = 𝑅𝐻𝑆𝑖(𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛+1∗

) 

𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛+1∗

= 𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛
+
∆𝑡

2
𝑘1 

𝑘3 = 𝑅𝐻𝑆𝑖(𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛+1∗∗

) 

𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛+1∗∗

= 𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛
+
∆𝑡

2
𝑘2 

𝑘4 = 𝑅𝐻𝑆𝑖(𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛+1∗∗∗

) 

𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛+1∗∗∗

= 𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛
+ ∆𝑡𝑘3 

 

Forward Euler explicit scheme method 

As mentioned before, in addition to the scheme of RK4, here it was applied the first order forward Euler 

temporal discretization method. In this section, it was explained the scheme adopted. 

If we considerate the equation (11)  

𝜕𝑞 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
=  −

1

𝐴𝑖
∑𝐸 ∗ 𝑛𝑖𝑗

4

𝑗=1

∆𝛤𝑖𝑗 + 𝑆𝑖𝑗 

Different discretizations for this equation can be obtained from the Taylor series expansion. For example, if 

i is the spatial index and n the time index, 
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𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛+1 = 𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛+
𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑡
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑡+
1

2

𝜕2𝑞

𝜕𝑡2
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑡2 + 𝑂(𝛥𝑡3) 

and the time derivative can be approximated as 

𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑡
|
𝑖

𝑛

=
𝑞𝑛+1 − 𝑞𝑛

𝛥𝑡
−
1

2

𝜕2𝑞

𝜕𝑡2
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑡 + 𝑂(𝛥𝑡2) 

which is a first order forward discretization. Also 

𝐹(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛 )𝑖+1 = 𝐹(𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛 )+
𝜕𝐹(𝑞)

𝜕𝑥
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑥+
1

2

𝜕2𝐹(𝑞)

𝜕𝑥2
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑥2 +
1

6

𝜕3𝐹(𝑞)

𝜕𝑥3
|

𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑥3 + 𝑂(𝛥𝑥4) 

𝐹(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛 )𝑖−1 = 𝐹(𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛 )−
𝜕𝐹(𝑞)

𝜕𝑥
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑥+
1

2

𝜕2𝐹(𝑞)

𝜕𝑥2
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑥2 −
1

6

𝜕3𝐹(𝑞)

𝜕𝑥3
|

𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑥3 + 𝑂(𝛥𝑥4) 

𝐺(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛 )𝑗+1 = 𝐺(𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛 )+
𝜕𝐺(𝑞)

𝜕𝑦
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑦+
1

2

𝜕2𝐺(𝑞)

𝜕𝑦2
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑦2 +
1

6

𝜕3𝐺(𝑞)

𝜕𝑥3
|

𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑦3 + 𝑂(𝛥𝑦4) 

𝐺(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛 )𝑗+1 = 𝐺(𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛 )−
𝜕𝐺(𝑞)

𝜕𝑦
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑥+
1

2

𝜕2𝐺(𝑞)

𝜕𝑦2
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑥2 −
1

6

𝜕3𝐺(𝑞)

𝜕𝑦3
|

𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑦3 + 𝑂(𝛥𝑦4) 

and subtracting the two equations, respectively for F and G, we obtain a space centered second order 

discretization 

𝜕𝐹(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛 )

𝜕𝑥
|
𝑖

𝑛

=
𝐹(𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛 )𝑖+1 − 𝐹(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛 )𝑖−1

2𝛥𝑥
−
1

6

𝜕3𝐹(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛 )

𝜕𝑥3
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑥2 + 𝑂(𝛥𝑥3) 

𝜕𝐺(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛 )

𝜕𝑦
|
𝑖

𝑛

=
𝐺(𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛 )𝑖+1 − 𝐺(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛 )𝑖−1

2𝛥𝑦
−
1

6

𝜕3𝐺(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛 )

𝜕𝑦3
|
𝑖

𝑛

𝛥𝑦2 + 𝑂(𝛥𝑦3) 

 

Then equation (5) can be written in discretized form as 

𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛+1 − 𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝛥𝑡
+
𝐹(𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛 )𝑖+1 − 𝐹(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛 )𝑖−1

2𝛥𝑥
+
𝐺(𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛 )𝑖+1 − 𝐺(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛 )𝑖−1

2𝛥𝑦
= 𝑆 𝑖𝑗 

from which the following numerical algorithm results 

𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛+1 = 𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛 +
1

2

𝛥𝑡

𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦
(𝐹(𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛)
𝑖+1

− 𝐹(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛)

𝑖−1
) + (𝐺(𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛)
𝑖+1

− 𝐺(𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝑛)

𝑖−1
) + 𝑆 𝑖𝑗 

This scheme, first order in time and second in space, is called Euler explicit scheme. 
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4.5 DISCRETIZATION OF NUMERICAL FLUXES 

Lax Friedrichs - Approximate Riemann solver   

Generally, a robust and well-balanced scheme for shallow water equations should satisfy some mathematical 

properties such as preserve the no negativity of water height h, well-balanced, i.e. it preserves the discrete 

steady state, consistent with the shallow water equations and satisfy a discrete entropy inequality.  

In the code the SWE for first-order accurate scheme, all the unknowns of the system are approximated on 

the same mesh and the numerical fluxes are computed with a Lax Friedrichs approximate Riemann solver. 

This method is conservative and first order accurate, hence quite dissipative. This method is explicit and first 

order accurate in time and first order accurate in space  𝑂(𝛥𝑡) + 𝑂 (
𝛥𝑥2

𝛥𝑡
). Under these conditions, the 

method is stable if and only if the following condition is satisfied: 

|
𝛥𝑡

𝛥𝑥
| ≤ 1 

Lax–Friedrichs method is classified as having second-order dissipation and third order dispersion (Chu et al., 

1978). For functions that have discontinuities, the scheme displays strong dissipation and dispersion (Thomas 

et al., 1995). 

If we take the equation (12) 

𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦
𝜕𝑞 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
+ (𝐹 𝑖+1/2,𝑗, −𝐹 𝑖−1/2,𝑗) + (𝐺 𝑖,𝑗+1/2 − 𝐺

 
𝑖,𝑗−1/2

) = 𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦𝑆 𝑖𝑗 

where 
2/1,2/1,,2/1,2/1 ,,,

 jijijiji GGFF


 are the momentum fluxes presents at the faces of the cell (figure 44). 

Here we want show how it was discretized the flux in the one dimensional case. 
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Figure 44 - Momentum numerical fluxes through the face of the cells 

The numerical flux function is defined as 

𝐹 
𝑖+
1
2
= 𝐹 (𝑞 𝑖−1

−
; 𝑞 𝑖+1

+
) 

𝑞 𝑖−1
−
; 𝑞 𝑖+1

+
are the interfaces values and are derived from a local hydrostatic reconstruction. The numerical 

fluxes 𝐹 𝑖±1/2𝑖,𝑗 correspond to a nonlinear combination of first and second-order approximations to the 

continuous flux function 

𝐹 𝑖+1/2,𝑗 = 𝐹 
+(𝑞 𝑖, 𝛼) + 𝐹 

−(𝑞 𝑖+1, 𝛼) 

where the terms of the equation are respectively 

𝐹 +(𝑞𝑖, 𝛼) =
1

2
(𝐹 (𝑞 𝑖) + 𝛼𝑞 𝑖) 

𝐹 −(𝑞 𝑖+1, 𝛼) =
1

2
(𝐹 (𝑞 𝑖+1) + 𝛼𝑞 𝑖+1) 

 

where 𝐹(⃗⃗⃗⃗ (𝑞𝑖) = ℎ𝑢 and 𝛼 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (|𝑢𝑖| + √𝑔ℎ𝑖,
|𝑢𝑖+1| + √𝑔ℎ𝑖+1). 

This discretization was used for demonstrate that the scheme is able to robustly captures dry regions where 

ℎ𝑖 = 0. If ℎ𝑖 = 0, we have that  ℎ
𝑖+

1

2

− = 0 and ℎ
𝑖−

1

2

+ = 0. If these terms are zero also the fluxes are 

𝐹 𝑖+1/2
−
= 0 and 𝐹 𝑖−1/2

+
= 0. Before to study the nonnegativity of h we have to define 

ⅆℎ𝑖

ⅆ𝑡
 the variaton of h 

in the time.
ⅆℎ𝑖

ⅆ𝑡
= −

1

ℎ
[𝐹 
𝑖+

1

2
,𝑗
− 𝐹𝑖⃗⃗ −1

2
,𝑗
] 
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𝜕ℎ𝑖
𝜕𝑡

= −
1

ℎ
[(𝑢ℎ)

𝑖+
1
2
+ (𝑢ℎ)

𝑖−
1
2
]

= −
1

ℎ
[
1

2
((ℎ

𝑖+
1
2
𝑢
𝑖+
1
2
+ 𝛼ℎ

𝑖+
1
2
) + (ℎ𝑖𝑢𝑖 + 𝛼ℎ𝑖))

+
1

2
((ℎ

𝑖−
1
2
𝑢
𝑖−
1
2
+ 𝛼ℎ

𝑖−
1
2
) + (ℎ𝑖𝑢𝑖 + 𝛼ℎ𝑖))] = 

= −
1

ℎ
[
1

2
((ℎ

𝑖+
1
2
𝑢
𝑖+
1
2
+ 𝛼ℎ

𝑖+
1
2
)) +

1

2
((ℎ

𝑖−
1
2
𝑢
𝑖−
1
2
+ 𝛼ℎ

𝑖−
1
2
))]

=
1

ℎ
[
1

2
(ℎ𝑖+1/2(−𝑢𝑖+1/2 + 𝛼) + ℎ𝑖−1/2(𝑢𝑖−1/2 + 𝛼))] 

The positivity of h requires that 0




t

hi , consequently we have ℎ−𝑖+1/2 ≥ 0 and ℎ+𝑖−1/2 ≥ 0. We can 

write that 

1

ℎ
[
1

2
(ℎ

𝑖+
1
2
(−𝑢

𝑖+
1
2
+ 𝛼) + ℎ

𝑖−
1
2
(𝑢

𝑖−
1
2
+ 𝛼))] ≥ 0 

1

2
(−ℎ

𝑖+
1
2
𝑢
𝑖+
1
2
− 𝛼ℎ

𝑖+
1
2
+ ℎ

𝑖−
1
2
𝑢
𝑖−
1
2
+ 𝛼ℎ

𝑖−
1
2
) ≥ 0 

If 0
2/1





i

h 0
2/1





i

h we can exclude from the previous equation and we have 

  0
2

1
2/12/1





ii

uu  

We can write {
2/1


i

u ≥ 0

2/1


i
u ≥ 0

   

We have nonnegativity of h when  is defined how 

 
2/12/1

,max



ii

uu  

 

DEMONSTRATION 

Hyperbolicity is the property that represents the central point concerning the aim of solving the 2D shallow 

water equations numerically. On the one hand, it is known that hyperbolic systems of conservation laws can 

develop discontinuities in the solution after finite time even for smooth initial conditions, and that thus 
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solutions can only be understood in the weak sense. On the other hand, hyperbolicity allows to determine 

the solution of a special discontinuous initial value problem, the Riemann problem. If we take the (12) 

𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦
𝜕𝑞 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
+ (𝐹 𝑖+1/2,𝑗, −𝐹 𝑖−1/2,𝑗) + (𝐺 𝑖,𝑗+1/2 − 𝐺

 
𝑖,𝑗−1/2

) = 𝛥𝑥𝛥𝑦𝑆 𝑖𝑗 

Is possible to write in the nonlinear form 

𝜕𝑞 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
+ (𝐴, 𝐵)𝛻(𝑞 𝑖𝑗) = 𝑆 𝑖𝑗(𝑞 𝑖𝑗) 

The Jacobian matrix 𝐴± are 

𝐴 =
𝜕𝐹±

𝜕𝑞
= [

0 1 0
𝑐2 − 𝑢2 2𝑢 0
−𝑢𝑣 𝑣 𝑢

] 

𝐵 =
𝜕𝐺±

𝜕𝑞
= [

0 1 0
−𝑢𝑣 𝑣 𝑢
𝑐2 − 𝑣2 0 2𝑣

] 

There are three unknowns, water depth and two velocity components, and therefore three equations are 

required. The information used to find the solution in first order of approximation travels through the world 

line and two selected bicharacteristic curves. In the first order upwind scheme, the eigenvalues play a role 

similar to that of the bicharacteristic curves, and that of the world line but computed at every cell edge and 

contributing to the discretization of the three conservation equations (mass and momentum). 

Depending on the dimensionless normal Froude number, the characteristic cone has a different shape. At a 

given cell, a characteristic cone can be defined and the value of the three unknowns at the cell can be updated 

using information carried by the ingoing characteristic lines. 

If we considerate the eq. (5) is possible to write the Jacobian matrix Jn of the normal flux (E*n) in the follow 

mode 

𝜕�⃗� 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
= −

1

𝐴𝑖
∑ (𝐸 ∗ 𝑛𝑖𝑗)
4
𝑗=1 ∆𝛤𝑖𝑗 + 𝑆𝑖𝑗     (5) 

𝐽𝑛 =
𝜕𝐸 ∗ 𝑛

𝜕𝑞 𝑖𝑗
=
𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑞 𝑖𝑗
𝑛𝑥 +

𝜕𝐺

𝜕𝑞 𝑖𝑗
 𝑛𝑦 

and can be expressed as 

𝐽𝑛 =

[
 
 
 
 
 

0 𝑛𝑥 𝑛𝑦

(𝑔ℎ −
𝑃𝑥

2

ℎ2
)𝑛𝑥 −

𝑃𝑥𝑃𝑦

ℎ2
𝑛𝑦

𝑃𝑦

ℎ
𝑛𝑦 +

2𝑃𝑥

ℎ
𝑛𝑥

𝑃𝑥

ℎ
𝑛𝑦

(𝑔ℎ −
𝑃𝑦

2

ℎ2
) 𝑛𝑦 −

𝑃𝑥𝑃𝑦

ℎ2
𝑛𝑥

𝑃𝑦

ℎ
𝑛𝑥

𝑃𝑥

ℎ
𝑛𝑥 +

2𝑃𝑦

ℎ
𝑛𝑦
]
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where Px = hu and Py = hv. The eigenvalues of Jn are a representation of the characteristic speeds al 

a1 = unx + vny + c, 

a2 = unx + vny, 

a3 = unx + vny − c. 

The corresponding eigenvectors are 

𝑒1 = [

1
𝑢 + 𝑐𝑛𝑥
𝑣 + 𝑐𝑛𝑦

]  𝑒2 = [
0

−𝑐𝑛𝑦
𝑐𝑛𝑥

]  𝑒3 = [

1
𝑢 − 𝑐𝑛𝑥
𝑣 − 𝑐𝑛𝑦

] 

Considering the characteristic speeds  𝑒1 = 𝑒2 = 𝑒3 =  𝑒, for allow the nonnegativity of the height inside 

the cell we have that  

𝐽𝑛
+
  𝑎 ≥ 0 

𝐽𝑛
−  𝑎 ≤ 0 

𝐽𝑛
+  𝑎+ = 𝑢 + 𝑒 ± 𝑐 ≥ 0  is  𝑎 ≥ |𝑢 ± 𝑐| 

𝐽𝑛
−  𝑎− = 𝑢 + 𝑒 ± 𝑐 ≤ 0  is 𝑎 ≤ |𝑢 ± 𝑐| 

 

Flux discretization with TVD scheme 

Second order spatial accuracy can be achieved by introducing more upwind points or cells in the schemes. 

The method used for the generation of second order upwind schemes based on variable extrapolation is 

often referred to in the literature as the MUSCL (“Monotone Upstreamcentered Schemes for Conservation 

Laws”) approach. The use of nonlinear limiters in such procedure, with the intention of restricting the 

amplitude of the gradients appearing in the solution, avoiding thus the formation of new extrema, allows 

that first order upwind schemes be transformed in TVD high resolution schemes with the appropriate 

definition of such nonlinear limiters, assuring monotone preserving and total variation diminishing methods.  

The expressions to calculate de fluxes following a MUSCL procedure and the nonlinear flux limiter definitions 

employed in this work, which incorporates TVD properties, are defined as follows. 

The conserved variables at the interface (i+½,j) can be considered as resulting from a combination of 

backward and forward extrapolations. To a linear one-sided extrapolation at the interface between the 

averaged values at the two upstream cells (i,j) and (i-1,j), one has: 
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𝑞 
𝑖+

1

2
,𝑗

𝐿 = 𝑞 𝑖,𝑗 +
𝜀

2
(𝑞 𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑞 𝑖−1,𝑗

𝐿 ), cell (i,j)  (7) 

𝑞 
𝑖+

1

2
,𝑗

𝑅 = 𝑞 𝑖,𝑗 −
𝜀

2
(𝑞 𝑖+2,𝑗 − 𝑞 𝑖+1,𝑗

𝐿 ), cell (i+1,j)  (8) 

leading to a second order fully one-sided scheme. If the first order scheme is defined by the numerical flux 

𝐹 
𝑖+
1
2
,𝑗
= 𝐹 (𝑞 𝑖,𝑗; 𝑞 𝑖+1,𝑗) 

the second order space accurate numerical flux is obtained from 

𝐹(2)⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗
𝑖+
1
2
,𝑗
= 𝐹 (𝑞 

𝑖+
1
2
,𝑗

𝐿 ; 𝑞 
𝑖+
1
2
,𝑗

𝑅 ) 

Higher order flux vector splitting or flux difference splitting methods, are obtained from: 

𝐹(2)⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗
𝑖+
1
2
,𝑗
= 𝐹 + (𝑞 

𝑖+
1
2
,𝑗

𝐿 ) + 𝐹 − (𝑞 
𝑖+
1
2
,𝑗

𝑅 ) 

All second order upwind schemes necessarily involve at least five mesh points or cells. To reach high order 

solutions without oscillations around discontinuities, nonlinear limiters are employed, replacing the term 𝜀 

in Eqs. (7-8) by these limiters at the left and at the right states of the flux interface. To define such limiters, 

it is necessary to calculate the ratio of consecutive variations of the conserved variables. These ratios are 

defined as follows: 

𝑟+
𝑖+
1
2
,𝑗
= (𝑞 𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝑞 𝑖,𝑗)/(𝑞 𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑞 𝑖+1,𝑗) 

and 

𝑟+
𝑖+
1
2
,𝑗
= (𝑞 𝑖+2,𝑗 − 𝑞 𝑖+1,𝑗)/(𝑞 𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝑞 𝑖,𝑗) 

where the nonlinear limiters at the left and at the right states of the flux interface are defined by 

𝜓𝐿 = 𝜓(𝑟+
𝑖+
1
2
,𝑗
) 

𝜓𝐿 = 𝜓(1/𝑟+
𝑖+
1
2
,𝑗
) 

In this work, two options of nonlinear limiters were considered to the numerical experiments. These 

limiters are defined as follows: 

𝜓𝑉𝐿(𝑟𝑙) =
𝑟𝑙+|𝑟𝑙|

1+𝑟𝑙
 Van Leer limiter 

and 

𝜓𝑀𝐼𝑁(𝑟𝑙) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑀𝐴𝑥(0,𝑀𝐼𝑁(|𝑟𝑙|, 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑙)) minmod limiter. 
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with “l” varying from 1 to 4 (two-dimensional space), signall being equal to 1 if rl ≥ 0 and -1 otherwise, rl is 

the ratio of consecutive variations of the lth conserved variable. 

 

4.6 SOURCE TERM DISCRETIZATION   

- first order  

In conditions of the steady state of a lake at rest we have     H + z = Cost, u = 0 

𝛥𝑥
𝜕𝑞 𝑖
𝜕𝑡

+ (𝐹 𝑖+1/2, −𝐹 𝑖−1/2) = 𝛥𝑥𝑆 𝑖 

   

Figure 45 - Shallow domain 

where η = H + z 

𝑆𝑖=(
0

−𝑔𝐻𝐵
) where B= ∇𝑧 

𝑆𝑖=(
0

−𝑔𝐻∇𝑧
) 

 

For the i-th grid cell we have this approximation of the source term 

−∫ 𝑔ℎ𝛻𝑧

2/1ix

2/1ix
= (

𝑔

2
𝐻2

𝑖+
1
2

− − 
𝑔

2
𝐻2

𝑖−
1
2

+) 

At this point we can write 
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𝑆𝑖=(
0

𝑔2

2
𝐻
𝑖+
1
2

−− 
𝑔2

2
𝐻
𝑖−
1
2

+
) 

For balance of momentum flux and momentum source terms we can write 

∂

∂x
(
gh2

2
) = −hg

∂z

∂x
 

𝐹
𝑖+
1
2
− 𝐹

𝑖−
1
2
= 𝑆

𝑖+
1
2
− 𝑆

𝑖−
1
2
 

where 𝑆
𝑖+
1

2

 and 𝑆
𝑖−

1

2

 are 

𝑆
𝑖+
1
2
=
𝑔

2
𝐻
𝑖+
1
2

2 −
 

𝑆
𝑖−
1
2
=
𝑔

2
𝐻
𝑖−
1
2

2 +
 

At this point we must define the heights 𝐻−𝑖+1/2 and 𝐻+𝑖+1/2. 𝐹𝑖+1/2 and 𝐹𝑖−1/2 will show in the follow 

section. For z+H=cost and u=0 for the lake at rest conditions we have followed hydrostatic balance  

𝑑𝐻

𝑑𝑥
= −

𝑑𝑧𝑖
𝑑𝑥

 

𝐻
𝑖+
1
2

− = 𝐻𝑖 −
𝛥𝑥𝑖
2
(

𝑧
𝑖+
1
2
− 𝑧𝑖

𝛥𝑥𝑖
2

) = 𝐻𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖+1
2
+ 𝑧𝑖  

𝐻
𝑖+
1
2

+ = 𝐻𝑖+1 −
𝛥𝑥𝑖+1
2

(

𝑧𝑖+1 − 𝑧𝑖+1
2

𝛥𝑥𝑖
2

) = 𝐻𝑖+1 + 𝑧𝑖+1 − 𝑧𝑖+1
2

 

𝐻−𝑖+1/2= 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0,𝐻𝑖 + 𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖+1
2

) and 𝐻+𝑖+1/2= 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0,𝐻𝑖+1 + 𝑧𝑖+1 − 𝑧𝑖+1
2

) 

With heights of topography defined how 

𝑧
𝑖+
1
2
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0,𝐻𝑖 + 𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖+1

2
) 

- second order extension  

Starting from a given first-order method, a common way to obtain a second-order extension is, for a 

hydrostatic reconstruction, to compute the fluxes from limited reconstructed values on both sides of each 

interface rather than cell-centered values. This gives the second-order well-balanced scheme: 
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𝛥𝑥
𝜕𝑞 𝑖
𝜕𝑡

+ (𝐹 
𝑖+
1
2
, −𝐹 

𝑖−
1
2
) = 𝛥𝑥(𝑆 𝑖 + 𝑆 𝑐𝑖) 

 where 

𝐹 
𝑖+
1
2
= 𝐹 (𝑞 𝑖−1

−
; 𝑞 𝑖+1

+
) 

𝑞 𝑖−1
−
= [

ℎ
𝑖+
1
2

−

ℎ
𝑖+
1
2

− 𝑢𝑖,ⅆ𝑥
] 

𝑞 𝑖+1
+
= [

ℎ
𝑖+
1
2

+

ℎ
𝑖+
1
2

+ 𝑢𝑖+1,𝑙𝑓
] 

For z+H=cost and u=0 for the lake at rest conditions we have follow hydrostatic balance  

𝑑𝐻

𝑑𝑥
= −

𝑑𝑧𝑖
𝑑𝑥

 

𝐻
𝑖+
1
2

− = 𝐻𝑖,ⅆ𝑥 −
𝛥𝑥𝑖
2
(

𝑧
𝑖+
1
2
,ⅆ𝑥
− 𝑧𝑖

𝛥𝑥𝑖
2

) = 𝐻𝑖,ⅆ𝑥 − 𝑧𝑖+1
2
,ⅆ𝑥
+ 𝑧𝑖  

 

𝐻
𝑖+
1
2

+ = 𝐻𝑖+1,𝑙𝑓 −
𝛥𝑥𝑖+1
2

(

𝑧𝑖+1 − 𝑧𝑖+1
2
,𝑙𝑓

𝛥𝑥𝑖
2

) = 𝐻𝑖+1,𝑙𝑓 + 𝑧𝑖+1 − 𝑧𝑖+1
2
,𝑙𝑓

 

𝐻−
𝑖+
1

2

= 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0,𝐻𝑖,ⅆ𝑥 − 𝑧𝑖+1
2
,ⅆ𝑥
+ 𝑧𝑖) and 𝐻+

𝑖+
1

2

= 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, 𝐻𝑖+1,𝑙𝑓 + 𝑧𝑖+1 − 𝑧𝑖+1
2
,𝑙𝑓
) 

with heights of topography defined how 

𝑧
𝑖+
1
2
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0,𝐻𝑖 + 𝑧𝑖,ⅆ𝑥 − 𝑧𝑖+1

2
,𝑙𝑓
) 

 

Precipitation and infiltration term in the SWE 2D 

If we consider the SWE 2D (1) 

{
 
 

 
 

ℎ𝑡 + (ℎ𝑢)𝑥 + (ℎ𝑣)𝑦 = 0

(ℎ𝑢)𝑡 + (ℎ𝑢
2 +

1

2
𝑔ℎ2)

𝑥
+ (ℎ𝑢𝑣)𝑦 = −𝑔ℎ𝑧𝑥 + 𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑓𝑥

(ℎ𝑣)𝑡 + (ℎ𝑢𝑣)𝑥 + (ℎ𝑣
2 +

1

2
𝑔ℎ2)

𝑦
= −𝑔ℎ𝑧𝑦 + 𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑓𝑦
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In this case for add the precipitation in the model we modified the SWE 2D in the following mode 

{
 
 

 
 

ℎ𝑡 + (𝑞)𝑥 + (𝑞)𝑦 = 𝑅 − 𝑓

(𝑞𝑥)𝑡 + (
𝑞𝑥
ℎ

2

+
1

2
𝑔ℎ2)

𝑥
+ (

𝑞𝑥𝑞𝑦

ℎ
)
𝑦
= −𝑔ℎ𝑧𝑥 −

𝜏𝑏,𝑥
𝜌
+
𝜕ℎ𝜏𝑥𝑥

𝑒

𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕ℎ𝜏𝑥𝑦

𝑒

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝑅𝑉𝑥 − 𝑓𝑢𝑥

(𝑞𝑦)𝑡
+ (ℎ𝑢𝑣)𝑥 + (ℎ𝑣

2 +
1

2
𝑔ℎ2)

𝑦
= −𝑔ℎ𝑧𝑦

𝜏𝑏,𝑦

𝜌
+
𝜕ℎ𝜏𝑥𝑦

𝑒

𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕ℎ𝜏𝑦𝑦

𝑒

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝑅𝑉𝑦 − 𝑓𝑣𝑦

 

 

Where, over at the terms describe already above, (qx, qy) are the two components of the unit discharge and 

R is the rainfall intensity, 𝜏𝑥𝑥
𝑒 , 𝜏𝑥𝑦

𝑒 , 𝜏𝑦𝑦
𝑒  are the turbulent shear stresses and at the end 𝑉𝑥 , 𝑉𝑦 are the 2 

horizontal components of the rain velocity and f is the infiltration rate. The rainfall intensity R is imposed 

directly at each spatial point, contributing to the surface runoff. In overland flows the water depth is very 

small and turbulence is mainly produced by bed friction. In this situation, the effects of turbulent stresses 

can be neglected and therefore, they have not been included in the computations.  

The infiltration rate is computed at each spatial point using the formulation of Green-Ampt (Chow et al. 1988) 

(Figure 46). The potential infiltration rate is then computed as: 

 

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑘𝑠 (1 +
(ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝜑(𝑥)∆𝜃

𝐹(𝑥, 𝑡)
) 

𝐹(𝑥, 𝑡) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑡

0

 

𝐿(𝑥, 𝑡) =
𝐹(𝑥, 𝑡)

∆𝜃
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Figure 46 - Schematization of Infiltration variables definition in the Green Ampt method variables used in FHM-2D 

 

where ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil, h is the water depth over the bed surface, 𝜑 is 

the suction in the non-saturated region of the soil, ∆𝜃 =  ᶲ − 𝜃𝑖  is the change in moisture content of the soil 

as the saturation front advances, 𝜃𝑖 is the initial moisture content of the soil, ᶲ is the soil porosity, and L is 

the width of the saturated region in the soil. The actual infiltration rate is equal to the potential infiltration 

rate except when the water depth is too small and there is not enough water to infiltrate, in which case the 

infiltration is computed from the available water depth. Evapotranspiration is not considered, since it is 

negligible in urban storm events. 

 

Wet/Dry Interface Treatment 

Computations of the numerical flux near the wet/dry interface needs special attention. Basic problem is 

computation of velocity when water depth h approaches zero value. The velocity is computed from the vector 

of conservative variables W = [h, hu]T as u = (h, hu). Due to numerical inaccuracy of the computers the velocity 

can reach non-physically large values when h → 0. 

The simplest method dealing with this problem is to set some limit 𝜖 which is small but larger than the 

numerical accuracy of the computer. This tolerance defines whether a finite volume is flooded or not. All 

values of the vector of conservative variables are considered to be zero when water depth is smaller than 

this constant. According to small changes of this value do not affect numerical results a lot, when computing 

frictionless cases. But the model becomes more sensitive to changes in 𝜖 for problems with bed friction 

parametrized by the Manning expression. This is because the Manning formula requires division by h, which 

can result in an unrealistically large prediction of the shear stress in shallow regions near wet/dry boundaries. 

Another way how to cope with this phenomenon is to set the celerity of the flow to zero in the finite volume 

which abuts wet/dry interface. But this can hypothetically cause problems when there is no wet/dry interface 
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in the computational domain and this domain is covered by the tiny layer of water. The last way mentioned 

in this code is to use following relation  

𝑢 =
ℎ(ℎ𝑢)

ℎ2 + 𝜖𝑣
 

where 𝜖  v is small positive constant. This relation is simple and computationally undemanding, but for 

computations when h > 𝜖 v the velocity is computed with error depending on ratio of h2 and 𝜖𝑣. 

 

Boundary conditions 

The boundaries of the two-dimensional domain in which a numerical solution of the overland flow problem 

is sought are the different parts of the external contour line of the field. As in any other boundary problem 

in computational fluid dynamics, there is first a question concerning the number of physical boundary 

conditions required at every boundary point. To help, the theory of characteristics in 2D tells us that, 

depending on both the value of the normal velocity through the boundary 

U* n = unx + vny 

and the local Froude number Fr = u*n/c, the possibilities are  

• Supercritical inflow: u*n ≤ −c, ⇒ all the variables must be imposed. 

• Subcritical inflow: −c < u*n ≤ 0, ⇒ two variables must be imposed. 

• Supercritical outflow: u*n > c, ⇒ none of the variables must be imposed. 

• Subcritical outflow: 0 < u*n ≤ c, ⇒ one variable must be imposed. 

 

4.7 NUMERICAL TESTS 

In order to understand if the numerical code was robust and able to provide correct results, various 

benchmarking tests, from literature, were conducted. Below are the cases analyzed with the respective 

results obtained. 

 

1) Oscillating lake 
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This benchmarking test found in (Audusse et al., 2004), is indicative of the robustness of a solver as it involves 

wet-dry conditions. We are interested in the case of an oscillating lake with a nonflat bottom and nonvertical 

shores. The lake is initially at rest, but a small sinusoidal perturbation affects the free surface: 

z(x) = 0.5(1 − 0.5(cos(π(x − 0.5)/0.5) + 1)) 

h(0, x) = max(0, 0.4 − z(x) + 0.04 sin((x − 0.5)/0.25) − max(0,−0.4 + z(x))). 

 
Figure 47 - Oscillating lake: well-balanced scheme. First-order scheme (times crosses). Second order scheme (plus 

crosses). Initial solution and bottom topography (solid and dotted lines). 

This analysis is very important because it allows us to show that the flow oscillates with each timestep and 

that therefore the code is able to treat an interface between a wet cell and a dry cell on each shore of the 

lake. Figure 47 shows the results obtained with the well balanced scheme with 200 points at t = 19.87 s. This 

time has been identified because it corresponds to that in which the flow reaches its highest level on the left 

bank. Both the well-balanced schemes of the first and second orders are robust, but the scheme of the first 

order dampens the oscillations much more quickly. As also happens in the Audusse test, the FHM-2D has 

reproduced fifty oscillations to return to rest. On the other hand, the well-balanced second order scheme 

maintains the periodic regime up to the accuracy of the machine. 

 

2) Oscillating lake with drag 

This benchmarking test was found in the document (Sampson et al., 2004) and the movement of the fluid in 

a parabolic channel is represented in which a drag τ = 0.001 s-1 is applied to the walls. The results shown in 

Figure 48, refer to those ranging from t = 0 s to t = 3400 s, in increments of 200 s. The FHM-2D reports the 

same results for each time found in the article taken as reference from the literature, demonstrating also in 

this case a good accuracy. Also in this case, however, the well-balanced second order scheme proved to be 

more robust considering that the first order reproduced slightly faster oscillations. 

a) 
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b) 
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c) 
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Figure 48 - Oscillating lake with drag: well-balanced scheme. In a) is shown the analytical solution and bottom 

topography (black line).obtained in (Sampson et al., 2004); in b) the first-order scheme (times crosses) (light blue line) 

and in c) the second order scheme (plus crosses) obtained from FHM-2D (green line).  

3) Dam break 

The dam break is a reference test for the validation of theoretical models. Numerous Finite Volume schemes 

have been applied to the resolution of dam break problems (Zoppou and Roberts, 1999; Wan et al., 2002; Lai 

et al., 2005). However, the resolution of the Riemann problem required by the application of the classical 

bracing methods, widely used as the most accurate in the approach to Finite Volumes (Roe, 1981; Toro, 2016; 

LeVeque, 2002), is generally quite complicated, for the complexity of the self-structure, in all the problems 

of multi-phase currents, where the number of conservation equations is greater than two (Altinakar et al., 

2010). 
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Therefore, after describing the importance in conducting this test, we show the results obtained using the 

test proposed in the Gerris examples (Version 1.3.2) at the following link: 

http://gerris.dalembert.upmc.fr/gerris/examples/examples/dam.html#htoc23. In this example all the 

equations useful for the reconstruction of the complex geometry, all the boundary conditions and finally all 

the time frames useful for the understanding of the goodness of the results obtained with FHM-2D were 

described.  

The test was performed for both the first order accuracy with Lax-Friedrichs and second order accuracy with 

the TVD-MUSCL, presents in the FHM-2D. As reported in the web link the duration of the simulation was 40 

seconds. Here in figure 49 a is shown, at different time steps, the solution obtained from the author for the 

case study proposed in their example, and in b and c, the results obtained with FHM-2D, respectively for the 

first and second order.  

a) 

 

b) 
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c) 

 

Figure 49 – Dam break test: a) analytical solution; b) with first order estension; and c) with second order estension. 

 

For both orders of accuracy, FHM-2D has shown an excellent behavior, having been able to reproduce the 

same trend found in the case study founded on web in every time instant. 

 

4) The Steady Flow over a Bump in a Rectangular Channel 

The purpose of this problem is to calculate the steady flow over a bump in a rectangular channel with 

constant breadth. The breadth of the channel is constant, B(x) = 1 m, the length is L = 25 m and the bottom 

topography is given by: 

Z(x) ={(0.2 −  0.05
(x −  10)2   if 8 <  x <  12,

0                                              otherwise
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According to the boundary and initial conditions, the flow may be transcritical with and without a steady 

shock, or supercritical. All case studies were taken from (Vazquez-Cendòn, 1999) and are conducted for both 

the first and the second order of accuracy.  The graphs referred to the analysis shown in a is reported the 

analytical solution, while in b with green that obtained from first order and, finally, in c with blue that from 

second order of accuracy. 

 Transcritical flow without shock (Figure 50): 

—Downstream. The water level h = 0.66 m is imposed only when the flow is subcritical. 

—Upstream. The discharge is imposed Q = 1.53 m3/s. 

 

 

 

Figure 50 - Z(x), h(x, t) + Z(x) transcritical flow without shock. In a is represented the analytical solution; in b that 
obtained from first order and in c that from second order extension. 

 

 Transcritical flow with shock (Figure 51): 

—Downstream. The water level h = 0.33 m is imposed. 

—Upstream. The discharge Q = 0.18 m3/s is imposed. 

 

Figure 51 - Z(x), h(x, t) + Z(x) Transcritical flow with shock. In a is represented the analytical solution; in b that obtained 
from first order and in c that from second order extension. 
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• Subcritical flow (Figure 52): 
 
—Downstream. The water level h = 2 m is imposed. 
 
—Upstream. The discharge Q = 4.42 m3/s is imposed. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 52 - Z(x), h(x, t) + Z(x) subcritical flow. In a is represented the analytical solution; in b that obtained from first 

order and in c that from second order extension. 

 

In the three cases as initial conditions, we took a constant water level equal to the level imposed downstream 

and the discharge equal to zero. 

The comparison of the results with the associated analytical solutions illustrates the improved performance 

of the discretization in critical situations. The level of the water was chosen to show the numerical results 

because it is more relevant than the discharge, as it is zero for the three cases. We take CFL = 1, Δx = 0.25 m, 

t = 200 s, where the steady state is reached. 

This election of Δx is sufficient to compute the solutions in Figure 50 and in Figure 52 properly. In Figure 51 

the shock can be obtained with more accuracy if the number of nodes is increased. 

The bump test has also been reproduced in 2D (Figure 54) and the test was resumed, in order to have a 

comparison in terms of results obtained, from (Le Veque et al., 1998). The two-dimensional bump used was 

represented from the Eq. 9, which has a maximum height of 0.8 at the center of the unit square. 

B(x,y) = 0.8 exp(-50((x-0.5)2 + (y-0.5)2)) (9) 

The depth was set as h(x,y) = 1 - B(x,y) corresponding to a flat surface and the initial velocity is zero so that 

the surface should remain undisturbed. The domain used for the test case is the same of the one used in 

(LeVeque, 1998) that is a rectangular domain of [0,2] x [0,1] dimensions as represented in figure 53. 
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Figure 53 - Elliptical hump used for the test case. The lowest contour level is at 0.01 and the bump has height 0.8. 

The boundary conditions were equal to those chosen by (LeVeque, 1998) and in general, the zero-order 

extrapolation on the entire boundary domain was imposed. The duration of test case was fixed to t=1.8 s. In 

figure 54, are shown on the left the analytical solutions obtained in LeVeque and on the right, the ones 

obtained from FHM-2D, respectively for the first and second order of accuracy. From the figure is possible to 

understand how the FHM-2D was able to reproduce, instant by instant, for both the orders of the accuracy, 

the same solution obtained from the LeVeque paper. 

 
Figure 54 - Bump test results in 2D  

5) Runoff test  
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The test concerning the outflow was carried out taking as reference that carried out by (Cea et al., 2010). The 

analysis saw the application of a precipitation in a rectangular tank with dimensions 2 x 2.5 m formed by 

three floors with an approximate slope of 5% (Figure 55). 

 

 
Figure 55 - Detailed topography of the catchment (from Cea et al, 2010) 

 

The bed surface is impervious and therefore the infiltration does not need to be considered. Rainfall was 

simulated with a grid of 100 nozzles distributed evenly over the basin. The only variable measured in the 

experiments was the discharge hydrograph generated at the outlet of the basin. 

At the outlet boundary a free outflow boundary condition was used. The wet-dry tolerance parameter was 

set to 10-6 m. The numerical mesh for each configuration must be fine enough in order to adequately resolve 

the flow around the buildings. The Manning coefficient used for the test was 0.016 s/m1/3. In Figure 56 and 

in Figure 57, are represented the results obtained for both the orders of accuracy. 
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Figure 56 - Velocity fields computed at time t = 20 s in runoff test with slope 

  

 

 

Figure 57 – Outlet hyetograph obtained from FHM-2D using the first and second order of accuracy for differents 
number of cell computation 348x192 and 256x128. 
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The discharge obtained and compared with those taken as reference in (Cea et al., 2010), shown in Figure 

58, give very close values independently of the order of accuracy and cell discretization used. In the case of 

the first order there is a slight underestimation of the flow rate calculated with FHM-2D. 

 
Figure 58 - Outlet hyetograph obtained in Cea et al, 2010 used for the comparison with the FHM-2D results. 

Finally, another test was conducted to understand the behavior of the numeric code at a slope (Figure 59).

 

Figure 59 - The bottom setting of numerical examples. The figure illustrates the case of urban draining with obstacles 
like houses. 

In all of the examples in the succeeding texts, the gravitation constant g = 9.8 m/s2 and the minmod 

parameter θ=1.3. In this example, a Manning crew coefficient of 0.002 s/m1/3 and a slope of 0.05 has been 

applied. 
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In Figure 60, was reported the analytical solution obtained in (Chertock et al., 2015) that was replicated, in 

the test case with FHM-2D, for different grid sizes precisely 100, 200, 400 and 800 m and for both the orders 

of accuracy . 

 
Figure 60 - Outlet discharge as a function of time obtained from (Chertock et al., 2015). On x-axis was reported the time in 

seconds and in y-axes the discharge. 

 

In figure 61, are shown the plots of the first component of the numerical flux at the right edge of the 

computational domain as a function of time. Notice that this is an approximation of the outlet discharge, 

which is a measurable quantity in experimental settings. The simulations were performed in the 2-D domain 

of the width 0.2, so that all of the discharge values in Figure 61 are to be multiplied by the factor of 0.2 in 

order to be compared with those of Chertock’s paper.  

 

 
Figure 61 - Outlet discharge as a function of time obtained with FHM-2D: figure a, b, c, d are referred at first order of 

accuracy and respectively at 100, 200, 400 and 800 m of computational grid size; e, f, g, h are referred at second order 
of accuracy and respectively at 100, 200, 400 and 800 m of computational grid size. 
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In this test case were observed that , for the first order Lax Friedrichs, the maximum value of the discharge 

for the cell size of 100 and 200 m was underestimate, while for the 400 and 800 were the same reported in 

Chertock’s paper. For the second order TVD –MUSCL, instead, in all the cases analyzed the outlet discharge 

were the same of that obtained in the reference. This fact is due at robustness of TVD MUSCL method 

compared to that of Lax Friedrichs. 

 

4.8 APPLICATION FHM-2D TO A REAL CASE STUDY 

Once all the benchmarking tests that allowed us to understand the robustness of FHM-2D model have been 

performed, we proceeded by applying it to a real case study. The area of interest considerate for the analysis 

was Saint Lucia, an island located in the Caribbean, where 12 extreme events happened in the past (Figure 

62).  

The capital of Santa Lucia is Castries, where 32.4% of the population lives. Other major cities include Gros 

Islet, Soufrière and Vieux Fort. The population tends to concentrate around the coast, with the interior more 

sparsely populated. 

The local climate is tropical, moderated by the north-eastern trade winds. The average daytime temperatures 

are around 30 ° C and average night temperatures are around 24 ° C. The temperature does not fluctuate 

much between winter and summer. Average annual rainfall ranges from 1300 mm on the coast to 3810 mm 

in mountain rainforests. 

 

Figure 62 - Area of Interest: Saint Lucia Island 

 

This area has been selected thanks to its strategic position. In fact, especially in the recent years considering 

the ongoing climate changes, heavy rains are increasingly frequent on the island due to hurricanes and / or 
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tropical storms. These extreme atmospheric phenomena, as shown in Figure 63, present traces that are very 

close or cross the area of interest. 

 

Figure 63 - Tracks of nearly 150 years of tropical cyclones weave across the globe 

 

Moreover, even the hydro-geological conformation, which divides the island into many very small basins, has 

made possible to analyze deeply the results obtained by FHM-2D. 

For the hydraulic simulations, the precipitation data used as input have been provided directly by the 

competent local authority. The rainfall data of the simulated extreme events were recorded from the gauge 

stations of the SLUMET (Saint Lucia Meteorological Services) and of the WRMA (Water Risk Management 

Association). In the test case only the precipitation data recorded from WRMA were used. This choice was 

due to the better completeness of the dataset in correspondence of the extreme events of interest (see 

Figure 64). 
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Figure 64 - Rain gauge stations presents in Saint Lucia island and status of completeness of rainfall data in SLUMET 

and WRMA stations 

The 12 extreme events were chosen considering: a) presence and completeness of rainfall data recorded 

during the event; b) the huge hazard and the importance of the damages that happened; c) the number of 

social media marker and info from web useful for the validation of the model results.  

In Figure 65 the extreme alluvial events simulated with FHM-2D as test case are highlighted in yellow. 

 
Figure 65 - In yellow are shown the 12 extreme climatics events simulated and the sources where it were founded the 

social marker used for the validation of results. 
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For the hydraulic simulation, a DEM with a spatial resolution of 5 m was reconstructed ad hoc, performing 

different pre-processing (Figure 66). A DEM available online was handled, deriving from the Aster RADAR 

satellite, with a spatial resolution of 25 m. 

The preprocessing has seen the following operations: 

- Creation and/or rebuilding of the non-existent river network; 

- Addition of existing buildings using the footprints made available by Openstreetmap dataset; 

- Reconstruction of marine bathymetry, using the contour lines present in some nautical charts, fundamental 

for the right representation of the storm surge phenomenon, always present during the extreme events that 

hit the area of interest; 

- Resampling of the initial DEM, with the addition of the new elements, with a resolution of 5 m. 

 

Figure 66 - DEM of Saint Lucia island rebuilt for the simulation and zoom of urban area where is possible to see the 

good accuracy in the reproduction of the elements (houses, rivers, etc.) 

 

As input of the hydraulic modelling have been used: 

- precipitation data obtained from WRMA gauge stations; 

- sea level measurements recorded during the days of the event by the website (http://www.ioc-

sealevelmonitoring.org/map.php); 

- Land use deriving from the Chinese product GLC30 with a spatial resolution of 30 m. 
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The spatial discretization of the mesh imposed in the FHM-2D was 5 m, the same of the DEM. This choice 

was justified by the fact that in the hydraulic modelling developed, any subgrid approach was considered.  

Among the 12 events simulated that have been rebuilt with FHM-2D, only the post event flooding map 

related to the depth max of the Tomas hurricane was selected and shown in Figure 67.  Such event was 

chosen since it was the most dangerous extreme event. 

 

Figure 67 - FHM-2D result of Tomas hurricane 

 

In Figure 68 the post event flooding map of Thomas hurricane and some zoom of the flooding in the main 

city of the island were shown. 

>0.35 m

0.10m<H<0.35m

< 0.10m
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Figure 68 - FHM-2D result of Tomas hurricane and zoom on three urban areas present on the island of Saint Lucia 

 

The validation of the results obtained with FHM-2D, was based first of all on the comparisons between the 

flooding extension and location obtained from the hydraulic modelling and those of the maps shown on the 

various reports found online. The second step of the validation process was made with the various social 

marker related the extreme event days. Also in this case, as for Houston case study, the social media marker 

allowed to understand the goodness of the depth results obtained with FHM-2D and to confirm the real 

presence of the flooding.  

Figure 69 shows the map of the damages found during Hurricane Tomas on the CHARIM website (Carribean 

Handbook on Risk Information Management). For this extreme event, thanks to this map, the goodness of 

the hydraulic modelling results in terms of location of the flooding was understood. In Figure 70 a zoom, as 

an example, of the comparison between the two maps is shown. 
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Figure 69 - FHM-2D result of Tomas hurricane and map showing the damage that emerged during the extreme 

flooding event 

 

 

Figure 70 - zoom of a part of the island floodinged in the CHARIM map and in the hydraulic model map 

In Figure 71 some pictures used for the validation of depth results and obtained from modelling were shown.  
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Figure 71 - social markers used in the validation of the results obtained by FHM-2D 

The analyses carried out allowed us to understand that the FHM-2D returns very accuracy results in terms of 

extension, location, depth and velocity of the flooding flow. Furthermore, the FHM-2D was provided with the 

capability to work in parallel with no much longer simulation time. In this way it was possible to calibrate the 

results in reasonable times. The results obtained were computed with a super computer with 512 CPUs. 

Despite the huge size of the interest area, a numerical simulation, referred to 5 days extreme event with a 

grid discretization of the 5 m, was carried out taking about 12 hours for the complete hydraulic computation. 

On the contrary, when HEC-RAS was used for the same case study, it was not able to perform the simulation. 

This allowed us to confute also the robustness of the model developed. 
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5 FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT IN NOWCASTING PHASE  

5.1 THE NOWCASTING PHASE 

The Wold Meteorological Organization defines now casting as “That phase that comprises the detailed 

description of the current weather along with forecasts obtained by extrapolation for a period of 0 to 4 hours 

ahead. In this time range it is possible to forecast small features such as individual storms with reasonable 

accuracy”.  To cope extreme events in nowcasting, Civil Protection needs tools that are able to return maps 

of hydraulic hazard in a very short time. 

The information used in the nowcasting of hydrological extreme events are the spatial distributions of the 

rainfall intensity at given time, obtained by radar, satellite and rain gauge data.  

Usually nowcasting is mainly aimed to the short time forecast of rainfall intensity. The levels of warning are 

identified by the exceedance of prefixed rainfall amount thresholds, e.g. 100 mm/24h. Hazard flooding maps, 

preliminarily constructed in relation to a given rainfall amount, can thus be used to identify the most 

dangerous areas for people and goods.   

Here we use a novel approach which directly provides the extension of the inundated areas  and the 

associated risk levels (as a function of local value of flow depth and velocity), carried out by a real time 

surrogate model which transforms the temporal and spatial distribution of rainfall intensity, measured by 

radar, runoff characteristics over the domain.  The idea, described in the following section, is to implement 

a surrogate model, based on an artificial intelligent approach, which is trained by a lot of input-output time 

series obtained by high detailed hydraulic simulations and that mimics the physical link between rainfall and 

runoff, as it is represented by 2D shallow water models.    

 

5.2 A REAL TIME FLOOD SURROGATE MODEL   

High spatial resolution hydraulic simulations by shallow water models usually have long computational time, 

not compatible with the nowcasting, in which the forecast needs to be performed on a temporal scale from 

one to few hours. Moreover, these simulations cannot be used in the flash flooding mainly because these 

phenomena  happen in a very short time. Therefore, there is the need to model the flooding processes in 

order to have a real time response.  However, such models have to maintain the capability to: a) manage the 

temporal and spatial complex distribution of the rainfall (as that from radar measurement); b) provide an 

accurate calculation of the flow characteristics in all the regions interested by the rainfall event i.e. to return 

a result very close to the result provided by the numerical integration of the shallow water equations. Last 
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but not least, the model should be very easy to maintain and/or implemented to allow its accessibility to 

non-expert users.  

In order to construct such model, in the framework of Artificial Intelligent approaches, a nonlinear regression 

problem between input and output data have to be solved. This is a very complex problem since we need of 

an algorithm that transform a time varying input map (having a not regular spatial distribution of the input 

variable) in an output map. Several kinds of these algorithms are available and there is an increasing interest 

in developing new ones. 

Each algorithm has its own properties; therefore, several driving factors should be considered during the 

choice of an algorithm. Some of them have high accuracy but low memory and others have high memory but 

low accuracy; some are linear, others are non-linear.  

Accurate forecasting of rainfall/runoff processes is one of the most important issues in hydrological research. 

Since such forecasting involves a rather complex nonlinear data pattern, there are several approaches that 

could be applied. Recurrently, artificial neural networks (RNNS) (Yen M. H. et al., 2019), as well as, models 

based on fuzzy theory and neural network have shown to be very effective on dealing with nonlinear system 

(Yen M. H. et al., 2019). Furthermore, the need to manage a large amount of data, as these coming from 

hydraulic simulations, have to be taken into account.  

The key features that we considered here to develop an algorithm, able to provide an answer to the issues 

above remarked, are: a structure based on multi-core CPU, control of accuracy, non-linear modelling of the 

link between inputs and outputs that are reduced by technique of image processing.  A neural network was 

selected as starting algorithm. Input data are the temporal evolution of spatially distributed rainfall similarly 

to those obtainable by radar measurements.  The outputs were constructed using the flow velocity and depth 

fields obtained by high resolution hydraulic simulations. To simplify the problem the two fields of flow 

velocity and depth, were converted in a unique field by introducing a discrete variable (with values 1,..,4) 

each value of which,  defined as ‘flag’, represents the potential level of dangerous associated to a given 

combination of flow velocity and depth ( see figure 79).   A time delay neural network (TDNNs) was thus 

developed to model the link between time series of the input and the output fields.  The TDNN results have 

lower computational costs than RNNs techniques.  The TDNN was trained by the input and output fields 

obtained by a number of hydraulic simulations carried out by the 2D shallow water model previously 

described.  

The algorithm, presented here, is based on a sequence of rainfall fields as input data and return  accurate 

forecasted flag maps, as those  obtained from FHM-2D, as output data. With the aim to further reduce the 

computational cost, principal component analysis (PCA) of the input and output fields was applied.   

 As we assume that inputs and outputs coming from the shallow water equations can be considered as 

images, in which each point of the grid represent a pixel and each image has a resolution of 9984 x 6112 

pixels, corresponding to the number of the cells of the grid considered for the shallow water simulation, the 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/mathematics/artificial-neural-network
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need to apply PCA is fundamental. As a consequence, the resolution of each image is extremely high: it 

corresponds to more than 61 mlns cells. Therefore, each moment of the simulation, if saved, occupies 220 

Mb. In our study, he number of simulations available was 12 and the amount of data available was 2 TB:  thus 

keeping low computational cost for this project was a challenge. Moreover it should be taken into account 

that the most of the computational cells are useless to our intents because of the flag value that is ~ 0 or 

because some of them don’t change from one simulation to the following (they are not involved in the 

flooding event). In addition, outliers could happened and is not possible to control all them manually because 

of the high number of pixels (61mln) for each instant of the simulation. Finally, it is mandatory to keep the 

computational costs as low as possible, without sacrificing the accuracy.  

PCA is a technique based on the dimensional reduction extremely common in the field of big data, but very 

innovative in the field of image processing where it starts to be used from 1990. PCA seeks to represent 

observations in a form that enhances the mutual independence of contributory components. The PCA 

technique considers a multidimensional space and reduces this space creating a new coordinate system 

where the variance of the points is maximized. For example, if we consider a bidimensional space of 

observation (X1, X2), PCA technique is able to create a novel coordinate system for this 2D image in which the 

greatest variance lies on the first coordinate, the second greatest variance on the second coordinate and so 

on (it means for each axes that we are considering). Each coordinate is also called principal component.  

In detail, each image can be considered as a matrix in which every computational cell constitutes a “pixel” of 

the image. In each cell the actual value of a field is the same as the brightness of the pixel. This methodology 

is commonly used in face recognition (Turk, Pentland, 1991) (Figure 72). 

 

Figure 72 - face recognition technique 

 

Hereafter, the letter N was used to denote the total number of solutions in the database. 

The goal was the reduction of a matrix of [N x n pixel] to something computationally cheaper of shape [N x 

M], with M << n. Each matrix (solution) here is technically called “unrolled”, because it generates a single 

array in which the dimension (size) of the array (vector) will be [nx x ny], where nx and ny are the number of 
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cells in each direction. In our situation, each array will be ~ 60 mln of cells. Each of these values will 

correspond to the starting value of the brightness. The intensity variation is assumed in each pixel of the 

image. This process is repeated for every solution of the shallow water model. As a consequence, if each 

simulation is composed of N temporal moments, the matrix dimension will be [N x n pixel], where n pixel, as 

previously reported is ~ 60×106. The covariance matrix is computed and the PCA are derived. In order to 

effectuate the PCA analysis, all the available simulations should be considered. Therefore, because 12 

simulations are available and each simulation is ~ 20-30 Giga, the computer should be able to process all of 

this amount of data. To reach this goal it was necessary to reduce the resolution of the shallow water 

simulation to ¼. Therefore the solutions reported here have a resolution of 20m x 20m.  

Through PCA analysis, we are able to obtain autovectors and autoimages from each matrix. Depending on 

the number of the axes present in the coordinate system chosen, the explained variance could be higher or 

lower; usually, this is called eigen images in which the number of the ideal components is chosen to explain 

more than 95% of the variance. 

To achieve this goal, every raw of the observation matrix is projected into the new frame of reference, leading 

to a new matrix that is [N x L], where L is the number of principal components. All the starting datasets are 

therefore divided into a score matrix whose dimension is the number of components x starting examples and 

some fixed matrices whose dimension will be [M x total pixel] (where M is the number of components). In 

this way, as dataset we can considered only the training dataset. In this way, we will have [N solution x N of 

components] instead of [N solution x 61mln] and the whole dataset can be managed by any computer.  

Let’s focus on how we studied our input data: we have a hyetograph for all the simulations through with we 

know all the flags of each time step (Figure 73).  
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Figure 73 - Hyetograph of a rainfall with 10 years return period 

 

In order to create the input data, we took into account the rain sequences, e.g. t0 corresponds to rain0; t1 to 

rain1 and so on. All of these events are introduced in a sequence (r1, r2, r3, r4, r5 and so on) (see figure 74 ) . In 

order to properly replicate water runoff, we also included the cumulated rain to the input features (feature 

added). Each of these rain sequences is related to the forecast flag: it means that we can shift from few 

temporal moments to have a forecast. For example, if we are interested in the first rain sequence (from r1 to 

r5) we can shift from 10 temporal moments and we knew that the first temporal sequence corresponded to 

a certain flag forecast. In this way we can get the complete raining database of our algorithm. Each rain 

sequence is associated with autovectors of the corrisponding flag.  
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Figure 74 - Input and output features of matrix  

 

The code has been performed in an open-source environment and the framework is based on Python 3.6.x; 

moreover, for the training of the network we used Tenton-pro that is a platform of artificial intelligence. 

Figure 75 shows how the operative framework works hour by hour: the database is split into train database 

and test database.  

 

Figure 75 - Operative frameworks of the algorithm 
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The train database is used for the training of the algorithm, while the test is used to test the algorithm to be 

sure that it can be generalized. Most of the moduli are similar in both cases, only in three cases they differ 

from each other.  

In detail the data from shallow water equations are rapidly read, PCA were calculated and data were 

normalized and processed in order to write sequences of input and delayed outputs. Finally neural network 

is trained and the results were saved and plotted. In order to ensure that the model is reproducible and can 

be generalized, a test is performed: in detail, all the data provided were processed according to the train 

database and, hence, project dataset on principal axis, was normalized as the training dataset and finally 

forwarded to the saved graph.  

 

5.3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

For PCA analysis and image processing fifteen simulations are currently available, with more going on. Twelve 

simulations are taken as train dataset. Each simulation is distinguished by a different hyetograph and return 

time; nine of them train the algorithm, while the remaining three are kept apart and exploited as test dataset. 

Looking at the PCA scores, eight principal components are sufficient to explain 95% of the variance. Figure 

76 shows the PCA of the shallow water model: each shallow water solution can be considered as a summation 

of some coefficients for each of these images. Each image explains a percentage of the variance: figure 76 

shows the maximum explained variance and so on. 

  

Figure 76 - The eight eigen-values derived from PCA transformation of training dataset 
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Interestingly there are some points of the island in which the flooding pattern is not relevant and hence they 

are redundant in the train of an artificial intelligence.  

All the hyperparameters have been tuned heuristically to grant the faster training speed/accuracy. Different 

techniques have been used to avoid the model overfitting and to confirm that the model can work also for 

other training database (we need to demonstrate that is generalizable). It should be emphasised that this is 

the major limit of the algorithms reported in literature: they work exclusively for a single database being not 

reproducible.  

Figure 77 reports the training. The accuracy of the algorithm is relatively high even after 3000 or 4000 epochs. 

However, these plots are not very significative because of the accuracy depends also on the way in which the 

training is developed.  

 

 

Figure 77 - cost of the validation dataset as a function of the number of epochs (left) and accuracy of the validation 
dataset as a function of the number of epochs (right) 

 

The training is completed in approximately 10 mins on a standard CPU. 20% of the train dataset was kept as 

validation dataset, to monitor the absence of overfitting and the convergence of the algorithm.  

In Figure 78 some results, obtained using Tomas and Dean hurricanes as test cases, are shown. In detail, 

figure shows, for different temporal instances, the maps obtained from FHM-2D (visible in figure as REAL) 

and those obtained with the surrogate model (visible in figure as PRED).   
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Figure 78 - Results obtained from the algorithm for a) 10 years, b) 20 year and c) 50 year of return time 
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From these images is possible to obtain a flag value forward in time. The flag values are based on a flow depth 

and velocity relationship and the thresholds are represented in figure 79. In figure 78 the “low” flag is 

represented in green and identified as 1 in the legend. The “medium” flag, is identified in orange and reported 

in the legend with the value 2, and finally, the “high” flag is reported with 3 in the legend and identified in 

red. The classes are referred to the dangerousness of the flooding at a certain relationship of depth and 

velocity values.  

 

Figure 79 - Flag classification classification obtained from the flow depth and velocity relationship 

 

The first results obtained with the surrogate model, for the case study adopted, showed a high confidence. 

In fact, the maps predicted with the AI are the same as those obtained from FHM-2D for each temporal 

instance. However, the problem is that the simulations did not take into account the run-off because they 

are too short. As a consequence, the model works well only when it is supposed to predict the flooding in 

the future. If we are interesting, instead, in understanding how the watershed of the island will be drained 

once that the rains stop, the model developed here doesn’t work well yet. However, even in this last situation 

we have already the solution: it’s necessary only increase the time of the simulations in order to allow the 

right runoff of the flooding present in the area of interest.  

 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS AND ONGOING DEVELOPMENTS 

The surrogate model proposed and described above is resulted effective in reproducing the link between 

input (rainfall) and output (flooding) similarly to that simulated by 2D hydraulic model, within the spectrum 

of simulations used to train the model.  However, the e result obtained have to be considered as preliminary, 

and further model validations have to be performed to confirm the goodness of the approach, in a larger 

range of rainfall temporal and spatial variations. 
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However, there are some issues that require to be further investigated. The use of not spatially uniform 

rainfall requires to be investigated in more details. Not spatially uniform rainfalls differ from spatially uniform 

rains because they require a PCA analysis on the input data. In this scenario, all the input data have to be  

analysed and the PCA analyses realized; in this way the input features will increase, but this  allows a more 

general and flexible  application  of the proposed methodology.  Rainfall distribution from radar data can be 

used as input to the surrogate model, in way to generate a short forecast. 
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6 SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES 

6.1 SUMMARY 

This thesis was addressed to explore how remote sensing technologies could be effectively used in the 

assessment of hydraulic risk due to extreme hydrological extreme as floods.  In this context different 

methodologies - separately and/or among them combined were investigated- the most part of the work has 

been focused on the flood risk assessment referred at the two phases of post event analysis and the 

nowcasting respectively.  

In detail, for the post event phase three different approaches have been used and combined to rebuild post 

event flooding maps: remote sensing, hydraulic modelling and social media marker. The remote sensing from 

satellite resulted a very useful tool for the assessment of the flooding risk due to its numerous advantages 

(i.e. huge number of information due to the global coverage; capability to obtain information during the night 

and/or in extreme weather condition, high spatial resolution of most sensors, etc.). Furthermore, the ever 

wider spatial coverage and the launch new missions with boarding sensors with increasing resolution make 

these tools fundamental in the flood risk analysis. Hydraulic modelling has been widely used to generate 

inundation maps and is expected an increase of its performance. At the date, however both the approaches 

exhibit some shortcomings that require to be overcome. Remote sensing from satellite is not able to carefully 

monitor the alluvial extreme event in particular areas, as urban or vegetated ones.  In such area the 

complexity of geometry and the need of high spatial resolution limits the applicability of the hydraulic 

modelling too. To overcome this problems, the combination of these techniques and the further use of others 

tools, as e.g. the social marker, has been investigated in this thesis.  Concerning the nowcating phase, the 

long computational times required by hydraulic models prevents their use, therefore other approaches have 

to be developed.  In this thesis, the potentiality of the machine learning algorithm was exploited in order to 

overcome the main limitation of the hydraulic modelling, that is the high computational time. Even if for 

preliminary results the possibility to obtain flooding maps in real time was proved.   

 

Chapter 1 provides an introduction on the importance of having useful tools for the assessment of all the 

phases of an extreme rainfall event (prevention, prevision, monitoring, nowcasting and post-event). 

Particular attention is given to the remote sensing from satellite in the assessment of the flooding risk thanks 

to its ability to give information for all the above mentioned phases and also to the hydraulic modelling for 

the post-event investigation. Moreover, other emerging techniques has been investigated including social 

media marker and machine learning for their promising utility in the post-event and nowcasting phases, 

respectively. In detail, the importance of combining some of these techniques (remote sensing from satellite, 

hydraulic modelling and social media marker) was highlighted for their capability to rebuild very accurate 
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post event flooding maps. Finally, the aim and the outlines of this thesis are presented: the whole discussion 

is finalized to the identification of new tools for the development of very accurate post event flooding maps 

and for the significant reduction of computational times in the nowcasting phases.  

The aim of Chapter 2 was to explore how the satellite data are useful for the monitoring of phenomena that 

contribute to the hydraulic risk and how the accuracy of the satellite instrument could be improved in relation 

to the context in which the floodings occur (urban, suburban, dense vegetation, etc.). Moreover, also the 

ability of the social media markers to visualize or not the elements blind to the satellites and to evaluate, 

therefore with greater resolution, the damages produced by the flooding was investigated. In this contest, 

data from hydraulic simulations and satellite maps were used to reconstruct the flooding map of Strymon 

river after an extreme rainfall event. Because of the remote sensing from satellite didn’t allow to estimate 

the flooding depth of the event, social media marker were also used and combined to the other previous 

reported techniques. In detail, two different case studies were investigated: hurricane Harvey in Houston 

(USA) and Diamrey typhoon in Quang Ngai (Vietnam). Harvey initially developed as a low-pressure system 

becoming soon a tropical cyclone. The highest record in terms of rain recordings occurred at Cedar Bayou, 

also in Houston, with 1318 mm of rain that fell during the storm (NWS 2017). Over 20,000 people were forced 

to seek emergency shelter during the event and an estimated 120,000 structures were affected by flooding.  

This extreme event and the area were chosen for four main reasons: 1) this event has gone down in history, 

due to recorded damage and record rainfall, as one of the five major historical events in the United States; 

2) Houston was one of the cities most affected by Hurricane Harvey; 3) the particularity of the morphological 

and geographical characteristics of the region which makes it vulnerable to flooding; 4) the area is particularly 

well monitored and this makes the analysis possible. The second case study was the Typhoon Damrey that 

first originated as a tropical depression becoming then a strong tropical cyclone and causing 142 casualties 

and a total damage over US$1 billion. This area was chosen because of the lack of ground gauge stations as 

well as high accuracy DEM. In the first case study, a flooding map with significant accuracy was obtained by 

using remote sensing from satellite and ground station information for the calibration of the hydraulic 

modelling results and social media marker for the validation. The same techniques were also used for the 

calibration and validation of the hydraulic modelling results of Diamrey typhoon. However, in this case, not 

good flooding map was obtained because of the low accuracy of inputs data (DEM and precipitation data 

from satellite). Taking into account this limit, further investigations, performed on radar, satellite and 

reanalysis datasets, highlighted that all of these tools underestimate the event peaks.  

In Chapter 3, starting from the promising results of the Houston case study, further tests were carried out 

on the data provided by the HEC-RAS software in order to understand if the approach of Casulli sub-grids 

allows to have results in terms of extension, depth and speed without mistake. The obtained results revealed 

a high number of mistakes for all these three parameters. As a consequence, a new finite volume calculation 
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code for the integration of motion equations mediated along the depth, called FHM-2D, was developed. The 

equations presents in the code were taken using as reference the papers of: (Audusse et al., 2004) for the 

governing equations, for the Lax-Friedrichs first order of flux discretization, and at least for the first and 

second order extension of the source discretization; (Hou, J. et al., 2015) for the TVD MUSCL second order 

flux discretization; (Jameson A. et al., 1981) and (Marqués, J. M. F., 2000), respectively, for the Runge-Kutta 

4th order and Forward Euler explicit scheme for the discretization of the time derivative. Finally, for the 

precipitation and infiltration was used respectively, (Cea, L. et al., 2010) and (Chow et al. 1988). This model 

exhibits the ability to overcome all the limitations of the commercial codes currently available and allow to 

do simulations in parallel. In this way, more accurate results at the DEM resolution scale and in urban 

contexts were obtained. Finally, the code was validated by bench tests and through its application to real 

case studies happened in Saint Lucia Island after tropical cyclones and hurricanes. For all the investigated 

cases data related to past flooding events were used as input. These findings reveal that the hydraulic 

modeling appears to be an excellent tool for the post-event but not for the nowcasting phase because of the 

long computational times. To overcome this limit, a surrogate model through machine learning was 

developed. 

Chapter 4 describes, therefore, the development of a surrogate hydraulic model, based on the use of 

Artificial Neural Network techniques, specifically, Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN). A supervised 

algorithm was used to train the algorithm using known input (precipitation fields) and output (flooding maps) 

data derived from radar and FHM-2D, respectively. After the training, the surrogate model was validated. 

With this approach flooding maps, related to a specific atmospheric condition emerged from the radar, were 

obtained in a very short time with a consequently significant reduction of the computational costs.  

 

6.2 PERSPECTIVES 

The main topic of this thesis is the development of new methodologies and the improvement of the existing 

ones in the rebuilding of post event flooding maps with high accuracy and the significant reduction of the 

computational times during the nowcasting phase of flooding risk assessment. In detail, remote sensing from 

satellite, hydraulic modelling and social media marker were used in combination to obtain post event maps 

with increased accuracy (Chapters 2 and 3), while machine learning approach was used to reduce the 

computational costs in the nowcasting phase (Chapter 4). The results obtained in this applications could be 

a very useful in the development of innovative tools for  the assessment of the hydraulic risk, which assumes 

particularly relevance due to the expected increases of frequency and intensity of extremes in ongoing 

climate changings. In fact, the possibility to have very accurate flooding maps allows to plan actions to reduce 

flooding risk in the most vulnerable areas, as well as,   to organize better emergency plans.  
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However, some issues require further investigation and some improvements. In detail, in non-instrumented 

areas, the reconstruction of accurate flooding maps is actually an open issue even if remote sensing from 

satellite, hydraulic modelling and social media marker were combined (Chapter 2). This is mainly due to an 

intrinsic limit of the remote sensing that is the underestimation of the precipitation peaks and because of 

precise DEM usually are not available and/or free. To overcome these limits, GPM constellation should be 

considered and exploited since some preliminary studies have shown its ability to reduce the uncertainties 

compared to the other well-known techniques reported in literature.  

Concerning social media marker, the main problem is related to the interpretation of the water depth from 

the pictures available, that in this first scenario was based on the subjected interpretation of the operator. 

In this contest, artificial intelligence represents a valid alternative, which deserves further investigation. . In 

fact, there are some shortcomings that require to be overcome, such as the difficulty of the training of the 

algorithm (because of the huge number of different elements that could be in a picture) and the issue in the 

establishment of the relationship between the picture prospective and the corresponding flooding depth.  

Concerning the machine learning approach developed in Chapter 4 further tests have to be performed for 

better training the algorithm. In detail, in this thesis the training algorithm was based on twelve extreme 

event pictures (obtained from FHM-2D developed in Chapter 3); however, higher precision could be obtained 

providing the model with more pictures (collected from other alluvial extreme events). Moreover, after an 

extensive training of the algorithm in a specific area of the extreme event, there will be the chance to get 

information not only in the nowcasting but also in the forecast phase, and in the optimization planning where 

a huge number of simulations are necessary.   

It can be concluded that the techniques investigated in this thesis, due to their unique and promising 

properties, are attractive candidates for a wide range of social, environmental and industrial applications. I 

believe that such methodologies, especially when combined to each other, can find practical applications 

not only in the nowcasting and post event analysis, but in the more general framework of flooding risk 

assessment. 
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